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Director’s Message

welcome your interest in the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST)

Electronics and Electrical Engineering Laboratory (EEEL). The purpose of this report is

to indicate how our work contributes to the producthity and quality of the electrical and

electronics manufacturing industries. We believe that the products and sernces which

the staff has delivered to industrj^ this past year were timely and relevant. By enriching

the measurement infrastructure that enables advances in technolog}' in the industries we

ser\^e, the direct and indirect benefits of our acthities will materially enhance the lives of

Americans through better jobs and better information, products, and serwces. This is our

mission, and we take pride and pleasure in performing it well.

As you may kno\v, EEEL pro\ides the fundamental basis for all electrical measurements in

the United States and practical measurement services for the electronics industr}^. We

emphasize measurement research and serWces that are essential to equity in domestic

and international trade; to the specification of manufacturing material, equipment, and

processes; to manufacturing process and quality control; and to applications supporting

the missions of other agencies.

In the next few pages of my message. I’ve drawn a thumbnail sketch of what we did last

year. Before you continue reading. I’d also like to mention where you may find more

detailed information about the Laborator}^. Technical Accomplishments is one of four

related publications that we produce to disseminate information about our work.

Measurementsfor Competitiveness in Electronics is a description of industrj^’s

measurement needs. Qmy Strategic Plan outlines EEEL’s broad strategy for meeting

industry needs, and the Program Plan prondes specific technical details of each of the

projects designed to achieve our strategic goals. Let us know if you would like a copy of

any of these documents.

ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY



Laboratory Director’s Message

EEEL Focuses Closely on Metrology

You may wonder, given the creative scientists

affiliated with our Laboratory, why we do not

direct our efforts more toward technology

development. The answer is simple: the current

need for measurement tools is so great that we

cannot begin to address them all with our

limited resources. Furthermore, other

organizations in NIST, such as the Advanced

Technology Program (ATP), which will invest

approximately $430M in technology

development during FY 1995, and other Federal

laboratories do have both the mission and the

resources for such development. You may be

sure, however, that where the possibility exists,

we exploit the results of our measurement

research and development efforts to provide

opportunities for commercialization by

industry.
R&D 100-AWARD WINNING TEAM: DONALD NOVOTNY, DE-XIANG

HUANG, JOSEPH KINARD

Exceptions Prove the Rules

A good case in point is the development this past year of a thin-film multijunction thermal converter (MJTC)

for which NIST won an R&D 100 award. Developed under a Cooperative Research and Development

Agreement (CRADA) with an American firm, Ballantine Laboratories, Incorporated, this device represents

technology transfer at its best. Thermal converters, which are the most accurate calibration standards for ac

voltage and current, also provide a basis for the most precise measurement method for both. The award-

winning MJTC results from applying the latest semiconductor processing technology to the fabrication of

carefully patterned heater/thermocouple structures and represents a substantive improvement over the

electrical performance of the present standard wire thermal converters. Further, it is estimated that MJTCs

can be produced with a cost range of $100 to $200 each, depending on the electrical parameters, as opposed

to a corresponding range of $150 to $2500 for present standards. Thus, these standards can be built into

commercial test equipment, bringing higher accuracy close to the ultimate user in a practical, economic way.

Over time, work such as this has a very significant impact in the marketplace: the greater accuracy, efficiency,

and cost-savings realized by such a device enables American electronics manufacturers to design better

products, which can be marketed at highly competitive prices to customers who need and find them

affordable. The benefits ripple outward from the original target. By the time the impact has subsided, the

economy is enhanced through the development not only of better equipment but potentially of more, better-

quality jobs.
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Reconfiguration Is Key to Flexibility and Responsiveness

Fiscal Year (FI') 1994 has been a verj- exciting year for the Laboratory' in several respects. We are

reconfiguring our organization in response to changes in the fields of technology associated with the industry'

we senT and to be able to meet the challenges posed by emerging technologies.

FEEL has dmsions located at the NIST facilities in Gaithersburg, Maryland and Boulder, Colorado. The

Electricity Division, which covers the fundamental electrical standards and constants, electronic instruments,

^^deo technology^ standards for electronic data exchange, and support for the electrical utilities, and the

Semiconductor Electronics Division, which covers semiconductor materials, processes, and deWces, are

located in Marydand.

The remaining dhisions are located in Boulder, Colorado. The Electromagnetic Fields DMsion covers

microwave and millimeter waves, and electromagnetic interference. The most notable change in EEEL’s

organizational structure in 1994 involved the formation of a new dhision, the Optoelectronics Dhision, to

cover fiber optics and optoelectronic dewces. Programs on these topics were formerly included vlthin the

scope of the Electromagnetic Technology Division. In FY 1994, this Dhision re\1sed its mission to focus on the

technical areas of superconducthity, cry^ogenic electronics, and magnetics.

In addition to the Laboratory^ Headquarters, EEEL also has Bvo offices in Gaithersburg, Maryland that matrix-

manage NIST-vide programs. The Office of Microelectronics Programs (OMP) leads a unique, growing

program which draws on several other Laboratories at NIST to complement EEEL’s work in support of the

semiconductor industry^. At the industry's request, this office is slated for substantial growth. OMP will be

managing the planned $25M National Semiconductor Metrology' Program, aimed at satis^ing measurement

requirements of the National Technology' Roadmap for Semiconductors. The Program w'as established in

March, 1994 with about S5M in funding; the operating level is intended to be S25M annually within about

three years. The Office of Law Enforcement Standards, which is sponsored principally by the National

Institute of Justice, will continue to prowde technical soundness to tests of products used by .American law^

enforcement officers.

Planning and Resources: Inextricably Linked

.•ind, now', to the resources of the Laboratoryffiecause they play a major role in determining our strategyMor

today and tomorrow'. EEEL has, of course, limited resources with which to address the rapidly expanding

metrology' needs of the electrical and electronics industry' as a w'hole. Taken broadly, this includes the entire

spectrum from the electrical utilities to lightwave communications— to the suppliers of materials and

equipment to these fields— as w'ell as to the industiVs customers. Thus, careful planning and long- and

short-term measures of our progress and accomplishments are very' important to assure the most effective use

of our resources. The means by which w'e assess our effectiveness range from broad technical area rewews

that summarize market issues and industrial measurement requirements, through planning and progress

reporting documents, to formal assessments of impact on a national scale. Estimates based on such studies

reveal that w'e can only address about 20% of the sendees requested by our industrial clients, and emphasize

the need for our concentration on measurement technology'.
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Laboratory Director’s l\^essage

FY1994 RESOURCES

EEEL’s Budget

The FY 1994 budget was $44.7M of which $28.4M was internal (STRS) funding.

We received an additional $3M to provide key components of the measurement

infrastructure required by projects conducted by the electronics industry and

sponsored by the Advanced Technology Program (ATP). FEEL has a

substantial calibration income of $2.2M, which is 42% of the total calibration

fees provided to NIST. The remaining funds, $11M, typically come from other

federal agencies.

EEEL received modest expansion funding in FY 1994. The National

Semiconductor Metrology Program received $1.5M of which $0.9M funded

programs in EEEL. The Microwave program received a $0.5M increase in

funding. For FY 1995, the National Semiconductor Metrology Program received

a $5.5M increase to bring funding for this area to $10. 3M. Of the 1995 increase,

$1.4M will fund semiconductor metrology programs in EEEL, with the

remainder invested in high priority projects in other NIST laboratories. Our

plans are to seek growth in microwaves, semiconductors, fundamental

quantum standards, digital imaging, electronic information exchange for

automated manufacturing, and high-speed electrical and optical components

in FY 1995 to better meet the requirements of our clientele.

The Issue Is Time: Lack of Funds Equals Attrition

For EEEL, the issue is time. Given the restructuring of the Federal Government as a whole, the sources of other

agency funding are decreasing too rapidly to compensate for the slow but healthy increases in internal funding

at NIST. As in the past, this year EEEL obtained a significant fraction of its funding from outside sources to

support and maintain staffing for our programs. However, the recent slow decline in staff-years-worked,

occasioned by limited resources, did not diminish in FY 1994. The Electromagnetic Fields Division accounted

for most of this decline with a reduction of total staff from 85 to 73.

In the annual count of staff members made at the turn of each fiscal year, our staff numbered 343, with 69%

professionals— 37% of the professionals being at the doctorate level. During the last four years, while total

staff declined at the rate of five per year, the number of staff at the doctorate level increased by a little over

five per year. In sum, although we are becoming leaner, we are also becoming academically stronger, hiring

very high-quality people to carry on EEEL’s work.

A Different Perspective on Allocations of Funding

Given our limited resources, the allocation of dollars to programs is based on the bottom line— where the

work is expected to have the largest impact. A relatively small allocation of funds for results that allow an

important technology to take a significant step forward is money well spent. We attempt to establish prioritj-^

from an in-depth determination of customer needs and an evaluation of likely social rate of return on our

investment.
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investments in R&D pro\ide a

social rate of return (90% on

average) that is seven times

the return on investments in

general (e.g., 13% on tangible

investments, such as plant and

equipment). As a result of the

NIST Electronics and

Recent economic analysis

shows that private-sector

FY 1994 RESOURCES BY TECHNOLOGY FIELD

Electrical Engineering

Laboratory process for selection of projects and transfer to industr}^ of its results, a number of economic studies

have shown that its average return on investment is about 200%, over t\wce the estimated return on private-

sector R&D.

Further, this return reflects only the direct benefits of a particular stage or stages studied in a particular

industry’s economic process (e.g., marketplace transaction cost reductions) and does not take into account

additional downstream and other indirect benefits. Industrial officials who participated in the EEEL economic

evaluations have said they realized other substantial direct and indirect benefits than those studied, including

increased market share, improved product reliability, increased production jdelds, improved abilitj^ to meet

customer specifications, improved product features, cost reductions, and stimulation of new directions for

company research.

Based on recent correlations between emplojmient growth and gross domestic product (GDP) growth in high-

technology industries, and taking into consideration the GDP growth w^hich can be predicted on the basis only

of the direct benefits studied, measures of the economic outcome of EEEL work can be derived. As a

conseiwative estimate, considering only the direct and quantifiable benefits, for each SIM invested in EEEL

R&D, an increase in gross domestic product (GDP) of over S33i\l and an increase in jobs of over 400 w^ould be

predicted.

EEEL Delivers Results

Our success hinges upon the effective deliverj^ of our results. Interactive transfer, wtth complete description of

our results, is crucial if the w^ork is to benefit our customers. The methods EEEL uses for dissemination range

from direct meetings and interactions with industry, EEEL-organized w^orkshops and education courses,

attendance at conferences, Ausits to other laboratories, imitations to our facilities, telephone consultations,

reports and papers, interactions within professional societies, cooperative research projects, consortia,

participation in voluntarj^ standards organizations, and so forth. In a recent five-year period, EEEL has

collaborated with or ser\Td, in a documented, substantial w^ay, over 2000 different organizations. EEEL

delivers results.

We find that our greatest leverage comes from concentration on metrologj^ for materials, processing, and

components as opposed to systems. Although w^e do address generic measurements for systems on occasion,

most aspects of systems are more appropriate for industry’s owm attention. We use long-established criteria to

ensure that we only undertake w-'ork that our Laboratory is uniquely qualified to perform, not projects that

industry, academia, or other laboratories could do equally appropriately.
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Our Role in These Exciting Times

Our vision is to be the world’s best source of fundamental and industrial-reference measurement methods and

physical standards for electrotechnology, with a concomitant responsibility to deliver these resources with

high leverage to Industry and government to facilitate the achievement of national goals. The business we are

in is to provide the measurement tools industry needs to provide and prove world leadership in its products.

We must respond both to the immediate- and long-range needs of industry and support both with basic

research to make sure our work is sound and foresighted.

We are living in exciting times, a statement with special meaning when expressed in Chinese literature. The

Chinese characters for crisis and opportunity share a common element. Which of the many technical

challenges we face will be of greatest significance? We are committed to the Semiconductor Industry

Association’s (SIA) request for a National Semiconductor Metrology Program. Where else will we find great

impact, perhaps in the field of optoelectronics, or perhaps elsewhere?

The Implementation Plan for the U.S.-Japan Joint Optoelectronics Project was signed by both the United

States and Japan on April 25, 1994. We attended the second Joint Management Committee meeting two

months later, and agreed upon the steps needed to solicit proposals to serve as the U.S. Broker for this

important effort. Reviews of the proposals were begun by the end of the fiscal year. Much is expected of this

project, which encourages the development of a broad global view of optoelectronic devices, circuits, and

modules and their significance to computing. At home, the Optoelectronics Industry Development Association

(OIDA) is developing a technology roadmap somewhat like the semiconductor industry’s, though necessarily

more complex. The Electronics Subcommittee of the Civilian Industrial Technology Committee of the

President’s National Science and Technology Council is addressing the need for advances in the electronics

industry broadly with other technology roadmaps in view. There are already specific calls for NIST’s help in

both of these studies. Will all of this lead to new EEEL responsibilities similar to the National Semiconductor

Metrology Program?

Consider the attention being given to the environment and the “clean car.” Electric vehicles are a matter of

great national interest...there is much to be done in electrical engineering and advancing manufacturing of

electrical components. Will this turn into a national initiative for EEEL?

Wireless communication has been “rediscovered.” It is an important factor in the National Information

Infrastructure (Nil) and in worldwide markets. Will this have a major impact on our microwave program?

Probably! — We are working to anticipate these changes...to be ready.

EEEL Really Makes a Difference

Interesting times, most assuredly. And, tomorrow as well as today, EEEL will continue to really make a

difference. It’s a matter of record. We have improved the productivity and profitability of companies, large and

small. We’ve stimulated new product commercialization and, in some instances, the startup of new companies.

Our work has led to changes in technical practices industry-wide as well as in more localized areas. And, our

technical and professional activities influence the actions of others in their technical and policy decisions and

actions. I hope that you will find the information included in this report encouraging. On behalf of the staff of

EEEL and myself, I thank you for your Interest in our Laboratory and its efforts.



he Electronics and Electrical Engineer-

ing Laboratory comprises five dhisions

and two offices. Laboratory Headquar-

ters, the Electricity Dhdsion, the Semi-

conductor Electronics Dhdsion, the

Office of Microelectronics Programs, and

the Office of Law^ Enforcement Stan-

dards are located in Gaithersburg, Mary-

land. The Electromagnetic Fields Dhd-

sion, the Electromagnetic Technology

Dhdsion, and the Optoelectronics Dhd-

sion, w^hich w^as formed in YY 1994, are

located in Boulder, Colorado.

The Electidcity Division maintains and

improves the national standards of elec-

trical measurement, and develops stable

standards for the dissemination of the

units of electrical measure. Another

major responsibility of this Dhdsion is to

realize the electrical units in terms of

the international System (Si) and deter-

mine the fundamental constants related

to electrical units.

The Dhdsion is responsible for pro\dding

calibration sendees, and developing and

impro\dng the measurement methods

and sendees needed to support electrical

materials, components, instruments, and

systems used for the generation, trans-

mission, and application of conducted

electrical powder, in addition, members of

this dhdsion apply their expertise to

selected scientific and technological

problems in other areas of NIST

research, including research on \ddeo

technology' and electronic product data

exchange.

The Semiconductor Electronics Division

develops and evaluates measurement

methods, data, reference artifacts, mod-

els and theory, and associated technolo-

gy to remove market barriers associated

wdth the use of semiconductor materials

and wdth the design, fabrication, charac-

terization, and performance assurance of

semiconductor de\dces and integrated

circuits.

The Dhdsion conducts research in semi-

conductor materials and processes.

de\dces, and integrated circuits to pro-

\dde, through both experimental and the-

oretical W'ork, the necessary basis for

understanding measurement-related

requirements for semiconductor technol-

ogy^. By wddely disseminating the out-

come of their research, especially in the

areas of standardized test methods and

standard reference materials, as w^ell as

by fostering their application, the Dhd-

sion enhances manufacturing producthd-

ty and the development, transfer, and

exploitation of semiconductor technolo-

gy^ for public benefit.

The Electromagnetic Fields Division

develops and evaluates systems, de\dces,

and methods for the measurement and

analysis of radio-frequency electromag-

netic fields, signals, noise, and interfer-

ence. Other areas of investigation within

the pundew of this Dhdsion are the prop-

erties of materials for guided and freely

propagated fields, including frequency

and time-domain representation of elec-

tromagnetic fields and their interaction

wdth materials and structures. The Dhd-

sion pro\ddes essential measurement and

calibration sendees that enable industry^

and government to solve important

national, commercial. Industrial, and

military- problems, such as evaluating the

performance of microwmve and millime-

ter systems, components, and materials

used in advanced radars, satellite and

mobile communications, and automated

test systems.

Assistance is also pro\dded to other

agencies to solve measurement-related

issues, such as determining levels of

nonionizing radiation and sohdng elec-

tromagnetic interference problems. The

results of the Dhdsion’s w^ork are dissem-

inated to industry^ universities, and

other government agencies to foster

effective research, development, manu-

facturing, and marketplace equity’. The

Dhdsion’s principal program areas

include microwave and millimeter-wave

metrology^ for continuous-wave transmis-

sion-line measurements, noise and

dielectric measurements, antenna
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metrology, and fields and interference

metrology. These services and associated

standards provide a consistent base of

measurements to enable contractors in

the defense, aerospace, and communica-

tions industries to both assemble com-

plete systems and perform the stringent

performance assessments which are

required.

The Electromagnetic Technology Divi-

sion develops and promotes advanced

standards and measurement methods for

the magnetics, cryogenic electronics,

and superconductor industries and their

scientific communities. The Division

employs phenomena based on magnetics,

superconductivity, and cryoelectronics to

create new standards, apparatus, and

measurement technology, advancing the

state of the art by basic research and the

development of requisite materials, fab-

rication techniques, and metrology.

For the magnetics industry, the Division

provides new measurements, instrumen-

tation, imaging, and characterization

tools and standards. In addition, with

support from theoretical studies and

modeling, the Division develops mea-

surement technology to determine basic

properties of magnetic materials and

structures. The Division collaborates

with the magnetic recording industry in

the development of metrology to support

future recording heads and media with

their ever-increasing data density.

For the superconductor industry, the

Division uses the unique properties of

superconductors to invent and improve

measurement methods for electromag-

netic signals ranging from static voltages

and magnetic fields through audio,

microwave, infrared, visible, and x-ray

frequencies. This Division leads the

International community in setting stan-

dards for the measurement of supercon-

ductor parameters, and provides the

metrology infrastructure needed for the

industrial development of both large-

and small-scale superconductors.

The Optoelectronics Division is commit-

ted to providing the optoelectronics

industry and its suppliers and customers

with comprehensive and technically

advanced measurement capabilities,

standards, and traceability to those stan-

dards. The Division, newly formed in FY

1994, will achieve these objectives by

developing and evaluating measurement

techniques, and by developing and dis-

seminating reference data, standard ref-

erence materials, and components. Pro-

viding measurement services and

participating in industry-wide efforts

toward measurement standardization are

also part of this Division’s strategy to

support the characterization of materi-

als, equipment, and processes as

required for design and manufacturing.

In keeping with these activities, the Divi-

sion conducts basic research, develops

new theoretical concepts and models as

well as new and advanced devices, com-

ponents, and associated technology.

These actions are designed to further

the equitable exchange of products in

the marketplace, and the efficient, reli-

able, and economical application of such

products. The Division also provides

technical support to other government,

industry, and academic organizations.

The Office of Microelectronics Programs

(OMP) provides integrated circuit man-

ufacturers, materials suppliers, and mak-

ers of semiconductor manufacturing

equipment with a clear window on the

EEEL/NIST organization. OMP offers

direct access to an enormously varied

range of scientific and technical exper-

tise. In addition, OMP manages NIST’s

strong working relationship with

SEMATECH, the consortium of U.S.

semiconductor manufacturers, and with

many of its member firms. Research pri-

orities are established on the basis of

industry input and the Office’s participa-

tion in U.S. and international conference

and planning activities.

On March 2, 1994, the Secretary of

Commerce, Ronald H. Brown, announced

that NIST... “is entering into an historic

partnership to support the U.S. semicon-

ductor industry with the establishment

of the National Semiconductor Metrology

Program.” The National Semiconductor

Metrology Program was called for by the

Semiconductor Industry Association to

help achieve the goals of the National

Semiconductor Technology Roadmap,

which charts the industry’s technical

course through the year 2007 to main-

tain the U.S. semiconductor industry’s

global competitiveness. This Program,

which will draw on the full range of

NIST expertise in semiconductor elec-

tronics, manufacturing engineering,

chemical and materials science engi-

neering, and fundamental physical sci-

ence, will be matrix-managed by EEEL’s

Office of Microelectronics Programs.

The Office of Law Enforcement Stan-

dards (OLES) supports law enforcement

agencies through the development of

measurement methods and techniques

for testing devices used in such applica-

tions as tracking vehicles, speed monitor-

ing, surveillance, and communications.

The Office develops minimum perfor-

mance standards for issuance by the

National Institute of Justice (NIJ) as vol-

untary national standards. The areas of

research investigated by this Office

include protective clothing and equip-

ment, communication systems, emer-

gency equipment, investigative aids, secu-

rity systems, vehicles, weapons, and

analytical techniques and standard refer-

ence materials used by the forensic sci-

ence community.

Its mission is to assist federal, state, and

local law enforcement agencies to apply

new technology efficiently, effectively,

and safely. OLES draws on the technical

expertise and resources of all of NIST in

its support missions for the National

Institute of Justice, which is the

research arm of the Department of Jus-

tice, and the National Highway Ti’affic

Safety Administration, which is part of

the Department of Ti’ansportation.
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EEEL and Its Customers

E
EEL welcomed 752 \dsitors in FY 1994.

Other interactions ^\dth our customers

included 467 \dsits to their facilities;

many of these \dsits included technical

presentations to the host organization

and staff. EEEL staff participated in 176

collaborative projects vdth industry,

including those covered by Cooperative

Research and Development Agreements.

The work done on many of these projects

defines cutting edge technology. The

benefits have immediate application for

the companies involved, and,

dowmstream, for the economy as a whole,

in addition, EEEL is an active

participant wdth industry' partners in

four consortia. Staff members hold some

260 professional memberships, in

addition to 37 memberships held in

major standards organizations. Over 60

scientists participated in standards

organization acthity in FY 1994, often in

leadership roles. Seventy-nine guest

researchers contributed their efforts to

various projects within the Laboratory.

Thirteen short courses w^ere conducted

by Laboratorj^ personnel for diverse

audiences. Staff conducted 26 technical

meetings with an aggregate attendance

of over 1300. EEEL made major

contributions to 51 conferences during

this period.

Taken together, such interactions

upgrade the metrologj^ infrastructure of

the electronics industry at large. The

dissemination of the Laboratorj^’s results

to U.S. companies, large and small, to

universities, and to other laboratories

across the nation effectively changes the

wmy people do their w^ork. Equipped with

better measurement methods, easier

w^ays to solve problems, more accurate

measurement de\ices, faster, more

comprehensive test methods, designers,

manufacturers, and researchers move

tow^ard their goals with few^er setbacks.

Efficient technologj^ transfer enhances

progress by sharing best practices and

techniques as soon as they are \iable.

EEEL staff benefits from such

interactions as w^ell. Technology transfer

is not a one-way street; new^ applications

spawm new^ challenges, in order to stay

agile as w^ell as robust, it is critical for

staff to understand the challenges

American companies confront across

broad industrj^ lines. The feedback EEEL
scientists receive from industrj^ provides

the bases for the ongoing modification of

the Laboratories strategy. By staying in

close contact with current and potential

customers and staying abreast of

developments w^orldwdde, EEEL know^s

best w^here to focus its resources and

efforts in a timely, effective manner.

Eleven patent disclosures wmre prepared

in FY 1994, five patents w^ere issued, and

three patent applications w^ere filed.

Eighteen patent cases w^ere active at the

close of the fiscal year. EEEL staff hold

14 patents under the Technolog}'

Development Program.

Laboratory personnel performed over

4,540 calibrations, yielding fees of

$2,137,422. Revenue from the sale of

standard reference materials exceeded

$100,000. EEEL-developed codes have

been incorporated in two commercial

software packages this year, and requests

for software developed by EEEL staff and

available to the industrial and scientific

community at no cost exceeded 120.

industry’s demand for these seiwdces

illustrates their importance in terms of

product development, quality control,

and competitiveness.
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U.S.-Japan Optoelectronics

Project

Thomas Russell, EEEL’s Manager of Opti-

cal Computing Cooperative Programs,

reported significant progress with

respect to United States participation in

the Real World Computing (RWC) Pro-

gram of Japan’s Ministry of International

Trade and industry (MITI) in FY 1994.

Three major milestones have been

achieved since the first U.S.-Japan Joint

Management Committee (JMC) meeting

to plan implementation of the U.S.-Japan

Optoelectronics Project to begin in late

1994. The U.S. JMC members are Judson

C. French (NiST, Chair), Sven Roosild

(ARPA), David Nelson (DoE), Edward

Malloy (DoS), and Joseph Bordogna

(NSF). NIST is responsible for the day-

to-day management of the Project in the

United States.

The implementation Plan, including

Annex 1 on the protection of intellectual

property rights, was agreed to by both

the United States and Japan on April 25,

1994. At the second JMC meeting, which

was held in Tsukuba Science City, Japan,

the JMC confirmed agreement to the

Implementation Plan and agreed to

plans for signing a Consignment Agree-

ment for transferring MlTl funds

through NIST to pay for the U.S. Broker.

The Consignment Agreement was signed

on June 30, 1994. On July 15, 1994, a

notice was published in the Commerce

Business Daily announcing the solicita-

tion for a U.S. Broker for the Project.

More than 50 requests were made for the

solicitation. Proposals were received on

September 15, 1994 and reviews began

immediately. The role of the Broker is

critical to the success of the Project as

each will act as a bridge between the two

countries. Users in either the United

States or Japan will be able to obtain

novel optoelectronic prototypes from

suppliers in both countries through the

Broker appointed for either country.

The spur for this Project is the under-

standing that an ability to prototype is

essential for rapid advancement in any

underlying technology, as experience in

silicon-based microelectronics has

proven. An early model for such capabili-

ty is the broker/foundries model, exem-

plified by the Metal-Oxide Semiconduc-

tor Implementation Service (MOSIS),

operated by the University of Southern

California’s Information Sciences Insti-

tute (USCISI), and its allied foundries.

Parallel optoelectronics activity will be

far more complex and challenging

because of the variety of technologies

involved.

The need for prototyjring foundries is

even greater in optoelectronics than in

microelectronics, because the technolo-

gy is less mature, and fabrication facili-

ties are limited. Also, few standards have

been developed. At present, a single

design may depend upon several differ-

ent materials and fabrication technolo-

gies for implementation, and a single

fabrication facility typically has a nar-

rowly focused capability in only one

technology. Few research groups have

the capability to make interconnected

and packaged sub-assemblies (i.e. mod-

ules). Even the largest of the groups has

a limited range of capability, so that a

complete prototyping capability does not

yet exist anywhere. To develop such a

capability will require major advances on

several fronts: device, interconnect,

packaging, design, and software.

Accelerating the availability of novel pro-

totype optoelectronic devices, circuits,

and modules will give users access to

leading-edge optoelectronic-fabrication

facilities and stimulate R&D activity in

optoelectronics for computing in both

the United States and Japan; thus,

encouraging effective commercialization

of optoelectronic devices. Innovative

ideas must be testable for them to

become practical. In an emerging field

such as optoelectronics for computing

and processing, only a few innovations

will prove to be practical, and tests in

actual prototypes are necessary to iden-

tify these important developments.

The project will operate through a User-

Broker-Supplier model, in which Users

submit their designs to either the Broker

for the United States or the Broker for

Japan. The Broker selected wall find

appropriate Suppliers. This mechanism

will help protect intellectual property

rights and aid the development of the

field through standard setting and device

testing procedures. The U.S. JMC wall

select the U.S. Broker and determine

funding mechanisms for the U.S. users of

the project.

The effort to build bridges to the private

sector to ensure awareness and under-

standing of the Project continues. To

date, presentations have been made to

the Steering Committee of the Optoelec-

tronic Industry Development Association

and ARPA contractors, which include

industry, universities, federally funded

research and development centers, and

government laboratories. Meetings have

also been held with interested groups,

such as the Telecommunications Indus-

try Association, Fiber Optics Division,

Board of Directors and the IEEE Lasers

and Electro-Optics Society (LEOS). The

Project will run for an initial trial period

of two years.

Electronics Subcommittee
and Materials Working Group

In response to the international chal-

lenge to U.S. leadership in the global

electronics industry, the Clinton Admin-

istration established the Electronics

Subcommittee (ESC) under the Chdlian

Industrial Technology Committee (CIT)

of the National Science and Technologj^

Council (NSTC). The ESC has represen-



tatives from the Department of Com-

merce’s Technology Administration and

from NiST, the Department of Defense

(ARPA), the Department of Energy, the

Department of State, the Environmental

Protection Agency, the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration, the

National Science Foundation, and the

White House Office of Science and Tech-

nology Policy.

in FY 1994, the ESC has worked with the

private sector to create the National

Electronics Manufacturing Initiative

(NEMI). NEMI is a comprehensive

industry-government partnership to

improve the manufacturing of electron-

ics in the United States. NEMI’s goal is

to expand electronics manufacturing in

this country by helping industry to meet

its goal of manufacturing globally com-

petitive products profitably. The partner-

ship is based on the mutual benefits to

be gained by both. Many of our Govern-

ment’s goals will be strongly aided by the

electronic industry’s success: high-quali-

ty jobs will be created in the United

States, the U.S. trade position will be

improved, electronic systems and compo-

nents required for the national defense

will be ensured, and U.S. citizens will be

further empowered in the areas of busi-

ness, education, and health care.

Judson C. French, the ESC member rep-

resenting NIST, has devoted significant

attention to the realization of NEMI’s

objectives in FY 1994. French played a

leading role in NEMI’s effort to identify

options for Government action and spur

the development of technology roadmaps

for U.S. electronics manufacturing. He

also participated in the NEMI Workshop

on U.S. Electronics Manufacturing, which

drew more than 250 attendees from

industry, academe, industrial trade asso-

ciations, and government. Other work

with the ESC included assistance in the

development of NEMI’s taxonomy for

Electronics, which was used for the Pres-

ident’s National Science and Technology

Council’s Federal budget crosscut.

EEEL’s Thomas Russell was also actively

involved in supporting the work of the

ESC through the efforts of its Materials

Technology Subcommittee (MTSC). The

Electronic Materials Working Group

(EMWG) on which Russell served was

established to support the MTSC in

Spring, 1994. Its objectives are to work

with industry to identify electronic, pho-

tonic, material process, and product

technologies that must be addressed to

manufacture the next generation of elec-

tronic products, and to develop and

implement a coordinated national sci-

ence and technology strategy for invest-

ment in these technologies. The Working

Group is also expected to provide recom-

mendations for coordinating the efforts

of all Federal agencies in electronics,

photonics, material processing and man-

ufacturing technologies.

Optoelectronics Industry

Development Association
(OIDA)

Many believe that optoelectronics is the

most significant set of new technologies

on the horizon— equivalent to the

appearance of semiconductors in the

first half of this century. Hailed as the

new frontier of the information age,

optoelectronics has been identified as an

enabling technology that will create mar-

kets worth hundreds of billions of dollars

and employ more than a million people

by the end of the next decade. However,

the U.S. domestic industry is not highly

competitive across all market sectors. In

the early 1990s, it became apparent that

strong measures were needed to prevent

further erosion of North American indus-

try’s share of the market in key seg-

ments, including flat panel displays, opti-

cal storage equipment, and consumer

optoelectronics.

Gordon Day Chief of EEEL’s Optoelec-

tronics Division, has dedicated much

time and attention to the Optoelectron-

ics Industry Development Association’s

effort to develop their Optoelectronic

Technology Roadmap, which was realized

in FY 1994. As a Roadmap Program Par-

ticipant, Day was a member of all three

OIDA Working Groups, which targeted

the communications market, the indus-

trial market, and the military and civil

aerospace market. The Groups’ objec-

tives were to determine where the great-

est market opportunities lay and to iden-

tify the key technical barriers associated

with them. This information would

enable the industry to establish priori-

ties for improving its competitiveness.

Achieving industry consensus for the

first time was a key aspect of this work.

Without agreement as well as commit-

ment from the industry’s manufacturers

and users, developing a roadmap and

setting strategies to key private and gov-

ernment investment to the areas of

greatest opportunity would be meaning-

less. Over the past two years, the Associ-

ation has conducted eleven workshops

and two national forums to gather the

information necessary to develop a

strategic vision for the industry for the

next two decades (1993-2013).

The Roadmap focuses on improving the

competitiveness of the North American

industry in displays, optical communica-

tions, optical storage, and hardcopy tech-

nologies. OIDA believes that most of the

recommendations can be funded through

refocusing existing optoelectronics pro-

grams or through existing industry-dri-

ven technology programs.

With respect to flat panel displays, the

U.S. has significant technical strengths

but Japan controls 95% of the world mar-

ket. Today, the market is approximately

$5B but it is expected to reach $20B by

the year 2000; as displays are enablers for
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products with larger markets, the dollar

volume of sales for these products is pre-

dicted to reach about $260B in 2014.

The market for optoelectronic communi-

cations equipment may reach $30B by

the next decade but the market enabled

by optical communications is even larger.

Estimates of $190 to $300B were given in

the Administration’s Information Infra-

structure Task Force report according to

OIDA. NIST’s core-programs in optoelec-

tronics-related metrology were among

those recommended for continued sup-

port in the Roadmap. ..“steps should be

taken to strengthen metrology and stan-

dards-related work at NIST...” Emphasis

was also placed on the continuation of

close interactions between program

researchers and potential industrial

users.

The optical storage equipment industry

is dominated by the Japanese in both

consumer- and computer-related appli-

cations. Although the North American

industry is competitive in media (optical

disks and tapes), OIDA acknowledges

that it is struggling in the face of strong

Japanese competition. Roadmap recom-

mendations include industry-government

cooperative programs which focus on

green, blue, and shorter wavelength

lasers; and low-cost manufacturable sub-

strate and media technologies as well as

complete optical recording systems that

exploit both the lasers and the media.

Explicit mention was made of the need

to address measurement, testing, and

standards issues in this area. The optical

storage market is expected to reach

$30B by 2013.

Laser printers, imagers, copiers, and

scanners make optoelectronics an

enabling technology for hardcopy. The

Roadmap describes the synergistic rela-

tionship between hardcopy and optical

communications with an emphasis on

high bandwidth communications—

improvements in one enable the other.

The desire to move images with higher

resolution is driving the need for higher-

bandwidth communications. Optoelec-

tronics-enabled printers are expected to

develop into a $14B market by 2013.

With respect to NIST's role in this tech-

nology, “OIDA supports NIST initiation of

a program to bring together the diverse

elements of the industry and appropriate

standards organizations to develop

agreed-upon and broadly applicable

color standards. OIDA also supports

research by NIST into related metrology

issues and algorithms for incorporation

into software for color imaging.”

National Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors

The Semiconductor Industry Association

(SIA) has announced a new National

Technology Roadmap for Semiconduc-

tors developed with the cooperation and

participation of all aspects of the industiy.

Included in addition to chip manufactur-

ers were representatives from the semi-

conductor materials, manufacturing

equipment, and device fields, from indus-

try and from government laboratories.

NIST staff were invited to participate in

five of the eight Technical Working

Groups (TWGs) in the revalidation and

updating of the document. The eight

TWGs are successors to the original 12

Working Groups (NIST staff participated

in these, also) whose workshops and

deliberations resulted in the first edition

of the Roadmap, widely recognized as

authoritatively identifying the steps that

industry must take to achieve its

objectives 15 years into the future at the

year 2007. Semiconductor Electronics

Division members Harry A. Schafft,

David G. Seiler, George G. Harman, and

Loren W. Linholm are participating in

the work of the TWGs on Interconnects,

Bulk Processes and Materials,

Packaging, and Lithography (also known

as the National Lithography Committee),

respectively. James R. Whetstone, of the

Chemical Science and Technology

Laboratory’s Process Measurements

Division, served on the Factory

Integration TWG. In addition, EEEL
Director Judson C. French worked as a

member of the Roadmap Coordinating

Group, charged with making sure that

the work of each of the TWGs was

planned to mesh effectively so as to

contribute to the final document.

The SIA has indicated the importance of

this activity to the electronics sector in a

statement by Craig R. Barrett, Intel chief

operating officer and chair of the SIA

Technology Strategy Committee: “The

industry and government are spending

more than $5 billion annually in

microelectronics research and

development. The roadmap provides us

with the necessary blueprint, ensuring

that these resources are spent wisely

and effectively... The challenge that we

have before us is to implement a

comprehensive strategy that covers all

the critical needs identified by the

Technology Working Groups. Since no

one entity can shoulder these costs

alone, we must work together to ensure

that we remain in the forefront of

technological innovation.”

National Semiconductor
Metrology Program Established

The semiconductor industry had strongly

urged the Administration and Congress

to establish a major metrology program

at NIST, and in March the resulting

National Semiconductor Metrology Pro-

gram was announced. Program funding

is planned to ramp up over several years

to a final level of $25M per year. Indus-

try’s backing resulted from the record of

useful solutions from NIST coupled with

an increasing appreciation on the part of



industty leaders of the key role of

metrologj' in advanced competitive prod-

ucts. This program reinforces NIST’s role

as the nation’s lead laboratory for

metrologj' and exemplifies NIST’s

charter to ser\'e industrj^

Metrology is one of the per^^asive tech-

nologies identified in the SIA Workshop

Working Group Reports. Measurements

are mentioned throughout the workshop

publications, frequently as show-stoppers

or barriers to progress. The lack of many

other measurement capabilities,

although not categorized as show-stop-

pers, pose serious problems as well.

The National Semiconductor Metrologj^

Program, which is matrix-managed by

REEL’S Office of Microelectronics Pro-

grams (OMP), conducts metrological

research and development at NIST; coor-

dinates metrological work among the

cooperating Government laboratories;

facilitates collaborations. Cooperative

Research and Development Agreements

(CIL\DAs), and technology transfer vdth

industry; and acts as the industrj^’s focal

point for metrologjmwthin government.

The newly created Program vill also rep-

resent NIST in Roadmap management

and maintenance, pronde technical

experts for Technical AdWsorj^ Boards

(T.\Bs), sponsor workshops to define

industrj^ needs and priorities, and work

vith SEMATECH, SRC, and others to pro-

\ide continuous improvement in the

deliverj'^ of needed measurement tools

and results.

Critical measurements and measure-

ment techniques are needed for basic

understanding, laboratoiy measure-

ments, and production control. A variety

of measurements is needed, including

the detection of impurities, fine dimen-

sional accuracy, and materials proper-

ties. The Program delivers its products

to the industr}^ through direct consulta-

tions and cooperative work, publications.

lectures, calibration services, special

tests on customer artifacts, standard ref-

erence materials, and membership on

industry standards committees.

Technology Reinvestment
Program

The Technology Reinvestment Program

(TRP), established by President Clinton

in 1993, is designed to stimulate a grow-

ing, integrated, national industrial capa-

bility that offers the most advanced,

affordable militarj^ systems as well as the

most competitive commercial products.

TRP programs are structured to expand

high-quality emplovinent opportunities

by appljdng defense and commercial

resources to develop dual-use

technologies. TRP also prondes manu-

facturing and technology' assistance to

small firms, and education and training

programs that enhance U.S. manufactur-

ing skills and target displaced defense-

industry workers.

The Administration’s TRP initiative to

integrate the commercial and defense

sectors in a single, leading-edge

technology' base is unique in that it is

jointly implemented through the collabo-

ration of six Federal agencies: the Depart-

ments of Commerce (NIST), Defense

(.\RPA), Energy', and Ti’ansportation, the

National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration, and the National Science Founda-

tion. James Comas, EEEL’s TRP liaison,

reports that on October 25, 1994, Paul

Kaminski, Undersecretary of Defense for

Acquisition and Technology', announced

the 39 proposals selected for negotiation

under the FA' 1994 TRP focused competi-

tion. More than 230 proposals were sub-

mitted for this competition. The autho-

rization for TRP funding requires that all

proposals are selected on a competitive

basis, and the evaluation process depends

on the technical expertise within govern-

ment agencies, such as NIST. The selec-

tion of NIST staff to undertake the renew

process is based on the areas of expertise

required. EEEL staff have been major

contributors to the proposal and evalua-

tion process in FA' 1993 and 1994.

The 39 proposals selected under the FY

1994 competition include 224 compa-

nies, universities, and state and local

government organizations, who will

receive over $202M in government fund-

ing. Of the 39 selections, 30 are for tech-

nology' development and 9 are for Manu-

facturing Extension Centers. All

government funding is matched by the

participants. Cost sharing of at least 50

percent is a specific TRP requirement in

the Technology Development and Manu-

facturing Extension Center competition,

and is a key element in industry' and gov-

ernment’s commitment to this program.

The TRP published an announcement in

the Commerce Business Daily on Octo-

ber 21, 1994 detailing plans for the third

TRP competition, FY 1995 General Com-

petition. $250M w'ill be available for proj-

ects in the 13 technology development

focus areas.

Workshops

Digital video in the national

information infrastructure

The core technologies essential to the

convergence of the Information highw'ay

championed by Vice President Gore have

only come into being w'ithin the past

decade. Much must still be done before

it W'ill be possible for ordinary citizens to

use digital services to access information

in their homes from university libraries

or museums or medical centers. But, it

becomes more possible each day w'ith

advances in the fields of electronics,

fiber optics, lasers, and digital communi-

cations. Work is undenvay on several

fronts to make the Wsion a reality.
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In order to highlight technical issues for

industry and government decision mak-

ers with respect to Advanced Digital

Video in the National Information Infra-

structure (Nil), a workshop was held

May 10-11, 1994, in Washington DC. The

purpose of the workshop, which was

attended by approximately 190 people

from industry, government, and acade-

mia, was to define a vision of the role of

digital video within the Nil, identify the

architectural, scaling, and performance

issues in realizing this vision, and identi-

fy research, experiments, and steps to be

taken to resolve these issues.

In collaboration with other industry and

government leaders, staff of EEEL’s Elec-

tricity Division, acknowledged for their

contributions to the field of video tech-

nology, were able to develop viable defin-

itions of the technical requirements for

transmission of digital video information

over the National Information Infra-

structure and to identify the necessary

role the U.S. government must play to

facilitate such information transfer.

Third workshop on testing

strategies

One of the major costs of bringing highly

competitive electronic products to the

marketplace is the cost of testing. EEEL

staff have successfully developed meth-

ods to reduce such costs in the recent

past. An efficient and popular means of

disseminating the results of the Labora-

tory’s efforts in this area is through

workshops.

EEEL staff conducted the third work-

shop at NIST on Testing Strategies for

Analog and Mixed-Signal Products on

June 7-9, 1994. Eleven participants from

eight different companies and one gov-

ernment laboratory attended the work-

shop. The application interests of the

participants were diverse, ranging from

down-hole instrumentation (such as

used in oil exploration), to the testing of

pacemakers using automatic equipment,

to the testing of two-dimensional,

charge-coupled arrays. A coincidental

follow-up visit to one of the participating

companies by the NIST Director attested

to the value that industry representa-

tives place on the information gained

from such workshops.

The workshop provided the participants

with the analytical tools and a comprehen-

sive framework for developing and imple-

menting efficient tests for analog and

mixed-signal devices and instruments.

The agenda consisted of tutorial material

on matrix algebra, lectures on the theory

of QR factorization and test-point selec-

tion, and the development of accurate

device error models using physical, a pri-

ori, and empirical approaches, as well as

hands-on training in the use of MAT-

LAB^M^ a commercial software product, to

implement the matrix operations needed

to develop a given testing strategy.

Benchmarking U.S.

Competitiveness to Aid

Pianning

EEEL has completed an evaluation of

methods for computing a balance of

trade useful for benchmarking U.S. com-

petitiveness. Presently, different meth-

ods are employed within Government

and industry. EEEL observes that these

methods can lead to very different values

for the balance of trade for some mer-

chandise groups. Those differences can

even affect whether the balance of trade

is positive or negative. EE EEs principal

finding is that one method appears to be

better than the others for benchmarking

U.S. competitiveness, and thus could

serve as a standard method.

The purpose of EEELs study is to provide

the methodological basis for using U.S.

merchandise trade data as an additional

tool for identifying areas of need for NIST

services in support of U.S. industry. The

trade data can flag and measure decreas-

ing U.S. competitiveness for specific prod-

uct areas. Such areas may merit closer

examination by NIST to determine if they

are being adversely affected by the lack of

adequate measurement capability or

other services that NIST could pro\4de.

NIST can then act in response to the dis-

covered needs. These needs may arise in

any phase of industry’s efforts to realize

competitiveness in the marketplace:

research and development, manufactur-

ing, marketplace exchange, and after-

sales support of products.

Ti’ade data are valuable for planning

because of their remarkable level of

detail and their timeliness. U.S. trade

data are reported in more than 15,000

product categories, by U.S. region, by

country and of origin or destination, and

with only a few months delay. Such time-

liness in a data resource of this scope is

rare. About 700 of the recorded product

categories are devoted to the electronics

industry, the focus of EEEL’s concern.

EEEL will next employ the best of the

methods studied to generate data on the

competitiveness of the sectors of the U.S.

electronics industry. This effort is part of

a broader one in EEEL, focused on inte-

grating economic factors more thorough-

ly into the planning process.

Implementing Total Quality

Management at EEEL

Within the last five years. Research and

Development (R&D) organizations have

begun to apply the principles of “Total

Quality Management” (TQM), known

also by a variety of other names, includ-

ing “Total Quality” and “Continuous

Improvement” to their operations.

Already an important part of improving



the competitiveness of U.S. industry in

manufacturing and ser\dce industries

where processes can be readily analyzed

and where measures of improvement are

usually fairly straightforward, TQM is

now being adapted to the innovative

processes that are the hallmark of R&D.

Because EEEL is dedicated to the deliv-

ery of quality products and services to

our customers, the Electricity Dhdsion

decided to form a study team to examine

what would be required to begin TQM in

their laboratories and to devise the best

approach to its implementation at all

levels of technical, managerial, and

administrative responsibility. The finding

from the study team was that there are

major potential benefits to be derived

from a TQM system that is integral with

the present leadership structure.

In FY 1994, it was decided that Dhdsion

projects should be carried out by Quality

Improvement Project (QIP) Teams.

Training developed specifically for the

Division’s TQM system will be provided

for the various QIP teams on a just-in-

time basis. The facilitators for this train-

ing will be the study-team members. The

team’s research on the principles of

TQM, and their study of its applications

in industry by customers of the Division

as well as in research and development

firms in the private sector qualifies them

for this key responsibility.

The implementation of TQM changes the

culture of any organization. NIST is

unique in that it has basic research pro-

grams as well as national calibration ser-

vices, and interactions with and trans-

fers of technology to industry. Division

management is prepared to accommo-

date those changes in culture necessary

to fully empower staff for problem solv-

ing and process improvements.

It is understood that this will enable the

Division to take full advantage of the

staff’s talent and provide staff with an

even greater stake in the Division’s activ-

ities than they may currently have. Staff

are also prepared to receive and accept

this empowerment, learning to tackle

administrative and organizational prob-

lems in the ways that R&D problems are

traditionally tackled. Given this commit-

ment and the calibre of the Electricity

Division staff, the outcome of this pilot

study is expected to effect acceptance

and the widespread use of TQM through-

out EEEL.

New Calibration Services

Support for 2.4 mm coaxial

connector devices

The trend in microwave dewces in

recent years has been toward higher

frequencies and smaller sizes. Operating

at higher frequencies requires the

development of smaller coaxial

transmission lines. Today, coaxial

transmission lines and de\dces are

available that operate at frequencies up

to 50 GHz with 2.4 mm connectors. In

order to provide the traceability and

calibration support that industry needs

in this area, a new calibration service

was established for de\ices with 2.4 mm
coaxial connectors. The frequency range

for this ser\dce is 200 MHz to 50 GHz.

Calibration serwces are prowded for S-

parameters of 1-port and 2-port dewces.

Special tests for high frequency

phasemeters

In response to requests from clients for

calibrations with increased frequency

range and lower uncertainties, new

capabilities for testing high-frequency

phasemeters and related instruments up

to 20 MHz at any desired phase angle

have been developed. The improved

capability at 5 to 20 MHz has helped to

improve the state of the art in making

precision length measurements using

optical interferometry.

The service makes use of a precision

phase meter that uses a dual-channel,

16-bit, 1 million samples per second sam-

pling system, which digitizes both sinu-

soidal input waveforms over a large num-

ber of periods; signal processing is

performed in software (with a three-

parameter sine-fit algorithm) that pro-

\ddes good estimates of the amplitude,

phase, and dc offset to determine phase

linearity up to 100 kHz at any phase

angle to a basic uncertainty^ of ±0.003°.

For calibrating phasemeters and phase

generators up to 20 MHz, a pair of syn-

chronized function generators is used,

together with a time-inter\ml analyzer, to

determine phase angle linearity between

50 kHz and 20 MHz, maintaining uncer-

tainties from ±0.05° to ±0.25°.

Capacitance measurement

assurance program

Following a ten-year lapse, NIST re-

established and improved a sendee in

answer to clients’ newly emerging needs

for support of capacitance measure-

ments at or near state-of-the-art uncer-

tainties. These uncertainties include

components caused by transportation

and the client laboratory’s measurement

process which cannot be included in rou-

tine NIST calibrations.

The new service, w^hich uses a commer-

cial digital capacitance meter as the

transport standard, pro\ddes calibration

for capacitance standards at both the 100

pF and 1000 pF levels at 1 kHz. In con-

trast to a normal MAP, w^here the trans-

port standards are measured by the client

laboratory, this capacitance MAP involves

measurements performed on “dummy”

standards and the client’s reference stan-

dards by both the meter (transport stan-
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dard) and the client laboratory capaci-

tance measurement system. A Technical

Note documenting the NIST capacitance

Measurement Assurance Program (MAP)

service has been prepared.

User/Working Groups

New testing working gronp created

Currently, there are several existing

product data exchange standards for

transferring data among automated tools

for the design and manufacture of elec-

tronic products, and more standards

under development. However, there is

widespread concern among the industry

that these standards are not capable of

expressing designs unambiguously, and

that harmonization is needed. With the

intention of addressing this issue, NIST

sent a U.S. delegate to the lEC TC93

held in London, England. At the “Design

Automation” meeting, a New Work Item

Proposal (NWIP) was submitted to initi-

ate a Working Group on testing for the

TC93 suite of standards. The Group’s

purpose was to develop a strategy for

developing test, validation, conformance,

and qualification support of lEC TC93

standards. The NWIP was subsequently

approved unanimously and the NIST del-

egate was named its Chair.

Model validation working gronp

As new semiconductor device types are

introduced, new circuit simulator models

must also be developed to aid in the

design of the electronic systems that use

the new device types. The question then

arises as to the adequacy of the models.

In FY 1994, NIST formed the Working

Group on Model Validation. The Group’s

objective is to establish well-defined pro-

cedures for the comprehensive evalua-

tion of circuit simulator models. Such

models would provide circuit designers

with adequate confidence to use them in

the development of new electronic sys-

tems and, thus, enable the new devices

to be incorporated into products more

rapidly.

The group consists of about 120 repre-

sentatives of the electronics industry

having expertise in electronic compo-

nent design and manufacturing, model

development, software development,

component characterization, and circuit

and system design. Several meetings of

the Working Group have been held, and

the group has gained the enthusiastic

support of its members.

Ion implant users group serves vital

part of semiconductor community

Ion implantation is the principal doping

technique used in the fabrication of

semiconductor device structures. Precise

control over the doping species, beam

energy, and dose make it indispensable

in the manufacture of a wide variety of

devices including computer CPUs and

DRAMs. It also provides the key for the

next generation of very shallow junction

structures. The Ion Implant Users Group

provides a forum and a network for the

implant community. NIST provides the

critically needed leadership and organi-

zation to ensure its continued growth.

The Group’s diverse makeup strengthens

the exchange of information and ideas.

Its 226 members represent over 100

organizations in 26 states, Canada, and

Great Britain. The Group meets on a

quarterly basis and recently held its 15th

meeting. Topics for the year included Ion

Optics, Boron Implantation, Implanta-

tion in GaAs and 111-Vs, Large Area

Implantation and Flat Panel Displays,

Argon Aerosol Wafer Cleaning, and

Retrofits and Upgrades. A tour of local

ion implant factories is often part of

scheduled meeting activities.

Selected Examples of

Technology Transfer

SRC meutor aud video course

The Semiconductor Industry Association

Roadmap identifies device and package

models including thermal effects as

important technical areas in need of

development and support to achieve the

15-year goals of the Roadmap. The Semi-

conductor Research Corporation (SRC)

sponsors a research program at the Uni-

versity of Florida with which NIST coop-

erates to address these needs.

NIST staff assisted faculty at the Univer-

sity of Florida, Department of Electrical

Engineering, in teaching an SRC/NTU

Satellite video course titled “Physical

Circuit Models for Power ASIC Design.”

Among the topics described in the

course were the SPICE implementation

of the insulated-gate bipolar transistor

(IGBT) model developed at NIST and

the electro-thermal models developed at

the University of Florida using the

methodology first introduced by NIST;

both are subjects of the University of

Florida Semiconductor Research Corpo-

ration contract and have received NIST

technical guidance.

The satellite video course was attended

by full classrooms at several Semicon-

ductor Research Corporation member

company remote sites across the nation.

As a result of the interaction between

NIST and the Semiconductor Research

Corporation program at the University of

Florida, the well-known NIST IGBT

model has been made available in the

widely used SPICE source code and is

being evaluated by several sofUvare ven-

dors for inclusion in SPlCE-based com-

mercial products.



Technology transfer for antenna

measurements

NIST continues to be a national resource

for industry in the areas of near-field the-

ory and measurements, error analyses,

antenna diagnostics, range certification,

millimeter-wave measurements and posi-

tion error correction. Twenty-one regis-

tered participants attended the NIST

Near-field Short Course which was held

in Boulder, Colorado. NIST also present-

ed a course on near-field measurements

to McClellan AFB personnel. Lectures

were presented at two courses sponsored

by California State, Northridge, and Geor-

gia Tech. In addition, NIST hosted the

57th Inter-Service Antenna Group

(IGAG), which was attended by thirteen

government agencies. By direction of the

Secretary of Defense, ISAG is attended by

government personnel only and provides

a means for discussion of current

research, project updates and discussion

of technical issues. NIST participation

included talks on microwave metrology

and providing expertise on current mea-

surement problems. Within the past year,

NIST also responded to 46 inquiries

about the Planar Near Field Codes for

near-field probe position error correction.

International Standards and
Intercomparisons

NIST participation in international stan-

dards activities helps to protect the

interests of U.S. industry so that its prod-

ucts are not excluded from international

markets through the adoption of dis-

criminatory standards. International

standards may arise as the result of

another form of international measure-

ments activity, international intercom-

parisons. NIST participation in interna-

tional intercomparisons with

counterpart laboratories in other nations

validates together NIST’s and other labo-

ratories’ uncertainty assessments. Col-

lectively, this process provides confi-

dence in the reported results of NIST

peer laboratories. In FY 1994, EEEL was

involved in several of these international

activities.

Comparison in power—WR-22

NIST undertook an intercomparison of

power standards with the National Physi-

cal Laboratory (NPL) in the United

Kingdom in the 33 to 50 GHz band (WR-

22). Agreement between NIST and NPL

was good: the effective efficiency (rjg)

measurements agreed within 0.2% to

0.4% for three mounts at three frequen-

cies and 0.6% to 1.3% at one other fre-

quency. The expanded uncertainty for r\^

is 1.6% for NIST and 1.2% for NPL.

Reflection coefficient magnitude agree-

ment was typically better than 0.005 with

expanded uncertainty of 0.008 for NIST

and 0.010 for NPL. The reflection coeffi-

cient phase was also well within both

uncertainties.

Comparison results on standard-

gain antennas

As the pilot laboratory for an interna-

tional intercomparison on standard-gain

antennas, NIST continues to be recog-

nized as the world leader in accurate

antenna standards and calibrations. In

FY 1994, NIST summarized the results

on the gain and polarization measure-

ments of the standard-gain horns used

for the international gain comparisons.

These antennas were calibrated by

national laboratories in Germany, Den-

mark, France, Australia, England, and

NIST at 8-, 10- and 12 GHz. The results

of this work were presented at the Amer-

ican Physical Society/International

Union of Radio Science (APS/URSI) con-

ference. There is now world-wide inter-

est in a standard-gain antenna intercom-

parison at 60 GHz.

Round robin on gray-scale method

for optical fibers

The gray-scale method is the technique

for measuring cladding diameter, core-

cladding decentering, and other parame-

ters important to connectorizing fibers.

NIST has now completed the interna-

tional round robin to evaluate the gray-

scale method for determining optical

fiber geometrical parameters. The

results have been documented for a

report to be given to the Telecommuni-

cations Industry Association (TIA) and

the International Telecommunications

Union (ITU) (formerly the International

Telegraph and Telephone Consultative

Committee).

Critical Currents In

Superconductors

In FY 1994, NIST constructed two criti-

cal-current simulators for Japan’s

National Research Institute for Metals

(NRIM) to be used in an upcoming

VAMAS intercomparison, and submitted

the latest draft of the Nb-Ti critical-cur-

rent standard for lEC final voting. NIST

also completed plans for the U.S. inter-

laboratory comparison of critical-current

measurements of high-temperature

superconductors. Comparisons are now

underway among U.S. participants with

60 specimens each of Ag-sheathed Bi-

2223 samples from two U.S. wire manu-

facturers. Similar coordinated interlabo-

ratory comparisons are planned in

Europe and Japan.





Technical Accomplishments

T
hese tools are helping to bring power electronics

technologies to larger U.S. markets and are putting

the United States in a better competitive

position. ...We intend to establish a strong

capability in power semiconductors in the United

States.”

— Director of Operations

for Power Transistors

Power Products Division

Motorola

//

PARAMETER EXTRACTION FOR THE VALIDATION OF POWER DEVICE MODELS

1 SEMICONDUCTO R S

SEM MODELING

The backscattering coefficient as a function of posi-

tion across three 250-nm wide parallel gold lines on

a silicon substrate for a beam energy of 1 KeV.

1.1 Computer modeling of SEM
signals

One of the high-priority needs identified

by the semiconductor industry through

the SIA Roadmap is the abilitj^ to achieve

accurate measurements of feature sizes

dovm to 0.1 pm. Such measurements

require 10-nm resolution. The instru-

ment commonly used for fine-scale mea-

surements is the scanning electron

microscope (SEM). However, it is impos-

sible to achieve such quantitative resolu-

tion vdth an SEM without appropriate

modeling of the interaction of the elec-

tron beam with the specimens being

measured.

SEM suppliers pro\ide instruments

equipped with a nominal length scale for

users to deduce the dimensions of the

specimens being studied. The actual SEM
image from which the measured dimen-

sions are obtained is a strong function of

the measurement conditions and the type

of specimen. Thus, any accurate measure-

ment involves simulating the interaction

of the electron beam with the specimen

for given instrument conditions.

The SIA has identified Monte Carlo mod-

eling as a milestone in achieving

improved critical-dimension (CD)

metrology. Collaborating with the Manu-

facturing Engineering Laboratory in

response to the SIA, NIST scientist Jere-

miah Lowmey is developing a series of

codes that model SEM signals for various

specimen materials and geometries

under various measurement conditions.

Lowmey wuote the Monte Carlo code,

MONSEL-I, to model the transmitted and

backscattered signals from a line on a

multilayer substrate in an SEM to pro-

\ide the user with the information need-

ed to obtain accurate dimensions.

MONSEL-I has been used to prowde a

quantitative description of the signals

from a gold line on a silicon substrate



On simulation software tools for designers of electronic circuitry:

T want to let you know how valuable Analogy and its customers

A have found the IGBT work you have performed over the past

several years.. ..I recently conducted a meeting with a major U.S.

automotive manufacturer and a major U.S. semiconductor manufacturer

who have been using the existing IGBT model in SABER and wish to

include buffer layer and dynamic thermal effects in their upcoming

simulations.”

— Manager

Modeling Research and Development

Analogy, Incorporated

used in CD metrology. An analysis of the

computed prediction of the model and

the measured data yields the 10-nm reso-

lution needed for advanced integrated-

circuit (IC) lithography. A second code,

MONSEL-II, has recently been complet-

ed, which extends the capability by

including simulation of three parallel

lines and secondary emission.

The Monte Carlo codes are being made

available to industrial researchers and

manufacturers who need to use SEMs for

quantitative measurements. The codes

are also used at NIST to aid in the pro-

duction of critical-dimension standard

reference materials (SRMs) that can be

transferred to industry. Other applica-

tions for which the codes are useful

include the interpretation of signals from

transmission electron microscopy and in

the use of electron-beam lithography.

To expedite the transfer of this critical

technology, specific interactions are

occurring with IBM, Essex Junction, Ver-

mont; AT&T, Murray Hill, New Jersey;

Digital Equipment Corporation, Hudson,

Massachusetts; Metrologix, Santa Clara,

California; Sandia National Laboratories,

Albuquerque, New Mexico; and SEMAT-

ECH to disseminate results from the

code as well as the code itself. NIST is

cosponsoring this work with SEMATECH

to achieve needed improvements in the

accuracy of CD metrology for semicon-

ductor devices.

1.2 Scanning-capacitance

microscopy for dopant profiling

The SIA Roadmap has identified NIST

contributions as key for advancing the

technology needed to profile the dopant

distribution across a wafer with a spatial

resolution of as little as 10 nm. The mea-

surement methods required must be reli-

able, nondestructive, and accurate

enough to support feature sizes that are

shrinking toward 0.1 pm. The

scanning-capacitance microscope (SCM)

is a promising tool for obtaining dopant

profiles in at least two and possibly three

dimensions (i.e., depth as well) with the

resolution required by industry. Full real-

ization of SCM capabilities requires the

instrument to be isolated from electrical

noise and from sources of vibration, and

requires the development of models of

the probe-specimen interaction for a

wide range of doping profiles.

NIST scientists Joseph Kopanski, Jay

Marchiando, and Jeremiah Lowney have

implemented an SCM with improved

measurement reproducibility and

signal-to-noise ratio. The team has used

the instrument to make measurements

of the capacitance of pn- and homo-junc-

tions as a function of position and bias

which demonstrated excellent resolution

and low noise. A computer program has

been completed to solve Poisson’s equa-

tion in three dimensions, so that the

capacitance measurements can be relat-

ed to dopant distribution. SCM measure-

ments and corresponding theoretical cal-

culations must be carried out for a

variety of samples to provide the data-

base and experience necessary to cali-

brate the technique so that quantitative

dopant profiles can be obtained. Their

sen IMAGE

Differential-capacitance image (measured in volts) of lateral p-

and n-type regions in silicon. The capacitance sensor clearly

delineates the pn junctions.

work constitutes the leading effort to

extract quantitative dopant profiles

because precision SCM measurements

are being interpreted with a comprehen-

sive physical model for the first time.
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ADJUSTING SENSITIVITY FOR SCM FOR 2-0 DOPANT PROFILING

The team has developed a range of work-

ing collaborations with industry and

SEMATECH to determine the agenda

necessary to speed the development of

SCM as a practical dopant profiling tech-

nique. A CRADA with Digital Instru-

ments Inc., an atomic-force microscope

instrument house, to develop commer-

cial applications of SCM is in its second

year. The NIST techniques to convert an

atomic-force microscope to an SCM have

been the basis for similar instruments

constructed at Intel, Santa Clara, Cali-

fornia, and Digital Instruments, Santa

Barbara, California. Site visits have been

exchanged between NIST, Intel, and Dig-

ital Instruments to make SCM measure-

ments on NIST-produced samples that

will help to establish the interlab consis-

tency of SCM. With authors from

SEMATECH, Austin, Texas, Kopanski

and David Seiler recently published a

review of the status of various scanning-

probe dopant-profiling techniques. Most

recently, a collaboration to model the

SCM measurement has begun with Los

Alamos National Laboratories.

1.3 Electrical characterization of

“GOES” detectors

Three years ago, NCAA asked NIST to

undertake a study of the existence and

possible causes of the degradation of the

performance of mercury-cadmium-tel-

luride infrared detectors being tested for

use in its geostationary operational envi-

ronmental satellites (GOES). These

satellites provide a vital link in weather

forecasting. NIST’s prompt and compre-

hensive response is credited with a key
|

recommendation not to launch a highly

publicized satellite that almost certainly

had defective sensors and consequently i

I
great potential for causing embarrass-

ment to U.S. technology.

A team of NIST scientists, including

David Seiler, Jeremiah Lowney, W.

Robert Thurber, Joseph Kopanski, and

George Harman, successfully addressed

the issues of sensor reliability, fabrica-

tion, and testing. Through a series of

talks and distributed reports, they fur-
*

nished the detector suppliers with the

improved characterization and testing

procedures for their devices that enabled
|

j

the suppliers to solve the problems with-

in critical deadlines.

GOES SATELLITE

In FY 1994, the team completed their

report detailing the improved characteri-

zation methods to improve yield for mer-

4C T want to thank you for the work

X Mr. David Berning has done in

evaluating the safe operating area of

high voltage row drivers we use in our

TFEL flat panel displays. David’s results

confirmed a design issue in one of the

drivers that we use in high volumes. His

results were shared with the vendor,

and as a result we believe the probable

root cause has been determined with

corrective action taken.”

— Principal Engineer

Advanced Technology Group

Planar Systems, Incorporated



1.4 MBE growth of the InAs system

(4 allium arsenide.. .is now being employed for many high volume

VJ commercial applications such as lasers in compact disk

players, receivers for satellite television reception, and hand held

cellular phones.. ..We feel that NIST is in an excellent position to

continue to assist the lll-V manufacturing community (QED included).

A cooperative effort to further develop non-destructive characterization

tools would allow the more cost sensitive applications to be successfully

addressed....Work has already been done at NIST to address some of

these issues.. ..QED would look forward to working collaboratively with

you to further address these issues.”

— President

Quantum Epitaxial Designs, Inc.

cury-cadmium-telluride photoconductive

infrared detectors used in GOES satel-

lites. The areas emphasized were: 1)

improved bonding and packaging proce-

dures, 2) magnetotransport methods to

monitor the electron density in the sur-

face accumulation layers, and 3) test

structures for monitoring critical device

parameters after each processing step.

An important aspect of this project is

that the results of the work can be

applied to the design and manufacture of

most types of photoconductive detectors.

The team’s initial findings were so signif-

icant as to warrant expanding the focus

to include a study of the mercury-cadmi-

um-telluride detector fabrication

process. The measurement tools devel-

oped by NIST allowed manufacturers to

improve both yield and reliability of

these important devices used in many

satellite systems.

The experimental and theoretical work

performed for this project has also led to

improved models and methods for semi-

conductor characterization in general.

For example, the team developed a mag-

netoresistance-based method to measure

the carrier density and mobility of a

semiconductor layer that required only

two contacts to the device. Previous

methods required the complication of

four contacts to determine carrier con-

centration and mobility.

Today, InGaAs is the material of choice

for the channel portion of pseudomor-

phic high-electron-mobility transistors

(PHEMTs). These devices are used in

both low-noise and high-power

microwave devices. The rapidly increas-

ing interest in direct broadcast and cel-

lular phone technologies are such that

the compound semiconductor industry

has identified the InGaAs PHEMT sys-

tem as a critically enabling technology.

In a NIST interlaboratory collaboration,

researchers Joseph Pellegrino of EEEL

and Joseph Woicik of the Materials Sci-

ence and Engineering Laboratory grew

and characterized a series of thin,

buried, InAs layers using a variation of

the conventional reflection high-energy

electron diffraction (more commonly

known by the acronym RHEED) tech-

niques to calculate and monitor growth

rates. A one-monolayer InAs sample vdth

a cap layer of 2.5-nm GaAs was examined

by using an X-ray standing-wave tech-

nique at the Brookhaven Beamline Facil-

ity. The layer was found to be 74% coher-

ent, but 26% of the InAs was determined

to either be on adjacent layers or to have

subsequently diffused to more distant

layers. Improved growth techniques will

be required to achieve the critical thick-

ness constraints for the InAs/GaAs sys-

tem because after two monolayers, the

InAs is expected to be highly defective.

The X-ray standing-wave technique is

uniquely capable of quantitatively study-

ing the atomic configurations at these

interfaces because of its atomic selecthd-

ty and depth of penetration. It is now

possible to know the actual atomic site

occupation of a buried interface of InAs.

Highly significant, this knowledge will

lead to better control of the growth of

InAs and InGaAs compounds.
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A collaboration has begun with

Microw^ave Signal, Inc., Clarksburg,

Marjiand, to evaluate their material.

Other producers of MBE-growm, multi-

layer w^afers needed for PHEMTs have

also expressed interest in information

that will enable them to optimize their

growth conditions.

ELLIPSOMETRIC MEASUREMENT

1.5 Ellipsometry intercomparison

of 10-nm-thick oxide

Thin films of precisely controlled thick-

ness are \ital to the microelectronics

industrj^. In many cases, the uncertainty^

in thickness must be controlled to dimen-

sions on the order of a few layers of

atoms for predictable and reliable opera-

tion of the de\ices and circuits manufac-

tured. In order to maintain the required

manufacturing control, thickness is con-

ventionally monitored on actual circuits

and special test w'afers by means of opti-

cal methods (such as ellipsometry or

reflectometrjO- In these methods, the

thickness and optical properties of thin-

film layers are inferred from measure-

ments of the properties of light before

and after reflection from the films. The

complex optical instruments used in

these measurements must themselves be

continuously monitored and calibrated

using artifacts with thin films of known

thickness and optical properties.

Since 1988, NIST has been pro\'iding the

semiconductor manufacturing industry

with artifacts of thin films of silicon

dioxide on silicon, w^hich have been cer-

tified at NIST as to the film thickness

and optical properties using a unique

high-accuracy ellipsometer and a

detailed and complex measurement

scheme. In response to evoking industry’

needs, the minimum oxide thickness has

decreased from 200, 100, and 50 nm
available in 1988 to 14 nm by 1993. The

demands of industiy for even thinner

films from NIST created serious ques-

tions concerning the possibility’^ of pro-

dding such artifacts using the existing

procedures, and w^hether industry^ w-as

capable of measuring the artifacts with

sufficient precision to be useful.

To answ^er these questions, NIST

researcher Barbara Belzer organized an

industrial interlaboratory^ comparison to

determine the industry’s ability^ to mea-

sure NIST artifacts ha\ing thin films

with thicknesses as small as 10 nm. Par-

ticipants in the study included ellip-

someter manufacturers Rudolph

Research, Flanders, New' Jersey; Gaert-

ner Scientific, Chicago, Illinois; and J.A.

Wbollam Company^ Lincoln, Nebraska.

Also involved w'ere metrology' support

laboratories for commercial fabrication
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On the fabrication of micromechanicai

devices using CMOS Foundry processing

capabiiities:

4C T wanted to thank you once again

Xfor the time you spent

demonstrating EDP etching.. ..Learning

this new technique by demonstration,

rather than trial and error, most

certainly helped us to quickly go up

the learning curve of bulk silicon

micromachining that is being initiated in

association with our new MEMS

program here at Xerox.”

— Researcher

Specialty Microelectronics

Processing and Structures

Wilson Center for Research

and Technology

Xerox Corporation

lines from IBM, Essex Junction, Ver-

mont; Motorola Inc., Mesa, Arizona; Digi-

tal Equipment Corporation in Hudson,

Massachusetts; the metrology laboratory

at SEMATECH, Austin, Texas; and a

commercial standards supplier, VLSI

Standards, Inc., San Jose, California.

The results of the study showed that

under carefully controlled conditions of

measurement and carefully controlled

artifact handling, the precision measure-

ment demands of the semiconductor

industry for thin-film thickness could be

met using the NIST ellipsometric arti-

facts. As a result, NIST began issuing for

sale 10-nm thin-film silicon dioxide on

silicon Standard Reference Materials.

The study also clearly indicated that if

certain metrological guidelines are fol-

lowed and appropriate methodology is

applied, it is possible to meet the pro-

jected thickness control requirements

for 6.5-nm gate oxides of ±0.3 nm in

1995. Another result of the continuing

NIST-industry relationship cemented by

this study is an investigation by NIST

with the industry into other, possibly

more efficient, methods for providing the

industry with measurements traceable to

NIST without the need for NIST-pro-

duced artifacts.

1.6 Thermal model of multilayer

microelectronic structures

The operation and reliability of advanced

semiconductor-device structures are

strongly linked with effective thermal

management considerations. Ever-

increasing packing densities and total

power dissipation levels require the

device to dissipate ever greater amounts

of the heat which is generated during

operation. As a result, device designers

need enhanced understanding of the

THERMAL MODELING

effects of geometry, thicknesses, and

thermal conductivities on the thermal

response of the system. Thermal model-

ing has met this need.

NIST scientist John Albers has devel-

oped a model for the steady-state surface

temperature of a multilayer structure.

' This exact model, TALLML, makes use of

a recursion relation technique similar to

that used in the analysis of electrical

spreading resistance. The model and the

associated computer code can be used to

compute the steady-state surface

temperature of a structure of any num-

ber of layers. The model’s simplicity

allows it to provide surface temperatures

quickly and with little effort.

A number of years ago, Albers developed

the TXYZ code. This code has enjoyed

great popularity among industry and uni-

versity researchers because of its ease of

operation and its extensive documenta-

tion. Copies of the code have been

requested by over 50 companies and uni-

!
versities. Within NIST, the code has been

used for electromigration and oxide

studies. The new multilayer model and

code serve to complement and extend

the TXYZ code and should provide a

powerful tool in the understanding of the

thermal behavior of modern multilayer

microelectronic structures.
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1.7 Hybrid optical-electrical test-

structure targets

The fabrication of integrated circuits

requires accurate placement of superim-

posed layers of patterned material. The

industry' has widely used optically-based

metrologj^ for process control almost

exclusively in the past, notwithstanding

the fact that the uncertainties pro\ided

by these methods are too great. As a

result, they offer only repeatability to

achieve the jields needed for the fabrica-

tion of the current generation of dences.

But W'hat about tomorrow'? Accuracy

becomes increasingly important as the

critical dimensions of the semiconductor

de\ices being fabricated are reduced in

size. Now', a team of NIST scientists has

found a technique that pro\ides accu-

rate, as w'ell as precise, in-situ measure-

ments of overlay which could be quickly

adopted by industrj^ and attain wide-

spread use for both process control and

fabrication-equipment tuning.

The team, consisting of Michael Cress-

w'ell, Richard Allen, Loren Linholm, and

Colleen Ellemvood, has reported on the

design, fabrication, and test of a series of

new' potentiometer-based electrical test

structures that have unique characteris-

tics. Some of the features of the test

structures can be read electrically; some

can be read optically, and some can be

read both optically and electrically. In

other w^ords, some of the test structures’

electrical features ser\’e also as conven-

tional optically readable, frame-in-frame,

overlay targets.

Preliminary' data show'ed that the electri-

cal measurements of overlay agreed w'ith

the optical measurements made by the

NIST line-scale interferometer to w'ithin

the uncertainty' of that instrument. The

electrical measurements thus have

traceability to absolute length standards.

The dynamic precision for 1000 measure-

ments w'as found to be 1.5 nm (6c).

These performance levels exceed SLA

roadmap goals in overlay-metrology' for

1C fabrication.

The major advantage of the new' hybrid

test structure is that it offers a conve-

nient reference w'ith w'hich to check the

accuracy of optical instruments at the

point-of-use. Through w'ork such as this,

NIST is able to transfer the accuracy of

new' metrology' techniques to the ones

currently used in the semiconductor

industry'. This project is being conducted

under a Cooperative Research and

Development .Agreement (CRADA) w'ith

Bio-Rad Instruments, Poughkeepsie,

New'lthrk. Researchers from several

industry' and government laboratories

have expressed interest in assisting in

the development of these test structures

and in using the resulting test methods

once they have been developed. This

work w'ill be done in collaboration with

NIST scientist E. Clay'ton Teague of the

Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory'.

OVERLAY TEST STRUCTURE
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44 round rules of advanced semiconductor devices are reaching

VJ dimensions smaller than a quarter of a micrometer. In addition,

planarization has become a necessary process step.. ..These advances may drive

the development, and dictate the use of novel sensing techniques for profiling

and measuring the dimensions of sub-micrometer features. Bio-Rad

Semiconductor feels that, by investigating and developing advanced sensing

techniques, future needs of the semiconductor industry will be met. Recognizing

the expertise of the NIST engineers and scientists, Bio-Rad would welcome the

opportunity to work with NIST on such critical development projects.”

— Technical Liaison Officer

Bio-Rad Semiconductor

1.8 Patents in electrical overlay

and CD metrology

Reference substrates and procedures for

the calibration of overlay instruments,

consistent with SlA-projected perfor-

mance requirements, are presently

unavailable on a commercial basis. As a

result, U.S. overlay-instrument manufac-

turers agree that this situation may

adversely impact IC-fabrication process

control during the next several years. The

reasons for the unavailability of reference

substrates is that the overlay-certification

process at NIST is too slow, costly, and

time-consuming to serve the level of

anticipated demand on a practical basis.

However, EEEL has recently been grant-

ed patents for new overlay calibration-

target designs to facilitate and reduce the

cost of the certification process. The lat-

est design, featured in a continuation-in-

part patent application, describes a

method for electrically certifying overlay-

reference substrates for optical metrolo-

gy. The novel approach transfers the path

of traceability to the reticles, from each

set of which overlay reference substrates

may be mass-produced and certified at

acceptable low cost.

NIST has also received a patent for a

miniaturized electrical linewidth bridge

to provide higher spatial resolution of

the widths of features replicated on the

wafer-surface for IC-fabrication process

control. A separate patent has also been

received for a derivative application to

enable the electrical certification of

graduated scales for optical microscope

magnification metrology. The latest

related continuation-in-part patent

application addresses the traditional

problem of feature-sidewall profile

uncertainty and its adverse impact on

the availability of physical standards for

critical-dimension (CD) instrumenta-

tion. The new NIST approach replicates

features with planar sidewalls of known

inclinations and, as in the case of the

overlay substrates, uses electrical testing

for certification. The commercial signifi-

cance is that, for the first time, reference

materials for both overlay and CD

metrology may be mass-produced at rela-

tively low cost and electrically certified

by their manufacturer with traceability

to NIST standards.

In their patent specifications for overlay

metrology, EEEL researchers Michael

Cresswell, Richard Allen, Loren Linholm,

Colleen Ellenwood, and Michael Gaitan,

and Manufacturing Engineering Labora-

toiy researchers E. Clayton Teague and

William Penzes describe overlay-metrolo-

gy target designs to allow calibration of

optical instruments through electrical

certification of functional overlays. The

functional overlays are embedded in

multiple-level structures fabricated on a

reference substrate. For CD standards,

the new approach replicates features in

single-crystal materials.

The new electrical structures offer a

path leading toward the commercial sup-

ply of certified overlay reference sub-

strates at acceptable costs. This work

has resulted in a CRADA mth Bio-Rad

Instruments, Poughkeepsie, Newdbrk,

and solicitations from other companies.
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1.9 Scanning rf impedance for

buried-feature overlay metrology

Conventional overlay-metrology instru-

ments are based on the analysis of

images produced by laser-beam scatter-

ing from features patterned during two

lithographic steps. However, the scaling

of design rules toward SlA-projected

requirements is a growing technical

challenge for this approach. One reason

is the increasing yield-driven popularity

of chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP)

for planarization. However, in multilevel

interconnect fabrication, CMP severely

limits the precision of the measurement

of the overlay of patterned resist to pre-

patterned features which are unavoid-

ably buried by CMP processing.

In one critical CMP application, the

material to be etched, as defined by the

resist patterning, is a planarized con-

ducting film, usually of aluminum. The

aluminum film obscures buried tung-

sten-plug reference features from the

probe laser beam. The beam therefore

relies on locating the shallow indenta-

tions in the aluminum film propagated

from the location of the plug, but the

c T 0 R s

polishing process tends to obliterate the

indentations which ser^m as essential

reference marks. Consequently, in opti-

cal-overlay metrology, the feasibility of

referencing resist patterns on aluminum

films to underlying tungsten plugs is now

considered to be very marginal.

EEEL scientists Michael Cresswell,

Richard Allen, Loren Linholm, and

Joseph Kopanski have proposed and con-

ducted a preliminary experimental inves-

tigation of a technique which mimics

optical-metrology practice by scanning

across a conventional buried frame-in-

frame target replicated on the substrate.

Instead of attempting to deconvolve the

reflected laser-beam image, thereby to

extract spatial information as well as pro-

dding for the embedded shifts, this alter-

native technique senses the elements on

the reference substrate by a novel means

which is being disclosed in a current

NIST patent application. Because this

new technique appears capable of

achiewng the spatial resolution previous-

ly achieved with pre-CMP technology,

several overlay-metrology companies

have asked to collaborate in future devel-

opments through the CRADA format.

U T had the pleasure of reviewing the

A document Realizing Suspended

Structures on Chips Manufactured by

CMOS Foundry Processes through the

MOSIS Service... Jh\s work represents a

major first step toward bringing the next

generation of MEMS technoiogy out

of the laboratory and into mass

production. I am very happy to see NIST

taking a leading role in this area, and

look forward to seeing future

contributions from this outstanding

research team.”

— Professor

Electrical Engineering

Department

School of Engineering and

xApplied Science

University of California,

Los Angeles

n
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HIDDEN LAYER METROLOGY

Finite element analysis of eddy-current density distribution-induced semiconductor features.



44 T am writing this letter in order to

A acknowledge the fine work of

John S. Suehle, who has been involved

in a cooperative effort with us here at

GE CRD.. .focused on the measurement

of the high temperature (>350° C)

reliability properties of thermally grown

thin (<500A) silicon dioxide layers....

I want to congratulate John for his work

which is extremely important and

relevant for quantifying and

understanding this important

technological subject. This kind of work

and cooperative effort is exactly what

contributes most to technical progress

and helps us determine how to plan

future activities and the near term

boundaries and feasible goals of a new

technology.”

— Leader

SiC Research Team

GE Corporate Research and

Development

General Electric Company

1.10 Time-dependent dielectric

breakdown model verified

Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

(TDDB) of thin silicon dioxide films is a

serious failure mechanism in advanced

integrated circuits. The dielectric

integrity of these films is usually charac-

terized by performing a stress test that

accelerates failure by subjecting the

device to high temperatures or electric

fields. The two competing voltage accel-

eration models describing TDDB have

been a subject of controversy for nearly

two decades. Their predictions of dielec-

tric life can differ by several orders of

magnitude in time, and it is very difficult

to distinguish between the two models

for data obtained at stress electric fields

above 7.0 MV/cm.

But the controversy may soon be

resolved, owing to the work of NIST sci-

entist John Suehle. He has advanced the

understanding of time-dependent dielec-

tric breakdown in thin SiOg films by veri-

fying the electric-field dependence of the

mechanism. Using a novel wafer-level

probe station to provide high stress tem-

peratures, Suehle accelerated dielectric

failure with temperature so that data

could be obtained at lower electric

fields. These data verified that TDDB of

intrinsic oxides follows a linear electric-

field dependence. Suehle’s work will

enable the development of a physically

correct TDDB model. This, in turn, will

allow industry more confidence when

extrapolating the reliability of gate

oxides to operating conditions and pre-

dicting the reliability of integrated cir-

cuits. A paper describing this work

received the Outstanding Paper Award at

the 1994 International Reliability Physics

Symposium.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

E (MV/cm)

TDDB DATA

Log of the median time to failure [In tgg (s)] plotted as a

function of the electric field [E (MV/cm)} for a 22.5-nm

oxide. Note that results obtained at fields below 7.0 MV/cm

are well described by the linear field model.

The semiconductor industry was so

interested in this work that a special

interest group (SIG), the Thin Oxide

Reliability SIG, was formed to provide a

platform for individuals from university,

government, and industry to pool

resources to make significant advances

in the reliability of grown silicon-dioxide

films thinner than 35 nm. Current mem-

bership includes representatives from

National Semiconductor, Salt Lake City,

Nevada; AT&T Bell Labs, Allentown,

Pennsylvania; Motorola, Scottsdale, Ari-

zona; Sandia National Laboratories,

Albuquerque, New Mexico; the Universi-

ty of Maryland, College Park, Maryland;

and NIST. The focus of the group is to

obtain data from differently processed

oxides at a variety of fields and tempera-

tures and develop appropriate models,

testing methods, and data analysis pro-

cedures. Suehle serves as Chair of the

Thin Oxide Reliability SIC.



TDDB Temperature-Controlled Stage

TDDB TEMPERATURE-CON-

TROLLED STAGE

Water-cooled probe card and

test fixture. A waterjacket is

attached to the top and around

the periphery of a standard 10-

cm circular probe card.

Water in

Wafer

Probe array Chilled water coil

Probe card

terminal ring

Periphery

water jacket

Heat sinking

compound

1.11 Matthiessen’s rule to measure

thickness of metal films

Accurate information about the thick-

ness and cross-sectional area of metal

interconnect lines is essential in the use

of accelerated stress tests to assess the

reliability of integrated circuits against

interconnect failure due to electromigra-

tion. Electromigration refers to a failure

mechanism in which material in a con-

ducting line is moved as a result of high

current densities in this line; if not

addressed, the phenomenon constitutes

a major barrier to continuing levels of

microminiaturization. Accelerated stress

tests are vddely used in industr\- and

require a calculation of the current

needed to achieve the desired current-

density stress in the interconnect lines

being tested. These calculations are pos-

sible only if the areas of these lines are

knovm accurately.

A team of NIST scientists, including

Harr\^ Schafft, Santos Mayo, John Suehle,

and Donald Novotny of the Electronics

and Electrical Engineering Laborator\^

and Samuel Jones of the Manufacturing

Engineering Laboratory, has developed a

method for determining the thickness

and cross-sectional area of metal Inter-

connect lines that is both accurate and

non-invasive. The basis of the method is

the use of Matthiessen’s rule, which

states that the resisthity of a dilute

metal alloy is equal to the resisthity of

the pure, bulk metal plus a residual resis-

thity, which is dependent on the addi-

tives to the pure metal, but independent

of temperature. Means for quantihing

the delation from Matthiessen’s rule and

thermal expansion effects have been

developed, so that by the measurement of

the sheet resistance of the metallization

at two temperatures, the thickness of the

metal film can be determined. Their find-

ings are in agreement vith scanning elec-

tron microscope (SEM) results vithin

the precision of the SEM. The team’s

results demonstrate that not just the

metal film thickness but also the cross-

sectional area of metal interconnect lines

can be determined by resistance mea-

surements taken at two temperatures.

This method vill also have an impact on

process monitoring and control, especially

as dimensions continue to shrink. Other

methods to measure thickness all have

accuracy problems, and none are as

straightfonvard, simple, or quick to per-

form. A paper describing the results for

this work was presented at the 1994

International Integrated Reliability Work-

shop.

Under a Cooperative Research and

DevelopmentAgreement (CHADA)—

a

means of making the Federal Government’s

research assets more accessible to private

companies—an inexpensive, versatile, and

reliable technology for dynamic thermal

scene simulation is being developed:

U rphis relationship is in principle

J. what Congress intended. ...With

this type of assistance and motivation, I

think we wili have a much stronger

country.”

— President

Optical E.T.C. Incorporated
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HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTOR THIN FILM

Image of a YBafiUjOj^^Viin film on an LaAIO^ substrate, taken with an atomic force

microscope (AFM). The film was prepared from a fluorinated metalorganic precursor

solution which was spun on the substrate, then annealed. The AFM reveals that the

film has grown by an island nucleation and growth mechanism.

2.1 New eddy-current resistivity

measurement sjstem

Through their collaboration on this

project to apply eddy-current methods to

the measurement of resisthity, _-\nthony

Kos and Fred Fickett have provided a

much-needed convenient alternative to

conventional methods of resistivity mea-

surement, especially for low-temperature

measurements. Eddy-current resistivity

measurement techniques are tv-pically

used for non-standard specimens, such

as wire being stressed. For this applica-

tion, the contacts used in the more com-

mon resistivity measuring methods

would be subject to damage. This metrol-

ogv' is especially important to applica-

tions involving superconducting, magnet-

ic energv'-storage devices and fusion

machines.

Kos and Fickett have applied modern

electronic instrumentation methods to

the design of an updated version of a

thirty-year-old eddy-current-resistivity

measurement system. To provide the

needed precision, their system applies a

sophisticated computer analysis to deter-

mine the eddy-current-decay time con-

stant. Tests conducted on specially pre-

pared copper alloys were successfully

compared to conventional four-probe

measurements. The new apparatus

achieved a factor-of-ten improv'ement

over the older method in the repeatabili-

ty of the measurement of eddy-current-

decay data.

2.2 Hard-disk features

characterized

In a continuing effort to provide assis-

tance to the U.S. magnetics recording

industrv' by identifying and resolving

problems in component manufacture,

Paul Rice and John Moreland have col-

laborated with Maxtor Corporation, San

Jose, California, a U.S. manufacturer of
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44 rrihe MFM data you provided was useful in two ways. First your

JL measurements of the magnetic field intensity in the vicinity of a recorded

bit on a disk has helped us to better understand the writing process of magnetic

recording.. ..By developing these concepts further, we anticipate being able to

increase track density in disk drives, thus increasing capacity per disk. Second, you

measured some disks on which we have found ‘nodules’. ..the problem was one we

had never seen before. Your analysis helped us understand that the nodules were in

fact a result of a sputtering problem. ...Once we shared the data with the

vendor.. .we were able to solve the problem very quickly.. ..From your MFM testing,

we anticipate learning even more about the writing process of magnetic recording.

The data you collect for the different head designs should help to verify (or refute)

some of our hypotheses about writing on disks.”

— Senior Engineering Manager

Maxtor Corporation

computer disk drives, to apply lateral

force microscopy to the investigation of

micrometer-sized sticky or tacky features

on the surface of a hard disk.

The features of interest are a few

micrometers in extent and twenty to

thirty nanometers high, comparable to

the disk peak-surface roughness of about

twenty nanometers and therefore diffi-

cult to image by such common methods

as optical or electron-beam microscopy.

In lateral-force microscopy, a derivative

of atomic force microscopy, the tip is

scanned over the specimen. When a vari-

ation of friction between the tip and

specimen surface is encountered, the

cantilever twists slightly, and the twist-

ing is plotted as a function of tip posi-

tion, imaging the feature.

The importance of being able to charac-

terize these features is underscored by

the fact that they can occur on any part

of the surface of a disk where the

read/write heads can be positioned.

Heads already “fly” over disks with sepa-

rations well below 100 nm. Unless

resolved, this problem would present a

significant impediment to a design goal

of substantial reductions in head flying

height, an essential requirement to

increase bit storage density in advanced

magnetic media.

As recording densities increase, proper-

ties such as fringing fields also become

more important to the accuracy of mag-

netic recording. In a related effort, Paul

Rice formed a Cooperative Research and

Development Agreement (CRADA) wdth

Maxtor Corporation’s Read-Head Devel-

opment Group to apply magnetic-force

microscopy and atomic-force microscopy

to image the fringing fields and topogra-

phies of disk media and thin-film induc-

tive heads.

Rice presented his findings, including

correlations of the bit patterns and the

fringing fields, in a paper which was pre-

sented at the 6th Joint Magnetism and

Magnetic Materials/Intermag Conference

held in Albuquerque, New Mexico in

June, 1994. The paper will be published

in the conference proceedings.

Through the recently developed NIST

Industry Fellows Program, Rice will take

a position at Maxtor Corporation for one

year to further pursue these interac-

tions. Two other members of EEEL staff

will participate with other companies in

this program, which is designed to foster

government-industry cooperation in

identifying technical trends and

opportunities, and to foster the develop-

ment and use of advanced technolog}^.

CHARACTERIZING MAGNETIC MEDIA
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2.3 Giant-magnetoresistance films

characterized

As part of an ongoing program to assist

U.S. companies dedicated to magnetic

recording technology and manufacturing,

NIST scientists Stephen Russek, R.

William Cross, Steven Sanders, and John

Oti collaborated with the staff of Rocky

Mountain Magnetics, Inc. (RMMI) of

Louisville, Colorado to fabricate Fe-Ni/Ag

giant-magnetoresistance (GMR) films

and to measure the dependence of the

GMR on annealing conditions. For Fe-

Ni/Ag alloys, annealing is necessary to

create GMR (the silver has to be driven

into the grain boundaries). Annealing can

also have other effects, such as changing

grain size and tilting the magnetization,

which affect the GMR response.

The film sensitivity was found to peak at

335°C for five-minute anneals. The speci-

men materials were patterned to study

high-current-density effects, noise, and

transport in submicrometer GMR struc-

tures. RMMI intends to produce and test

an actual read head from these materials.

THIN FILM MAGNETIC MEDIA

Using wafers wdth Fe-Ni/Ag films of differ-

ent thicknesses prepared by the company

and patterned at NIST, the NIST

researchers studied the effects of thick-

ness on domain formation in magnetore-

sistive elements. They were able to deter-

mine the effect of annealing on grain size

using atomic-force microscopy, and mod-

eled the GMR behavior by varying the

grain packing fraction.

2.4 Fabrication and analysis of

giant magnetoresistance devices

A recent discovery of NIST scientists

Stephen Russek, R. William Cross, and

Steven Sanders has had important impli-

cations for the use of GMR sensors as

read heads for magnetic-storage devices.

In response to a request from the Nation-

al Storage Industrv^ Consortium (NSIC), a

consortium of magnetic recording compa-

nies, the NIST team has fabricated giant

magnetoresistance (GMR) devices vwth

active areas as small as 0.3 pm x 0.7 pm
from Fe-Ni/Ag thin films made at NIST,

and Fe-Ni-CO/Cu films made at the Uni-

versity of Alabama. In the course of their

work, they determined that in structures

smaller than 2 pm x 2 pm, magnetoresis-

tance, Barkhausen noise, and 1/f noise

follow discrete steps as a function of

small applied fields due to the svwtching

of individual magnetic particles.

They also learned that the self-field pro-

duced by the drive current can be used to

smooth the response for 1 pm and smaller

GMR multilayer devices. For such

devices, individual magnetic switching

events cause jumps and hysteresis in the

output near zero applied field. As the cur-

rent flows through the multilayer, a mag-

netic field transverse to the current flow

is produced that locally aligns the magne-

FIXTURE FOR GMR MEASUREMENT

tization, which reduces the noise. In the

course of their work, the researchers

were also able to separate the effect of

device heating from that of self-field in

GMR read-head test devices. Up to now, it

has been known that when a current is

sent through the read head, the GMR
response decreases. This response may be

due to either the magnetic field generat-

ed by the current or the (Joule) heating

produced by the current. Because the

team was able to separate the two effects,

it will now be possible for researchers to

analyze the nature of the GMR response

degradation due to either effect.

NIST is actwely invoked in responding to

NSIC needs. Investigators within these

companies and at universities have

sought NIST help in understanding how

GMR can be applied in a new type of mag-

netic sensing. The benefits of this interac-

tion are vmry significant. The NIST

team’s findings have resulted in the redi-

rection of some of NSIC’s material

efforts.
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3 SUPERCONDUC

MODELING SUPERCONDUCTOR BEHAVIOR

Critical strain surface for commercial Nb^n superconductors at 4.2 K, showing

critical current as a function of magnetic field and strain in the superconductor.

The conductor behaves as a normal conductor above this surface, but transforms

reversibly into the superconducting state below the surface.

TORS

3.1 Record performance of HTS
bolometer

Although commercial and military sur-

veillance organizations are the prime

customers for infrared imaging tech-

niques, commercial markets are develop-

ing for U.S. manufacturers. NIST scien-

tists, Erich Grossman, Joseph Rice, and

Da\dd Rudman have recently invented

and implemented an infrared detector

that combines a planar lithographic

antenna vdth a high-temperature super-

conducting microbolometer on a silicon

chip. The capabilities of their de\dce,

which demonstrated record performance

for liquid-nitrogen-cooled thermal detec-

tors, have opened the door to the devel-

opment of far-infrared imaging arrays

based on monolithic integration of these

detectors with switching transistors. The

work is being extended under a Coopera-

tive Research and Development Agree-

ment (CRADA) with Conductus, Inc. of

Sunnyvale, California.

The antenna couples far-infrared radia-

tion into a superconducting strip on a

free-standing bridge of yttria-stabilized

zirconia created by silicon micromachin-

ing. The result of this coupling is to heat

the strip, which is held near its sharp

superconducting transition at 90 K, yield-

ing a voltage proportional to the infrared

power. The minimum detectable power

(noise-equivalent power = 9x10 W/

Hz^^^) is a factor of two better than the

prewous record, and the de\dce responds

10,000 times faster, wdth a time constant

on the order of 4 ps.

3.2 HTS junction yields highest beat

frequency

Erich Grossman and Leila Vale, of the

Electronics and Electrical Engineering

Laboratory, have collaborated wdth Ljm-

don Zink and Kenneth Evenson, of the

Physics Laboratory, to develop the capa-
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bility of mixing infrared or visible lasers

having great frequency differences. Sci-

entists believe that these mixers will

help them relate NIST’s time and length

standards more accurately. Such mixing

provides for accurate measurement of

spectral lines having frequencies far

removed from the established frequency

standards. COg lasers are secondary fre-

quency standards which can be used for

this purpose.

This group has succeeded in mixing two

30-THz CO
2
laser signals, using as the

mixer a Josephson junction formed from

the high-temperature superconductor

yttrium/barium/copper oxide (YBCO).

Both lasers were first tuned to the same

line, yielding beat frequencies from a few

MHz up to the free spectral range of the

lasers (~80 MHz). One of the lasers was

then tuned to a line separated from the

first line by 6.9 GHz and a beat note was

observed. This was the highest beat fre-

quency observed until that time, and has

since been bettered by the NIST team.

The work is continuing.

These experiments are similar to a num-

ber of classical earlier experiments per-

formed at NIST as part of the IR fre-

quency synthesis effort that precisely

measured the speed of light. The group’s

success with a YBCO Josephson junction

suggests that the highly unstable and

irreproducible point-contact mixers can

be replaced with a completely monolith-

ic device and opens the possibility of

much more compact, reliable, and prac-

tical IR frequency synthesis systems.

High-temperature superconductor junc-

tions should also allow operation to high-

er frequencies.

3.3 Low-noise performance

potential of high-temperature

Josephson junctions

Part of EEEL’s program to demonstrate

high-temperature superconductor appli-

cations focuses on measuring the noise

produced by the junctions formed from

superconducting materials, or the noise

of mixers using these devices. This type

of measurement is applicable to very-

high-frequency receivers, such as are

used by aerospace companies for remote

sensing.

Erich Grossman and Leila Vale have

reported the first direct measurements

of the microwave-frequency noise of

high-temperature Josephson junctions.

They measured (for the lowest-noise

device) a maximum available noise tem-

perature of 32 ± 2 K at a physical tem-

perature of 4.3 K, using YBCO step-edge

junctions and an ultra-low-noise 1-GHz

measurement system.

The peak noise temperature is in agree-

ment (within 1 dB) with published simu-

lations of the ideal resistively shunted

junction model. The results imply that

such junctions are capable of noise per-

formance that approaches the funda-

mental quantum limits in millimeter-

wave and terahertz detection and mixing

applications, and that superconductor

applications can be used in very high fre-

quency receivers.

3.4 Electromechanical properties

of Bi-based tapes and wires

Scientists Jack Ekin, Steve Bray, and

Norman Bergren have provided U.S.

superconductor bulk-wire companies as

well as superconductor magnet manufac-

turers with key information regarding

the use of experimental material in the

development of high-temperature super-

conductor (HTS) magnets. Ekin, Bray,

and Bergren were asked to measure the

electromechanical properties of Bi-based

bismuth/strontium/cobalt/copper oxide

(BSCCO) high-temperature supercon-

ductor tapes and wires, including mea-

suring the effect of strain on the critical

current of a new Bi-based wire clad \\dth

a strong silver alloy instead of pure soft

silver. The team cooled the tapes and

wires to cryogenic temperatures and

measured the strain and critical current

concurrently.
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They found that the silver-alloy sheath

material has a greater thermal contrac-

tion than BSCCO, which places the brit-

tle superconductor in compression on

cooling to crj^ogenic operating tempera-

tures. This gives the conductor increased

tolerance for axial strain. The mechani-

cal properties of Bi tapes are recognized

as a key engineering design parameter

for bulk superconductor de\ices, partic-

ularly magnets and transmission lines.

The team will continue to investigate the

electromechanical properties of newly

developed products as the need arises.

Findings such as these indicate that

superconductor magnets made from HTS

vire could well supplant conventional

superconducting magnets, providing the

new materials can be developed to the

point where they can withstand the high

stress effects and sustain a high critical

current in the presence of verj’ strong

magnetic fields.

3.5 Location of critical points in

supercondnctor magnets

Many factors come into play when

designing new products with new materi-

als in a developing technology". To move

forward, it is essential to characterize

the designs and materials modeled in

the development process to be sure their

operation meets projected specifications.

NIST scientists Jack Ekin, a pioneer in

developing and understanding the

effects of strain on superconductor prop-

erties, and Steve Bray collaborated to

determine the location of the critical

point (which determines when the mag-

net goes normal) in high- and low- tem-

perature superconductor magnets. Their

findings indicate a need to reconsider

the applicability of conventional low-

temperature superconductor LTS design

U TTI^^ IGC-AS, have been deeply involved in the development

i of superconducting materials for High Energy Physics (HEP) and for Fusion

Energy Programs. It has been particularly gratifying to find a Group as competent and

cooperative as Dr. Pickett’s, who are prepared to help American Industry on projects

involving superconductors. ...Drs. Goldfarb and Cross have made very valuable

contributions to the National (and International) Fusion programs and to HEP by their

work on magnetization and ac losses.. ..Dr. Goodrich has made very careful

measurements on the current carrying capacity of our wires which other

organizations would have had great trouble in carrying out.. ..Dr. Ekin has carried out

investigations on the strain properties of our wires for many years and as he is

undoubtedly the world’s expert on this type of work, it has been particularly

gratifying to have his expertise available to us. ...In summary, your group at NIST has

set a very good example of an important type of cooperation.”

— Manager R&D

Advanced Superconductors, Incorporated

Intermagnetics General Corporation

schemes for high-temperature supercon-

ductor (HTS) materials.

Working Wth a magnet design associated

Wth low-temperature superconductor

materials but constructed of new HTS

material, Ekin and Bray measured the

critical current of superconducting com-

posite rings as a function of vertical posi-

tion in the background magnet. Their

findings revealed that the critical point

in Bi-tape superconductor magnets will

be at the ends of the magnet rather than

at the high-field position in the middle,

as it is for low-temperature supercon-

ductor magnets. The coils used in this

study were prodded through a collabora-

tion among American Superconductor

Corporation, the Na\y, and NIST.

Ekin and Bray deduced that this is prob-

ably the result of the large anisotropy in

Bi-tape superconductors. Because the

magnet design depends on the location

of the critical point, Ekin and Bray’s

work showed that high-temperature

superconductor magnets will probably

have to be designed differently.
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4.1 Wideband sampling probes

American industry’s need for accurate

wideband sampling probes continues to

grow. Typical applications include the

measurement of electrical voltage, cur-

rent, phase, power, and impedance in

automatic testing systems. Some U.S.

companies use this technology in their

products; others use sampling compara-

tors to test data converters. Sandia

National Laboratories and the Air Force

Guidance and Metrology Center have

helped to sponsor the work performed by

NIST scientists Michael Senders and

Owen Laug.

Souders and Laug have developed an

improved waveform-sampling probe that

is being used as the sensor for a wide-

band sampling voltmeter. Although

developed initially for high-speed time-

domain signal sampling, the probe also

supports accurate measurement of wide-

band frequency-domain signals. The

heart of the probe is a custom-made ana-

log comparator chip designed by the

NIST staff and fabricated in a commer-

cial “foundry.” The chip prowdes a 3 dB

bandwidth of 2.5 GHz and a settling-

time-uncertainty of 0.1% in 2 ns. For

comparison, commercial comparators

have bandvddths of about 1 GHz and

may take 150 ns to settle with the same

uncertainty.

A U.S. patent issued for their probe

describes the unique “enabling” tech-

nique that reduces the differential ther-

mal effects found in conventional com-

parators. The probe has also been used

with a NIST-designed custom attenuator

to make accurate rms voltage measure-

ments in the ±20 V range where the

probe-attenuator combination has been

shown to have a frequency response
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(gain flatness) of less than 0.007% (70

ppm) deviation from 100 Hz to 1 MHz,

and less than 0.1% deviation for frequen-

cies up to 50 MHz (±2 V range).

4.2

Digital Impedance Bridge

In response to needs for better measure-

ment support for product testing, espe-

cially in the instrumentation and elec-

tronics components industries, NIST

staff have modernized and improved the

NIST impedance measurement capabili-

ty and related calibration services.

NIST engineers Bryan Waltrip and Nile

Oldham achieved a major milestone in

this effort Mth the development of a pro-

totype digital impedance bridge (DIB)

system capable of automatically measur-

ing any two- or three-terminal imped-

ance in terms of a resistance standard

with known frequency and phase charac-

teristics. The bridge has been tested for

inductance measurement capability both

independently up to 100 kHz and by

comparison with the venerable Maxwell-

Wien bridge used at NIST to realize the

unit of inductance, the henry, up to 20

kHz. The DIB was found to measure two-

or three-terminal impedances with

uncertainties of 200 to 2000 parts per

million, depending on the measurement

frequency in the range of 20 kHZ to 100

kHz, the magnitude of the impedance,

and the nature of the transfer standard

being measured.

The NIST staff have also designed and

developed a probe for measuring induc-

tors with the DIB, specifically for the

calibration of 10-mH standard inductors.

The probe consists of a number of pro-

grammable ac resistors, each of which

can be switch-selected so as to be posi-

tioned within a few centimeters of the

terminals of the inductor-under-test,

thus minimizing the effects of any para-

sitic impedances.

Recently measurements were made on

two special temperature-controlled stan-

dard 10 mH inductors from the German

national standards laboratory, the

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt,

using both the DIB (with the prototype

probe) and the Maxwell-Wien bridge.

The results between these two measure-

ment systems at 1 kHz agreed to within

0.0005% (5 ppm). This agreement is well

within the ±50 ppm standard uncertain-

ty of Maxwell-Wien bridge calibrations at

this point.

The importance of this development is

underscored by the fact that about 250

impedance standards are calibrated each

year at NIST for the support of thou-

sands of commercial impedance meters

used throughout the electronics sector.

The automated character of the DIB

confers great flexibility, and many more

data points can be taken than were prac-

tical before. The result is that NIST

impedance-service customers will be

able to get a comprehensive analysis of

the standards they submit when the DIB

is in full use. These data will include

information on drift and on frequency

dependence. Other standards laborato-

ries have already shown interest in

acquiring information on the DIB design

for their impedance measurements.

4.3

HTS cryogenic current

comparator

At the Conference on Precision Electro-

magnetic Measurements, CPEM ’94,

NIST scientist Rand Elmquist was the

first to report on the development of a

cryogenic current comparator (CCC)

operating at 77 K. The results of his work

establish the feasibility of CCC resis-

tance bridges capable of operating at liq-

uid-nitrogen temperatures. These new

ratio standards are more stable and

introduce significantly lower uncertain-

ties than conventional bridges.

Elmquist’s design uses two high-tempera-

ture-superconductor bismuth/stron-

tium/cobalt/copper oxide (BSCCO) tubes

and an yttrium/barium/copper oxide

(YBCO) rf superconducting quantum

interference device (SQUID) mounted

on a movable probe between the tubes.

The two CCC windings consist of 12

turns each of t^dsted-pair copper wire.

The measured CCC sensitmty of approxi-

mately 270 pA/(t)Q for a single turn results

in a current resolution of the CCC of less

than 6 nA. The standard uncertainty of

the ratio measurement of the CCC is

about 0.8 ppm. Elmquist’s demonstration

of his CCC’s performance should pave

the way to a significant change in the

nature of ratio instrumentation. Present

use of cryogenic current comparators is

usually restricted to national laboratories

because large amounts of equipment and

supplies are needed to maintain the tem-

peratures at or below 1 K. Designs mod-

eled after Elmquist’s may lead to the

implementation of a CCC that can be

maintained at temperatures attainable

with commercial industrial refrigerators.

Such CCCs could be incorporated into

measurement instruments for direct

industrial applications.

4.4

Standards-quality integrated

thin-film thermal converters

In FY 1994, NIST received an R&D 100

award, the 75th in its history, for the

work resulting from a collaboration of

scientists from EEEL working under a

Cooperative Research and Development

Agreement (CRADA) wdth an industrj^

partner, Ballantine Laboratories, Incor-

porated, Cedar Knolls, New Jersey. The

award was presented to Joseph Kinard

and Donald Novotny of NIST and Guest

Scientist De-Xiang Huang of Ballantine

Laboratories for the development of a

multijunction ac to dc thermal voltage

converter designed to be fabricated with

methods developed for microelectronic

chips. Thermal converters are the most
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accurate calibration standards for ac

voltage and current, and also produce

the most precise measurement method

for both.

The team fabricated both thin-film mul-

tijunction thermal converters (MJTCs)

and integrated micropotentiometers, in

which multilayer thin-film MJTCs and

output resistors are an integral part of

the structure on the same silicon chip.

In a traditional converter, the skin effect

at higher frequencies cannot be neglected.

However, in the multijunction thermal

converter devices, the heater and thin-film

resistor are so thin that the skin effect

contribution from them is negligible.

Multijunction thermal converter accura-

cies approach those of the best conven-

tional standards, with very low dc rever-

sal errors and small ac-dc differences in

the audio-frequency range. As voltage

converters, the bifilar MJTCs have ac-dc

differences of <1 part per million (ppm)

at 1 kHz, <10 ppm from 0.3 to 100 kHz,

and <50 ppm at 1 MHz. The overall effi-

ciency and temperature coefficients of

film MJTCs improve at temperatures

down to 100 K and below.

These thin-film converters result from

applying modern semiconductor process-

ing technology to the fabrication of care-

fully patterned heater/thermocouple

structures and represent a substantive

improvement over the electrical perfor-

mance of the usual wire thermal con-

verters. Furthermore, it is estimated that

they can be produced with a cost range

of $100 to $200 each, depending on the

electrical parameters, as opposed to a

corresponding range of $150 to $2500 for

present standards.

The electronic instrumentation industry

is interested in this development which

not only will provide a new generation of

improved standards, but may also make

E N c Y

On applying NIST’s testing strategies to minimize the number of measurements needed to

test complex electronic devices without sacrificing confidence in the test:

C4 T have looked into the issue of ‘Testing Strategies’. ...In simple terms, this is an

i approach to reducing test cost. For a 16-bit converter, it is necessary to test

216=64,000 ‘codes.’ By the time you add up multiple passes for noise averaging and

temp extremes, the test time is about 100 sec. At Sd per sec, this is $8.00 per part.

We sell these products for about $25, so you can see that test cost is significant. The

concept.. .is to make a ‘model’ for the converter and to make selected tests to deter-

mine the parameters on the model.. ..We at ADI have been working on this approach

for about a year and are moving it into production on two 16-bit ADCs.. ..We hope to

reduce the test cost from $8.00 to $3.00. This translates to an annual saving of about

$400,000 on these parts alone! This is a pilot project, and if it is successful, we will

extend it to other products....! can easily see a cost reduction of several million dol-

lars per year if this approach can be broadly applied to our converter product line.”

— Vice President Technology, Semiconductor Division

Analog Devices, Incorporated

practical the incorporation of film con-

verters in instruments such as precision

multimeters, with the result that their ac

performance should approach their dc

performance. Also, the new thin-film

MJTCs will offer secondary calibration

laboratories a combination of technology

and performance which closely

approaches primary standard capability.

4.5 Integrated thin-film

micropotentiometers

Integrated micropotentiometer chips are

new devices based on thin-film MJTCs.

Just as in the case of conventional

micropotentiometers, the NIST-devel-

oped chips serve as sources of small

(millivolt-level) ac voltages for the cali-

bration of ac calibrators, signal sources,

and voltmeters. They have been shown

to work at frequencies up to 1 MHz with

the potential for extension to higher fre-

quencies. These new devices are also

suitable as thermal current converters in

the 5- to 10-mA range, and as thermal

voltage converters at about 1 V. As

micropotentiometers at voltages below

100 mV, the new chips have very small

ac-dc differences at audio frequencies

and only a few tens of ppm up to 1 MHz.

As voltage converters and current con-

verters, they have quite small ac-dc dif-

ferences at audio frequencies and rea-

sonably small values out to 1 MHz.

Conventional wire converters are built by

hand under a microscope, a dying art,

and are subject to electrical overload

and mechanical damage to a much

greater degree than the NIST chip

devices.

As in the case of the thin-film multijunc-

tion converters, NIST scientists Joseph

Kinard and Donald Novotny, along with

Guest Scientist De-Xiang Huang of Bal-

lantine Laboratories, Incorporated,

demonstrated that it is feasible to pro-

duce superior replacement devices by

applying semiconductor and thin-film

fabrication techniques. More than 100 of

the new, integrated micropotentiometer

chips were produced in FY 1994.
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ngineers in the on-wafer microwave measurement field have long

sought a method to quantify S-parameter calibration inaccuracies. A

powerful verification technique developed by the National Institute

of Standards and Technology (NIST; Boulder, CO) determines error

bounds for a working calibration through comparison with the NIST

multi-line GaAs through-reflect-line (TRL) calibration. ...The novel

calibration procedure and software package developed by NIST

enables calibration verifications to be performed, thus making it

possible to demonstrate the traceability of a calibration rather than

the traceability of the individual calibration standards.”

— “Technique Verifies LRRM Calibrations on GaAs Substrates,”

Microwaves and RF, January, 1994

5 M 1 C R 0 W A V E S

MMIC IMPEDANCE STANDARD

5.1 MMIC: Line-reflect-match

calibration with standards

The fastest growng segment of the inter-

national microwave industrj^ incorpo-

rates dewces and technology based on

monolithic microwave integrated circuits

(MMlCs). Recognized as a potential

source of inexpensive commercial

microwave products, tjq)ical applications

for MMIC dewces are found in the

telecommunications industry, particular-

ly, the emerging vdreless communica-

tions industry, as well as high-speed

computing and computer networks,

vehicular communications, smart high-

ways, and collision-avoidance systems.

At present, the microwave industrj^ lacks

the accurate on-wafer measurement

methods critical to ensure cost-effective

product development. NIST scientists

Dylan Williams and Roger Marks have

pro\dded on-wafer measurement meth-

ods that will allow dewces to be tested

before packaging, or in some instances,

before de\dce fabrication is completed.

In practical terms, this brings a neces-

sary^ level of accuracy and practicality to

the technology. It wall allow commercial

manufacturers to use on-wafer probing

methods for testing, and, thus, will effec-

tively reduce the need for rework and

increase yield on the fabrication line.

MMIC chips require accurate calibra-

tions which can account for the effects

of the probe used in the measurements.

Calibrations of the highest accuracy

require significant and expensive space

on the semiconducting wafer. Up to now,

the commonly available commercial cali-

bration methods relied on compact cali-

bration sets based on imperfect calibra-

tion artifacts. Many engineers had no

choice but to use them due to economic

constraints. Ignoring the imperfections

in the calibration artifacts, they accept-

ed greater measurement uncertainty in

order to conseiwe expensive wafer space.
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Integrated Circuits
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CONSERVING WAFER REAL ESTATE

Accurate on-wafer measurements require the fabrication of calibration standards on the integrated circuit wafer. Standards for

the accurate multiline TRL calibration method, drawn at the left, consume a large area of expensive wafer “real estate. ” A cali-

bration that is nearly as accurate can be obtained using the modified LRM method, whose compact standard set is sketched at

the right. The reduced size allows room for more of the valuable integrated circuits.

Williams and Marks have developed a

procedure to characterize imperfect cali-

bration artifacts, which makes it possible

to obtain reduced uncertainty with com-

pact calibration sets. The procedure

involves two steps: a band-limited cali-

bration and a broad-band calibration.

First, an accurate but band-limited cali-

bration is performed which is adequate

for characterizing small resistor and line

standards. This is achieved with an addi-

tional line standard of moderate length.

Then, using the knowledge of the arti-

fact’s imperfections from the first cali-

bration, the broad-band calibration is

performed, which achieves the required

accuracy.

This method overcomes the significant

additional measurement uncertainty

resulting from imperfections in the cali-

bration artifacts and reduces the on-

wafer “real estate,” the space required on

the wafer for the fabrication of a calibra-

tion set, to a fraction of that presently

required for calibrations of the highest

accuracy. A paper describing the NIST

methodology, which is applicable to a

wide variety of MMlCs fabricated with

both coplanar waveguide and microstrip

transmission lines, won the 1993 Auto-

matic RF Techniques Group Best Paper

Award.

5.2 MMIC: Compensation for the

substrate permittivity

Until recently, microwave measurements

for MMlCs required custom calibrations

to account for and remove the effects of

the probe and launch technique used to

contact the devices or circuits being

tested. This requirement, in turn,

imposed another constraint: all of the

calibration artifacts had to be manufac-

tured on the same wafer as the struc-

tures to be tested. But, thanks to the

efforts of NIST researchers Dylan

Williams and Roger Marks, these con-

straints are no longer binding.

Williams and Marks have developed a

model that accounts for differences in

coplanar waveguide scattering parame-

ter calibrations for MMlCs performed on

different wafers. Preliminary work indi-

cates that the model, which accounts for

capacitive effects introduced by the sub-

strate permittivity, can be used to cor-

rect errors inherent in coplanar wave-

guide calibrations performed on a

substrate that has electrical properties

which differ significantly from the wafer

on which measurements are performed.

The Williams-Marks method only

requires that the devices and circuits to

be tested are embedded in a standard

coplanar geometry.

This new, simple, and straightforward

procedure eliminates the need for cus-

tom calibration by accounting for the

errors of calibrations performed on a dif-

ferent substrate. Furthermore, it sug-

gests methods for achieving traceability

to national standards despite significant

differences in the electrical properties of

the calibration and measurement sub-

strates.

5.3 New NIST antenna

measurement range

NIST has created a multi-purpose

(extrapolation, pattern, and spherical

near-field) antenna measurement range,

capable of making fast and accurate mea-

surements of antennas up to 3.5 meters in

diameter. The new range operates over a

frequency range of 1 to 75 GHz.
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A NIST team, consisting of scientists

Katie MacReynolds, Nino Canales, and

Jeff Guerrierri, has completed their ini-

tial evaluations of the range. These eval-

uations led them to redesign the

absorber mounting for the antenna tower

to reduce unacceptable multipath errors.

A second problem uncovered by the eval-

uation measurements involved a com-

mercial rotator, which was found to have

an inherent resonance that increased

probe antenna pattern uncertainties by

0.1 dB. This problem is being solved by a

precision alignment of the rotator gears

carried out jointly by the manufacturer

and NIST.

U.S. industry will benefit in many ways

from the new antenna range. In addition

to enabling new measurement technolo-

gy that can then be transferred to indus-

try, users benefit through reduced costs

and improved antenna system perfor-

mance. When measurements are based

on NIST standards, and these standards

are improved, the quality of the entire

national measurement network is

upgraded. The enhanced capabilities

afforded by the range will permit new

calibrations and special measurement

test services critical to industry and gov-

ernment laboratories for communication,

radar, and other microwave systems. The

demand for probe calibrations alone is so

large that this range has measurements

currently scheduled until August, 1995.

5.4 Element excitations of phased-

array antennas

NIST scientists Carl Stubenrauch and

Ronald Wittmann have developed soft-

ware which will allow the accurate align-

ment and evaluation of phased-array

antennas over a frequency range of 2 to

100 GHz. Within this category, U.S.

ANTENNA ELEMENT EXCITATION

industry is particularly interested in low-

sidelobe antennas, anticollision radar

antennas, and antennas used in aircraft

landing systems. NIST continues to serve

as a national resource for new tech-

niques in the areas of planar near-field

theory and measurements, scattering

matrix theory, spherical near-field theory

and measurements, cylindrical and plane

polar near-field theory, range certifica-

tion, millimeter wave measurements and

position error correction.

The software produced by the collabora-

tion of Stubenrauch and Wittmann com-

bines spectrum data acquired for

phased-array antennas steered to various

angles to obtain a complete spectrum

unobtainable from a single-beam posi-

tion alone. Excitation data computed

from this complete spectrum can then

be used in adjusting phase shifters to

meet design specifications. Measure-

ment uncertainties, steering errors, and

various analytic approximations will all

introduce errors into the alignment

process. Wittmann and Stubenrauch

have quantified the effect of these errors

to more fully analyze the method, and to

recommend possible improvements.



U T would like to take this opportunity

-L on behalf of 3M Company to

thank you for the valuable support your

research group has provided to 3M.

Dr. Jarvis and Michael Janezic have

helped two of our key programs with

their expertise in dielectric

measurements of liquids. It was also a

pleasure working with Dr. Geyer,

Bill Riddle, Chriss Jones and Eric

Vanzura on related techniques for other

programs.”

— Senior Physicist

Analytical and Properties

Research Laboratory

3M Corporate Research

Laboratories

5.5 Microwave characterization of

HTS materials

A collaboration, now entering its third

year, among NIST, the State Department

and Jerzy Krupka of the Warsaw Poly-

technic Institute of Poland is yielding

results that could have a significant

impact on the U.S. competitiveness in an

area of intense international competition.

The collaboration is carried out under

the auspices of the Joint U.S.-Polish

Marie Sklodowska-Curie Foundation and

funded by the U.S. State Department.

Krupka and NIST scientists, led by

Richard Geyer, performed ferrite charac-

terization measurements in the 2 to 20

GHz range using a modified form of the

Courtney dielectric rod-resonator

method. They also characterized high-

temperature superconductor (HTS)

materials at liquid-nitrogen tempera-

tures, using two dielectric rod-resonator

fixtures that operate at 10 GHz and 25

GHz. The HTS materials under test have

been obtained from different sources,

including NIST’s FEEL Electromagnetic

Technology Division.

NIST scientists have also been in contact

with Jim Hodges, of Illinois Supercon-

ductor Corporation, a NIST Advanced

Technology Program (ATP) grantee, who

is involved in developing thick-film HTS

materials for cellular telephone applica-

tions. This firm as well as many others

are very interested in obtaining NIST

assistance in making radiofrequency

measurements of the surface resistivity

of their materials.

In response, given the international com-

petitiveness aspects, NIST is investigat-

ing the feasibility of building a measure-

ment fixture capable of operating at the

frequencies of cellular telephony, near 1

GHz. Surface resistance measurements

on HTS thin films are needed for devel-

oping the design and demonstrating the

performance of microwave components,

including resonators and delay lines.

5.6 Characterization of thin-film

materials

New and lower cost thin-film dielectric

materials are being sought by industry for

applications, such as shielding. Effective

shielding materials are needed to pro-

mote electromagnetic compatibility of

electronic devices and systems and to

protect devices and systems from electro-

magnetic interference. DeWces of particu-

lar interest are connectors and printed-

wiring boards. For these applications, the

automobile industry has estimated poten-

tial savings of $100M if better characteri-

zation methods were available-for exam-

ple, for permittivity-to lead to better-

performance materials. The measure-

ments of thin-film dielectrics need to be

accurately calibrated in the frequency

range from 30- to 1000-MHz and traceable

to NIST to ensure that these materials

perform as intended by designers of

devices and systems.

NIST scientists Jim Baker-Jarws, Mike

Janezic, Chriss Jones, and John

Grosvenor have developed a new mea-

surement technique for determining the

microwave properties of thin lossy poly-

mer films (thickness on the order of 25

pm). These properties include dielectric

constant and loss tangent. The tech-

nique is specifically useful in the 30- to

1000-Hz frequency range where res-

onator techniques are not practical. The

material-under-test is placed beUveen

two flanged sections of 77 mm-diameter

coaxial air lines, fed by two tapered 7-to-

77 mm diameter transitions. This tech-

nique is an extension of an earlier NIST

single coaxial probe technique which is

not applicable to thin films. The required

software has been developed and is now
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routinely used. Currently, the measure-

ment errors created by the unavoidable

presence of air gaps between flanges and

film are currently being investigated.

5.7 Radar cross-section

measurement uncertainties

T t is my pleasure to commend you and your colleagues at the National

i Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for the successful completion

of our High Power Microwave Measurement System (HPMMS). This system has

been in nearly continuous operation. ..and we have not experienced a single

failure in any component subsystem. The system has proven to be a valuable

In a study of major government facilities,

staff of the Electromagnetic Fields Divi-

sion have identified significant sources

of measurement uncertainties encoun-

tered in both static and dynamic radar

cross-section ranges. NIST principal

investigators Lorant Muth, Ronald

Wittmann, and Richard Lewis collaborat-

ed with many Department of Defense

laboratories, including Patuxent River

Naval Air Test Center, Holloman Air

Force Base, Wright Patterson Air Force

Base, the Naval Warfare Surface Center,

China Lake, Point Mugu, Radar Target

Scatter (RATSCAT) Division, and Eglin

Air Force Base in this effort. Radar

cross-section is a parameter that defines

how easy it is to detect the presence of

an object illuminated by a radar beam

for a given orientation of the object wdth

respect to the beam. Radar cross-section

measurements are used to determine the

stealthy performance of aircraft and mis-

siles and other military vehicles; they are

now becoming of interest for ciWlian

applications, including air traffic control,

highway traffic control, and shipping

operations. The Division team developed

methods for estimating component

uncertainties and for combining these

into an overall uncertainty budget. The

goal was to provide a reasonable and

uniform methodology for evaluating

radar cross-section measurements that

can be used for both indoor and outdoor

test ranges to produce compatible esti-

mates of uncertainty. A benefit of the

addition to our high power microwave measurement capability, which as you

know, is critical to many of the Army weapons, radars, and communications

systems.. ..In closing, I believe your work on the HPMMS has made significant

contributions to the state of the art in high power microwave measurement

metrology.”

— Senior Engineer

Electrical Standards Laboratory

U.S. Army Primary Standards Laboratory Directorate

process is that uncertainty estimation

identifies sources of error on which

attention needs to be concentrated to

improve measurement quality. The team

studied and compared alternative meth-

ods of estimating uncertainties. The

overall uncertainty budget for a specific

measurement was developed as a hierar-

chy of uncertainty budget tables, where

the lower-level tables proWde the details

which are summarized in the upper-level

tables. A spreadsheet computer program

was developed to facilitate the construc-

tion of such a hierarchy of uncertainty

tables. A thorough analysis of measure-

ment uncertainty is a first step in the

development and implementation of a

program for certifying radar cross-sec-

tion ranges. Additional details can be

found in a report entitled Proposed

Uncertainty Analysisfor PCS Measure-

ments (N1ST1R5019).
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oneywell would like to express our appreciation for

the contributions that you have made to the

waveguide amplifier program. Your expertise in

measuring our sample parts combined with your

suggestions on how to proceed to the next sample

has proven invaluable to the success of our

program.”

— Principal Developmental Engineer

Military Avionics Dhision

Honeywell, Incorporated

OPTOELECTRONIC BEAM EPITAXY SYSTEM

6 LASERS

HIGH SPEED OPTICAL DETECTOR MEASUREMENTS

Comparison of frequency response measured by four different mea-

surement systems at NIST and NPL Detector 3 dB (electrical) band-

width is 16 Ghz.

6.1 Frequency response

comparisons of high-speed detector

NIST scientist Paul Hale, in collabora-

tion with staff of the National Physical

Laboratory' (NPL), United Kingdom,

undertook a comparison of the frequency

response measurements of a high-speed

optical detector (an InGaAs photodiode)

which revealed good agreement beUveen

the two national standards laboratories.

For this project, two systems pro\ided by

NIST were compared with two NPL sys-

tems. Each showed good agreement

below 30 GHz (±0.15 dB at 2o). Howev-

er, denations above 30 GHz (averaging

±0.78 dB) evidenced a possible need to

investigate present microwave power

calibrations. The results of the collabora-

tion were reported at a Society of Photo-

Optical Instrumentation Engineers

(SPIE) conference.

Hale has succeeded in modifying the

NIST frequency response measurement

system to allow high-resolution (300

kHz), reduced uncertainty (below 0.3

dB) measurements on Symchronous

Optical Network, (SONET) reference

receivers. The system has been used to

calibrate three receivers in a special test

for industry^ customers. Hale’s work to

extend measurement capability to higher

and lower frequencies vlll continue as

accurate detector frequency response is

critical for characterization of the

receivers used in digital and analog opti-

cal communication sy^stems.

Initiated in response to the requests of

the U.S. communications industry^ this

program is a first step toward establish-

ing a measurement sendee or Standard

Reference Material for optical detector

frequency response. It vlll also assist in

the international effort to pro\1de con-

sistency among national laboratories.



44 Hale’s frequency response measurements at 1319 nm are very

-L valuable, as he has already gone to higher frequencies, at ten

times better accuracy, than anything previously available. Previously, we

source wavelength. Now, as a result of

the efforts of Igor Vayshenker and Xiaoyu

Li, NIST can provide its customers with

calibration results in a more directly use-

ful form.

relied on a loosely-controlled, non-continuing measurement

intercomparison to obtain a consensus standard. Paul is now the most

significant researcher in the world determined to perfect frequency

responsivity standards for the 1319 nm YAG heterodyne laser system. ...At

low frequencies (1 MHz to 3 GHz), we need very high resolution to meet

Vayshenker and Xiaoyu have constructed

and tested an optical power meter mea-

surement system that can calibrate the

user’s meter at the user’s laser source

wavelength, or provide the user with

spectral responsivity information for the

detector used in the power meter.

current, critical needs in the telecommunications industry. At high

frequencies, we want reliable measurements beyond 50 GHz for new

products now being developed. ...It is also very important to note that

Paul’s work has been of great help to the American telecommunications

industry even though it is work in progress. Rather than wait years for the

complete perfection of this work, Paul has been providing intermediate

results. Intermediate results are vastly superior to no results at all, and we

are greatly benefiting from this work even while it is being improved one

step at a time.”

The scientists developed a wavelength-

tunable system to calibrate meters using

either collimated-beam or fiber-connec-

tor configurations. Their system uses

tunable laser diodes that operate in the

three fiber optics windows of 850, 1310,

and 1550 nm, and have nominal tuning

capability of about ±30 nm, providing

the capability to perform absolute power

calibrations at customer-specified wave-

lengths or high-resolution spectral

responsivity measurements in these

regions.

— Standards Lab Manager

Hewlett-Packard Lightwave Operation

Hewlett Packard Company

6.2 New system for calibrating

optical power meters

The new system is already being used to

perform power measurements on optical

power meters as part of special test cali-

brations, and to perform limited spectral

responsivity measurements on optical

detectors. It is also being used to perform

test reflectmty measurements on special-

ly coated InGaAs detector samples.

Measurement laboratories in U.S. com-

panies involved with optical fiber

telecommunications generally use diode

laser sources whose center wavelengths

differ from the wavelengths commonly

used at NIST. Thus, until recently, to

apply NIST’s calibration results to test

meters submitted for evaluation, the

meter user had to know the spectral

responsivity of the meter as well as the

6.3 Excimer laser calibration

capability developed

In response to numerous requests from

the growing number of excimer laser

users in industry who require accurate

and traceable measurements, NIST

researchers Rodney W. Leonhardt and

David J. Livigni, working in collaboration
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with SEMATECH, have established the

capability to calibrate power and energy

meters used for detecting KrF excimer

laser radiation at a wavelength of 248

nm. Measurements in this wavelength

region are needed in particular by users

and manufacturers of excimer-based

semiconductor photolithography systems

and by manufacturers and users of all

excimer laser measurement equipment.

Excimer lasers are widely used in ultra-

violet lithography, materials processing,

and medical applications such as corneal

sculpting. The new capability represents

a significant extension of the NIST laser

measurement service to ultraviolet laser

wavelengths. The measurement system

was developed and characterized by the

Division with SEMATECH support and

consists primarily of standard isoperibol

calorimeters along with a calibrated

fused-silica beamsplitter. SEMATECH

has provided the calorimeters and asso-

ciated data acquisition system to NIST

under a long-term loan agreement, and

also provided software support to adapt

this system to NIST use.

6.4 First passively Q-switched

solid-state waveguide laser

A team of NIST scientists, consisting of

Andrew Aust, Ke\dn Malone, Da\id

Veasey, Norman Sanford, and Alexana

Roshko, has achieved a breakthrough in

the development of a new laser, the first

reported passively Q-swdtched, solid-

state waveguide laser. Potential applica-

tions for their device include laser radar,

sensors, biotechnology, and medicine.

The team’s demonstration of the laser

established that its output pulses had

full-width-half-maximum of approxi-

mately 25 ns and peak power of 3 W. The

device makes unique use of an organic

dye saturable absorber embedded in a

thin polymer sheet to accomplish the

Q-switching function. As a result, the

otherwise passive glass-waveguide

laser can be Q-switched wdthout

requiring any electronic drive circuits

as do other types of waveguide lasers.

Lasers based on the NIST development

should be inexpensive and easy to

manufacture since the Q-switching

function is performed by the passive

saturable absorber which can be bond-

ed readily to the wmveguide. The

device was optically pumped at a

wavelength near 800 nm. A passively

Q-swdtched waveguide laser is simpler

in operation than commonly used

active Q-swdtching methods, and wmll

suited for many applications. In combi-

nation wdth a laser diode pump, fin-

ished laser packages could be quite

compact.

The wmrk of this program derives from

a Cooperative Research and Develop-

ment Agreement wdth Schott Glass

Technologies, suppliers of the special

glass material used to fabricate the

de\dce. The material allows a

high-powmred pulsed output in the

glass.

Larson’s frequency

-Ly responsivity measurements at

850 nm have proven invaluable to us,

since Don is presently our sole source in

the world for this type of work. We

cannot get these measurements at this

important wavelength from any other

authoritative, independent source.. ..It is

also quite significant that Don

conducted this as a ‘Measurement

Intercomparison Program,’ not as a NIST

calibration service. NIST makes great

effort to develop the finest calibration

standards in the world, but that process

usually takes many years. In the

meantime, while American industry is

venturing into new technology and in

the greatest need of help from NIST, that

help often isn’t available. HP strongly

encourages NIST to develop more

intercomparison programs, and more

best available interim standards while

on the path to those ultimate standards,

to significantly benefit American

industry during the struggling, early

years of a new technology.”

— R&D Functional Manager

Hewlett-Packard Lightwave

Operation

Hewlett Packard Company
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Accomplishments

On the development of Standard Reference Material

(SRM) 2520:

T
he opportunity to work with NIST on this gave

Corning and other American fiber manufacturers

a clear competitive advantage.”

— Executive Vice President

Corning Incorporated

SRM 2520: OPTICAL FIBER DIAMETER STANDARD

7 OPTICAL F

COMMUNICAT
I B E R

IONS AND SENSORS

Measured Parameter

Average

Measurement Spread

(one standard deviation)
•

Outer Layer Diameter, ixm 1.85

Inner Layer Diameter, (Am 3.22

Outer Layer Concentricity, |j.m 0.76

Inner Layer Concentricity, ixm 0.79

Outer Layer Noncircularity, % 0.22

Inner Layer Noncircularity, % 0.83

Min. Outer Layer Thickness, jim 2.21

Min. Inner Layer Thickness, iJim 1.52

Max. Outer Layer Thickness, |xm 2.54

Max. Inner Layer Thickness, (j,m 1.33

Min. Combined Thickness, fj.m 1.46

Max. Combined Thickness. jjLm 1.24

ROUND RDBIN MEASUREMENT CDMPARISON

Participants measured 3 different specimens of each of 6 comparison

fibers, including 3 standard dual-coated fibers and 3 non-standard

fibers. The sample standard deviation is calculated for all measure-

ments on a given fiber and then arithmetically averaged over all fibers,

to report the average measurement spread for a given parameter.

7.1 Round robin for optical fiber

coating geometry

Evidence of EEEL’s fulfilling its mission

to promde the electronics industry wdth

timely metrology support is the response

of NIST principal investigator Timothy

Drapela to a request from the Telecom-

munications Industry Association (TIA)

for an evaluation of an industry-vdde

testing procedure.

Drapela conducted an evaluation of

industry test procedures for measuring

the geometrical parameters of optical

fiber coatings (the outer plastic coating

surrounding the fiber), which are impor-

tant parameters in connector manufac-

ture. He organized a round-robin compar-

ison, stipulating four different optical

methods to be used by participants. Over

1000 measurements (12 coating

parameters measured on each specimen)

from eight laboratories were recorded and

analyzed, and reported to the TIA. The

results were in good agreement. To sim-

plify the continuation of positive industry'

practice, NIST is considering the develop-

ment of a fiber-coating standard refer-

ence material, also at TIAs request.

7.2 All-optical sampling with

picosecond resolution

Several non-linear properties of optical

fiber are of interest in lightwave commu-

nications. .'Vmong these is four-wave mix-

ing resulting from the optical Kerr effect.

NIST scientists Doug Franzen and John

Schlager working with M. Jinno, a guest

scientist from the Nippon Telegraph and

Telephone Corporation, have decided to

capitalize on four-wave mixing to demon-

strate a sampling technique to acquire

high-speed waveforms.



PICO-SECOND RESOLUTION

OPTICAL SAMPLING

Optical sampling of 8.4ps

pulse with 2.5ps probe pulse

using four-wave mixing In a

semiconductor optical ampli-

fier showing S, signal; P,

probe: and P four- wave

mixing components.

44 rriorn Scott’s work in optical

i power calibration services has

been indispensable to us, since the

fundamental measurement of power is

a common denominator to nearly every

type of fiberoptic test instrument being

manufactured. Tom’s calibrations form

the infrastructure of our business. It

sometimes seems easy to shift

attention, resources, and money to

glamorous research areas but we

absolutely cannot neglect our

foundations. We have been very pleased

with the services Tom and his team

have been providing for us, but we need

more. In particular, we need spectral

responsivity, and dynamic accuracy

calibrations.”

— Standards Lab Manager

Hewlett-Packard Lightwave

Operation

Hewlett Packard Company

One strong advantage of all-optical sam-

pling is its reliance on optical rather

than electrical means to achieve high-

speed performance. The team used four-

wave mixing in a semiconductor optical

amplifier to demonstrate all-optical sam-

pling having picosecond time resolution

and high signal-to-noise ratio. Also, a

high-resolution optical time-domain

reflectometer was demonstrated using

four-wave mixing as a sampling gate.

Millimeter resolution wdth high sensitivi-

ty was achieved on short fiber lengths.

Jinno reported the results obtained by

the NIST sampling system at the Optical

Amplifier Conference; the findings were

also presented at a Conference on Lasers

and Electro-Optics (CLEO) workshop.

7.3 High demand for optical fiber

geometry SRMs

Matt Young, Timothy Drapela, and Steve

Mechels created a standard reference

material (SRM) for which there is so

much demand that it “sells off the shelf.”

In FY 1994, the group had to set aside

ongoing investigations temporarily to

meet an urgent delivery schedule for 15

additional optical-fiber geometry SRMs.

At the heart of each SRM 2520 is an opti-

cal fiber whose diameter has been more

accurately measured and certified than

routinely by any other organization in

the world. In the hands of the engineers

at an optical fiber plant, an SRM 2520

serves as a calibrated “ruler” by means of

which they can adjust the control para-

meters of the pulling towers used to

manufacture fiber. All major U.S. fiber

manufacturers are now using the NIST

SRM to monitor the uniformity of their

own commercial fibers. With SRM 2520,

uncertainty in the measurements of fiber

diameters now vary within about one-

tenth of a micrometer, which is about

one fifth of the uncertainty that was

available before.

The demand for SRM 2520 continues to

increase as the nation’s optical fiber net-

works expand their local-area-networks.

This phase of growth, laying optical

fibers from major optical cables to indi-

vidual buildings, homes, and offices,

entails large-scale branching and joining

of fibers, resulting in higher costs per

unit length of fiber installed as com-

pared to long-distance lines, which

require far fewer connections to be

made. Fibers and connectors with

increasingly more exact dimensions are

needed to reduce joint loss to acceptable

levels. Variation in fiber diameters

results in misalignment of the fiber

cores, with consequent large signal loss-

es introduced by each connection.

Young, Drapela, and Mechels are cur-

rently working to develop additional

standards to measure the diameters of

ceramic ferrules that are used to con-

nect fibers into continuous signal paths.

7.4 Method and standard for

polarization-mode dispersion

The success of NIST scientist Paul

Williams’ investigation into an important

effect leading to signal degradation as

bandwidth reduction with distance in

single-mode fiber has resulted in a col-

laboration with the Telecommunications

Industry Association (TIA) to undertake
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OPTICAL TRAPPING WAVELENGTH STANDARD

a characterization of polarization-mode

dispersion (PMD). As part of the NIST

contribution, Williams has completed

the development of an artifact that simu-

lates polarization-mode dispersion in

long fiber lengths, and established a

wavelength-scan measurement system

for polarization-mode dispersion in opti-

cal fibers.

Williams’ wavelength-scan system will be

used to characterize the artifact and

determine PMD in telecommunication

fibers. A round robin with TIA members

to evaluate measurements methods for

PMD has been started by Williams; two

artifacts and a long length of fiber are

being measured by TIA participants.

7.5 High-accuracy wavelength

standard

In a highly competitive environment,

such as the field of optical communica-

tions, the gap between metrology devel-

opment and what’s needed on the factory

floor is ever-narrowing. The work of a

NIST scientist, Sarah Gilbert, and a stu-

dent from the University of Colorado,

Gwenn Flowers, illustrates this point

well. Gilbert and Flowers completed a

second-generation optical trap for a

high-accuracy wavelength standard

(0.00001 nm), based on a rubidium tran-

sition. The new trap has several improve-

ments which reduce effects of background

gas, improve the laser beam uniformity,

and improve the response time to

changes in rubidium vapor pressure.

UO arah Gilbert’s work on gas

kj absorption cells as wavelength

standards shows great promise in a

fundamental, essential area of fiberoptic

technology.. ..Wavelength and power

measurements are the two common

denominators for every fiberoptic

measurement made, so this is essential

work. Present wavelength calibrations

are usually performed with a

combination of single-line gas lasers,

and multiple-line discharge gas lamps.

However, there are significant gaps in

wavelength coverage with these

methods, most notably in the 1550 nm

region which is so important for long-

haul telecommunication systems (such

as underseas cables). Sarah’s work with

acetylene, ammonia, and other

compounds could fill that gap.”

— R&D Functional Manager

Hewlett-Packard Lightwave

Operation

Hewlett Packard Company
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At present, their standard serves primar-

ily as a reference for the calibration at

NIST of the moderate-accuracy stan-

dards (0.01 to 0.001 nm) currently need-

ed by some of the major U.S. companies.

However, Gilbert and Flowers report that

U.S. industry will require high-accuracy

wavelength standards in the near future.

7.6 Optical polarization diversity

receiver

David Veasey was the NIST principal

investigator of a project which devised a

fully Integrated optical polarization

diversity receiver (PDR) . Veasey under-

took this project in response to inquiries

from U.S. companies involved in two

related fields: intelligent vehicle sensor

applications and machine tool applica-

tions. A Cooperative Research and Devel-

opment Agreement was established to

study possible vehicle sensor applica-

tions, which yielded a prototype receiver

for the partner firm. NIST co-worker

Don Larson and Veasey were awarded a

patent for a localized plasma processing

technique used in the work. PDRs pro-

vide a means for separating the compo-

nents of an incoming signal of mixed

polarizations and are used in sensing

and communications applications such

as polarimetric optical sensors, machine

!
tool positioning sensors, magnetic read-

' head positioning systems, optical read-

heads for compact disk drives, and

coherent communication systems.

The NIST receiver exhibits the advan-

tages typical of Integrated optical

devices, being small (2 mm by 20 mm)

,

rugged, and easy to fabricate. It consists

of a Y-branch waveguide splitter with a

one-degree splitting angle, formed by

potassium-sodium ion exchange in sili-

cate glass. A hydrogenated-amorphous-

silicon cladding is deposited on each

branch of the splitter to act as a polariz-

er. One output cladding is trimmed to a

thickness that attenuates the component

of guided light having a transverse elec-

tric field, while the other cladding is

trimmed to attenuate light having a

transverse magnetic field. Extinction

i ratios of 27 dB have been demonstrated.

The device is completed with the deposi-

tion of metal-semiconductor-metal pho-

todetectors on each of the output wave-

guide branches following the polarizers.

Amorphous silicon claddings are contact-

ed with chrome-gold interdigitated fin-

ger Schottky contacts to form the detec-

tors, which have bandwidths on the

order of 5 GHz.

7.7 High-speed optical-fiber

current sensor

a-Si:H POLARIZERS Electric-current sensors made from opti-

cal fiber are useful in a variety of indus-

trial and military environments which

pose problems for conventional electri-

cal sensors. NIST scientist Kent

Rochford has succeeded in designing

and constructing a compact high-sensi-

tivity (about 0.7 deg/A)
,
high-speed

(about 500 MHz 3dB bandwidth) optical-

fiber current sensor based on iron garnet

crystals. The new sensor is much simpler

to manufacture than a similar sensor

built previously at NIST and has a sensi-

OPTICAL POLARIZATION OlVERSITY RECEIVER
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thity-bandwidth product that is about 40

times greater.

Rochford’s de\ice exploits coated right-

angle prisms to produce the required

right-angle reflections ^\ithout the phase

shifts which distort the polarization

state. His design requires only half the

number of prisms as the first-generation

de\1ce and is much simpler to assemble.

7.8 Novel iron garnet materials

NIST scientist Merritt Deeter and Guest

Scientist SyMa Milian Bon (University of

Twente, the Netherlands) collaborated

with personnel at Deltronic Cr\'stal

Industries of Dover, New Jersey, to char-

acterize the magneto-optic properties of

a large set of novel iron garnet materials.

Working under a Small Business Innova-

tion Research (SBIR) Program grant,

Deltronic grew over 100 iron garnet com-

positions tailored specifically for magne-

to-optic sensing. Measurements made on

these materials pronde basic materials

data for use in the design of a new family

of optical-current and magnetic-field

sensors.

During the course of their investigation,

Deeter and Bon performed frequency

response and magneto-optic sensitinty

measurements on 24 iron garnet sam-

ples, and presented their findings at the

6th Joint MMM-lntermag Conference in

June, 1994. The samples exhibited more

than an order of magnitude greater nor-

malized magneto-optic sensithity, about

12.6 deg/A for one sample compared to

about 0.14 deg/A for pure tytrium/iron/

garnet (YIG). The samples also showed

an improved 3dB frequency bandvidth,

about 1 GHz for certain compositions as

compared to about 700 MHz for pure YIG.

I B E R

OPTICAL-FIBER CURRENT SENSOR

7.9 Linear retardance standard

NIST scientists Allen Rose, Kent

Rochford, and Paul Williams, working

together with Ian Clarke of the Universi-

ty of Sydney, Australia, have completed

the design and demonstration of a poten-

tial standard for linear retardance at the

telecommunication wavelengths of 1.3

pm and 1.5 pm. This program responds

directly to the needs expressed to NIST

by manufacturers of polarization optics,

who require a standard to verify the per-

formance of measurement systems, and

by instrument manufacturers who

require a calibration standard.

The team’s design utilizes total internal

reflectance in two rhombs of a special

glass to achieve a retardance of about

90° which is stable with temperature and

nearly independent of w^avelength and

angle of incidence. Work on the project

continues as investigators test a packag-

ing design for the standard. Once accom-

plished, NIST hopes to certifl' the

retarder as a Standard Reference Materi-

al. Plans are also underway to modify the

standard to make it suitable for shorter

wavelengths (800 nm).

CC Rochford’s team has been

iVdeveloping a polarization

standard. ...This is very important work,

as no adequate polarization standards

presently exist in the world to meet the

needs of the American fiberoptic

telecommunication industry.. ..In

particular, we very much need both

standards and recommended

procedures for PDL (polarization

dependent loss), and PMD (polarization

mode dispersion).”

— R&D Functional Manager

Hewlett-Packard Lightwave

Operation

Hewlett Packard Company
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VIDEO
8.1 Flat panel video measurement

laboratory

At present, there is no established stan-

dard, or industiy-wide practice, which

would enable U.S. industrj' to methodi-

cally compare flat panel displays being

produced by different manufacturers.

Subjective evaluations by panels of new-

ers are no substitute. Manufacturers’ use

of proprietary measurement practices

exacerbates the problem of how to evalu-

ate the state-of-the-art in the develop-

ment of these components. NIST has

been asked to address the challenge of

\ideo qualit}' metrics, which if not met

vdll continue to have a deleterious

impact on the effort of U.S. industrj^ to

regain the lead in a highly competitive

emironment.

In response, NIST scientists Ed Kelley

and Bruce Field have established a labo-

ratory' to evaluate flat panel displays

both optically and electronically. The

outcome of this effort vdll be the devel-

opment of a set of industry' accepted

standards and procedural tests. The

results will also contribute to models for

predicting display performance.

Investigations in the new laboratory' are

focusing on colorimetric and electrical

measurement and the specification of

pixelated flat-panel displays. A variety' of

photometers, colorimeters, signal

sources, signal monitors, and mechanical

positioning systems have been adapted,

calibrated, and integrated into a versa-

tile automated laboratory' capable of

characterizing the performance of

emissive and transmissive panel dis-

plays. Examples of the measurements

Kelley and Field are undertaking are

uniformity, contrast ratio, gray scale/

linearity', \ie\\ing angle, and indhidual

pixel characterization.
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9 POWER

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AMPLITUDE OF FIRST NEGATIVE PULSE AND POSITIVE

INTEGRATED CHARGE

Influence exerted by the total charge transferred between two electrodes on the positive

half cycle on the phase-of-occurrence of the first negative pulse. The electrodes are sep-

arated by an insulator. The influence is due to charge removed from the surface of the

insulator by the positive pulses. As can be seen, as the amount of charge removed

increases, the first pulse occurs earlier on the negative half cycle.

9.1 Effect of oxygen on electrical

discharges in SFg

The compounds S2FJQ and S202F^q are

knowm to be extremely toxic to humans.

For those who employ SFg as an insulat-

ing gas in electric-power systems, the

production of these compounds as a

result of conditions of use is of major

concern. NIST scientists Richard Van

Brunt and James Olthoff have studied

the effect that common contaminants

such as oxygen will have on the forma-

tion of these compounds when electrical

discharges occur in SFg. The measure-

ments developed as an outcome of their

work provide one of the first indications

of the significance of the presence of

oxygen on SgF^g and S2O2F1Q formation

rates in corona. This work provides the

electric utility industry the information

it needs to address any safety concerns

arising from the use of SFg in transmis-

sion and distribution systems.

Van Brunt and Olthoff discovered that

the production of highly toxic SgF^g from

electrical discharges in SFg can be sig-

nificantly reduced wth the addition of

small quantities of oxygen. The rates for

production of S2F^q and of two other

species of unknown toxicity, S2O2FJQ and

S2OF1Q have been measured in both

spark and negative glow corona generat-

ed using point-to-plane electrodes in SFg

and SFg/Og mixtures. In pure SFg, the

production rates for S2OF1Q and S202F^q

are an order-of-magnitude or more below

that of S2Fiq in both types of discharges.

With the addition of 1% O2, there is a

dramatic drop in the S2F^q yield from

both discharges vdth a corresponding

increase in S20F^q jdeld from the spark

and S202Fjq yield from the corona. The

results can be explained from considera-

tions of the competition among the reac-

tions of SFg radicals mth SFg, Og, and 0

and the relative degrees of Og dissocia-

tion in the two types of discharges. A
presentation which discusses the results
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of this work, carried out in conjunction

with a consortium consisting of utilities

and national laboratories, including Oak

Ridge National Laboratory and ffydro

Quebec Research Laboratory, was given

at the 1994 Gaseous Electronics Confer-

ence.

9.2 Model for SFg oxidation and

decomposition

Richard Van Brunt, of the Electronics

and Electrical Engineering Laboratory

and John Herron, of the Chemical Sci-

ence and Technology Laboratory, have

developed a “complete” theoretical

model for SFg chemistry in corona dis-

charges. To date, their zonal plasma

chemical model has added significantly

to the understanding of how SFg decom-

poses and why the decomposition leads

to the formation of certain oxidation by-

products.

The model, which is being used to

account for the observed oxidation and

decomposition of sulfur hexafluoride

(SFg) by negative glow-type corona dis-

charge in pressurized SFg/Co/HgC gas

mixtures, yields the dependences of the

major stable neutral oxidation by-prod-

uct concentrations on time, discharge

current, and O
2
and HgO concentrations

that are consistent with measured

results. In addition, the model allows

identification of the predominant

sources of oxygen in the formation of the

oxygenated species SOFg, SOF4, and

SOgFg, and gives a better prediction of

the SgFjQ production rate than the earli-

er model.

The development of the model required

determinations and adjustments of

numerous reaction-rate coefficients. A
detailed sensitivity analysis was per-

formed to determine the relative impor-

tance of each of the more than 100 reac-

tions included in the model. Problems of

uniqueness that arise because of gaps in

the knowledge about important process-

es that need to be considered were ana-

lyzed. A detailed description of the

model together with the results from

numerous calculations has been pre-

pared for archival publication. Although

not totally completed at this time, the

model is effectively helping to explain

results of recent experiments conducted

at NIST and elsewhere.

9.3 Digitizer and system for

recording partial discharge

Richard Van Brunt and Peter von Glahn

have completed the first step necessary

to commercialize the stochastic analysis

approach applied to the measurement of

partial-discharge phenomena. Partial-

discharge (PD) measurements are used

to monitor the integrity of electrical

insulation in high-voltage equipment.

Van Brunt and von Glahn have designed,

developed, and exercised a new digital

partial-discharge recording system capa-

ble of real-time recording of continuous

PD pulse trains for later off-line comput-

erized stochastic analysis.

The new system, which replaces an

existing analog recording system, also

supersedes the existing NIST analog PD

analysis system
[
1990 R&D 100 Award

winning Stochastic Analyzer for Pulsat-

ing Phenomena (SAPP)] because it

allows a much more efficient use of

available information at a much lower

cost. Also, because the new system is
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much more portable than the S--\PP, it is

more likely to be useful in factorj^ or

field testing of electrical equipment. The

system developed by Van Brunt and von

Glahn represents the hardware end of a

proposed multi-dimensional multi-chan-

nel analyzer. Potential customers include

instrumentation manufacturers and the

electric utilities, which require advanced

diagnostic equipment to monitor and

extend the useful life of their installed

high-voltage equipment.

The Van Brunt-von Glahn recording sys-

tem consists of a custom two-channel PD

digitizer coupled to a new 16-bit parallel

digital interface installed in a personal

computer. The digitizer is under software

control vith resulting data being stored

in binarj' files on a computer hard disk.

The system allows continuous recording

of PD pulses for many hours, and is far

superior to present commercially avail-

able recording systems in storage capaci-

ty alone. Software is being developed

that will allow a complete stochastic

analysis of the data.

The recorder has already proven useful

in the investigation of PD-induced aging

of dielectrics and shows promise of pro-

dding detailed stochastic signatures that

could be useful in development of

advanced PD pattern-recognition

schemes now being tested in a number

of different laboratories.

Charge (pC)

TIME HISTORY OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE INTEGRATED

CHARGE DISTRIBUTION

The total charge transferred between electrodes varies over

time due to the aging of an insulator separating the elec-

trodes. One set of curves is for charge transferred during

the time the ac excitation is positive and the other when it

is negative. Each curve plots the probability distribution of

this total charge for a 60s period. All curves are arbitrarily

normalized to a maximum of 1.0.
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f f ...to offer our support for your efforts to conduct in

situ measurements inside anechoic chambers with

time domain pulse techniques that will later yield time domain

digitized data....Lehman Chambers has developed a 3-D Finite

Difference Time Domain (FDTD) computer modeling program

for the design and analysis of anechoic chambers for EMC

applications. The work NIST is intending to do will further

validate our techniques and is of extreme interest to us.”

— Program Manager

Lehman Chambers

Paul E. Lehman, Incorporated

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD SENSING ELEMENT

10 ELECTROMAGNET C COMPATIBILITY
10.1 Three-axis magnetic flux

density probe uncertainties

NIST scientists Martin Misakian and

Charles Fenimore have carried out com-

putations to improve measurements of

power-frequency magnetic fields from

localized sources such as home appli-

ances, office equipment, machine tools,

and electrical and electronic systems in

transport vehicles. This NIST work

responds to the increasing concern for

possible health effects resulting from

exposure to such sources. Since the

sources behave more nearly as point

sources than as extended sources such

as electrical transmission lines, and

since there are frequently a number of

sources to be considered in a given envi-

ronment, the magnetic fields experi-

enced can be highly nonuniform, partic-

ularly near electrical equipment such as

motors, transformers, and heating ele-

ments. This situation complicates the

measurement of magnetic fields, since

there can be a significant difference

between the field at one point and at

another point only a few centimeters

away. The probes that sense fields are

typically in the form of circular coils, and

the measured flux density is averaged

over the cross-sectional area of the coil.

Additional measurement uncertainties

arise because this value is not necessari-

ly the same as the value of the flux den-

sity at the presumed measurement loca-

tion at the center of the coil.

Misakian and Fenimore calculated the

resulting additional uncertainties for a

number of coil diameters with the

assumption that the magnetic field was

produced by a small loop of alternating

current, i.e., a magnetic dipole. The mag-

netic dipole field was chosen because its

geometry approximates the field geome-

try of many electrical appliances. The

team calculated additional uncertainties

for single-coil probes and for probes hav-

ing three mutually perpendicular coils.
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For three-axis probes, the maximum dif-

ferences found from the calculations

were for the probe positioned in the

equatorial plane of the dipole. For all

probe positions, the central field exceed-

ed the average field. Misakian and Feni-

more were able to show that for dis-

tances less than ten probe-radii away

from the dipole field source, these differ-

ences exceeded 1%. Differences could be

as great as 20% for distances less than

three-probe radii from the source. The

results of the calculations are being

incorporated into the draft of an Insti-

tute of Electrical and Electronics Engi-

neers (IEEE) standard on instrumenta-

tion used for measuring extremely

low-frequency magnetic and electric

fields, under development at NIST in

collaboration with committees in the

IEEE Power Engineering Society. Details

of the calculation and tabulations of the

measurement uncertainties as a function

of probe radius and distance from the

field source have appeared in two papers

published in Vsxe NIST Journal of

Research.

10.2 Shielding and cavity

characteristics of airframes

Parents flying off on holiday with small

children often wonder why they’re asked

to be sure that the kids’ electronic toys

are shut off in the immediate intervals

before taking off and landing, and busi-

ness persons have been known to protest

vigorously and demand to know why they

are instructed to turn off their comput-

ers for the same periods of time. NIST

scientists David Hill, Robert Jonhk,

Arthur Ondrejka, and Dennis Camell are

helping to provide answers to this ques-

tion and to related electromagnetic/com-

patibility interference issues that impact

the safe operation of aircraft. Several

airliners are believed to have responded

to uncommanded control inputs as a

result of electromagnetic interference

and the crash of one transport helicopter

has been charged to this cause.

High-intensity radiated fields (HIRF)

from high-power sources, such as radars,

can affect the control, communication,

and navigation systems of aircraft. Carry-

on electronics are also a concern as

sources of unwanted electromagnetic

radiation that couples into control cir-

cuits, especially digital circuits. Even

low-power emitters can create high

fields inside an aircraft compartment.

which can be enhanced by resonance

effects, as indicated by quality factor (Q)

enhancement. Current NIST work will

help to determine realistic levels of test

fields and practical test methods, such

as reverberation chamber testing of sys-

tems and components, and respond to

aircraft manufacturers’ concerns about

the high cost of unnecessarily severe test

conditions.

In the past year, the NIST team devel-

oped both continuous wave (cw) and

time-domain measurement techniques for

determining the shielding effectiveness,

quality factor, and time constant of air-

plane compartments and obtained data

from 400 MHz to 18 GHz for three small

(tvHn engine) airplanes and one large

commercial airplane. The team obtained

good agreement between cw and time-

domain techniques and the earlier theo-

retical work performed at NIST. Their

time-domain techniques permit rapid

acquisition of broadband data and time-

windowing of data to study the relevant

physical mechanisms. The data demon-

strated that the electromagnetic environ-

ment inside an aircraft can be well simu-

lated by a reverberation chamber.

10.3 Radiated emissions and

immunity of PCBs and ICs

Scientists around the world are begin-

ning to investigate concerns that electro-

magnetic coupling to printed-wiring

boards (also known as PCBs), and to

components individually, can limit the

performance of PCBs and integrated cir-

cuits (ICs). However, the basic coupling

mechanisms need to be better under-

stood, and emissions and immunity test

methods need to be established before

this topic can be fully explored. [See pre-

vious entry, 5.6 Characterization of thin-

film materials.
]
Current FCC radiated

emissions tests do not cover frequencies
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above 1 GHz, but faster circuitry results

in significant radiation (or pickup) at 1

GHz and above. To date, the United

States has no immunity requirements or

standard test methods over any frequen-

cy range.

Following interactions with staff of vari-

ous concerned companies, NIST scien-

tists David Hill, Kenneth Cavcey, and

Robert Johnk studied the effects of elec-

tromagnetic coupling by fabricating a rep-

resentative RGB, analyzing its radiated

emissions and reception, and comparing

the findings with theory for frequencies

from 200 MHz to 2 GHz. The work was

facilitated by the use of NIST’s reverbera-

tion chamber, which is a good candidate

for performing fast, accurate, and practi-

cal measurements above 1 GHz.

The measurements of radiated emissions

and immunity are related by reciprocity,

which provides a consistency check on

the measured data. The work of this team

will improve the understanding of high-

frequency radiated emissions and immu-

nity, and lead to further improvements in

measurement techniques.

10.4 EMI shielding properties of

gaskets

The European Union Electromagnetic

Compatibility (EMC) directives, together

with the increase in computer clock

speeds, which at the same time result in

both increased emissions and suscepti-

bility, are creating disturbances in the

U.S. marketplace. Regulations of the

Federal Communication Commission

also pose challenges in the range of 30

MHz to 1 GHz. The market for accept-

able gaskets and other shielding materi-

als is growing rapidly, but no definitive,

repeatable test methods for assessing

N E T I

shielding performance are available.

Gaskets are typically used to ensure con-

tinuity of shielding for removable panels

and doors. American designers trying to

obtain specified shielding levels for their

components are frustrated because dif-

ferent measurement techniques give

vastly different results (10s of dBs differ-

ence) for the shielding effectiveness of

the same gaskets.

NIST scientists Motohisa Kanda and

Galen Koepke have made significant

progress in the past year. Kanda and

Koepke surv^eyed the current methods

and fixtures for measuring the shielding

properties of EMI gaskets and anal>^ed

the fundamental shielding properties of

gaskets. One important goal is to develop

methods independent of the material

used and independent of whether the

material behaves as a conductor or as an

absorber. The NIST team found that,

although the transfer impedance descrip-

tion of gaskets is independent of the test

fixture, the shielding effectiveness is not.

To date, they have compared transfer

impedance theory wdth numerous sets of

measured data reported in the literature

and obtained qualitative agreement. Once

these findings have been analyzed and

disseminated, designers wall be able to

compare results of gasket tests by differ-

ent methods and fixtures.

10.5 Impulse testing of anechoic

chambers

The measurement and modeling of

microwave anechoic chambers is of great

interest to American industry, particular-

ly if the cost of high-performance ane-

choic chambers is to be reduced and, for

domestic manufacturers of chambers,

the challenge posed by foreign manufac-

turers is to be met. These chambers are

used when it is essential to test dewces

in an emdronment that is designed to

reduce to a minimum, if not completely

eliminate, the presence of unwanted sig-

nals. That is, the ideal microwave ane-

choic chamber prowdes a free-space

emdronment. The number of anechoic

chambers used by U.S. industry vdll

increase dramatically vdth the new 1996

European Union immunity directives

that vdll require U.S. electronics manu-

facturers to perform tests in anechoic

chambers in order to continue to have

access to European markets.

In response, NIST scientists Robert

Johnk and Arthur Ondrejka have devel-

oped a fast, accurate, and low-cost, time-

domain measurement system that per-

forms in situ measurements on anechoic

chambers for the frequency range from

30 MHz to 5 GHz. While conducting an

extensive series of time-domain impulse

measurements on the NIST anechoic

chamber, Johnk and Ondrejka detected

an early-time “glint” phenomenon that

might very well explain some anomalies

that have been obsenmd but not under-

stood for years.

The data obtained from the late-time

response are a strong function of frequen-

cy, vdth simple ca\dty-like beha\dor being

obser\^ed at low frequencies. As the fre-

quency increases, the ca\dty-like charac-

teristics diminish rapidly. Because of

rapid decay characteristics at the higher

frequencies, the signal processing algo-

rithm must be modified to capture the

early-time data and obtain useful results.

The data obtained in this study agree very

well with earlier absorber reflecthdty

measurements obtained at NIST.
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11 ELECTRONIC D

11.1 Electronic business reply card

(EBRC) demonstrated

The National Information Highway, or

National Information Infrastructure

(Nil), offers alluring capabilities to

industry for the future, and some that it

can try out today Highly efficient, reli-

able, timely methods of transmitting

information between manufacturers and

customers is one of the most attractive

current offerings.

Electronic Business Reply Cards (EBRCs),

one form of which is based on software

designed by NIST scientists Barbara

Goldstein and Michael McLay to take

advantage of the capabilities of the Nil,

will allow potential customers to request

product information, such as electronic

component data sheets, from vendors

over networks such as the Internet using

their personal computers— replacing

the mail-in business reply and “bingo”

cards found at the backs of trade jour-

nals.

ELECTRONIC DATA EXCHANGE: CATALOG PAGES LINKED TO APPLICATION DATA

ATA EXCHANGE
Consumers benefit in that it is possible

to acquire the desired information

almost immediately instead of waiting

the number of days typically required to

request and receive information through

the mail— information that is restricted

to what the manufacturer projects the

customers will want. Further, customers

can query the vendor information using

a hypertext structure to determine pre-

cisely what it is they want to know at

whatever level of detail the manufacturer

provides.

The benefit to vendors is significant.

There is a very significant cost incurred

in their responding to requests generat-

ed by bingo cards (some companies have

reported costs of $20 per request), and

the nature of reply cards draws many

unproductive requests with respect to

sales. Electronic interactions enable

them to make new product information

available to target prospects in a much

faster and more efficient manner. Con-

trast the potential weeks required to

develop and create printed documenta-

tion of new product changes and publish

the facts in the industry media, with the

potential day or two necessary to revise

the on-line information and have it avail-

able for immediate dissemination over a

network.

Goldstein and McLay continued to lead

the Electronic Business Reply Card

(EBRC) demonstration team of the

National Initiative for Product Data

Exchange/ Electronic Commerce of Com-

ponent Information project in developing

EBRC demonstration software. The soft-

ware was demonstrated at the Continu-

ous Acquisition Lifecycle and Support

(CALS) Expo, November, 1993; and at

the Design Automation Conference,

June, 1994. Their team also collaborated

with Enterprise Integration Technology

(EIT), an ASIC/EDA publication to con-

struct an electronic business reply card

demonstration of an on-line journal with

network links to a breadth of technical

information.
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M
easurement of the linearity of HP 3458A digital

multimeter’s A/D converter, however, remained beyond our

grasp until the 10 volt JJ array was made available at

NIST’s Boulder Laboratories. Initially, we carried several

3458AS to Boulder and did some preliminary evaluations

using a 10-volt array and system provided by Clark

Hamilton....After seeing its value to HP as a measurement

tool, we decided to purchase our own 10 volt array and

system for use in our lab.. ..On-going support of our 10 volt

Josephson array is very important to us in maintaining our

leadership in digital multimeters.”

— Manager, HP Loveland Standards Lab

Loveland Manufacturing Center

Hewlett-Packard Company
THE NATIONAL VOLT

12 ATIONAL ELECTRICAL STANDARDS
U rrihank you again for your

i time in assisting us with the

successful operation of our

Josephson Junction. It seems new

light has been shed on some of our

other standards. We are very

pleased with its operation and the

new capabilities it provides.”

— Metrology Engineer and

Senior Metrologist

Metrology Laboratory

Martin Marietta

Astronautics

12.1 All-niobium 10-volt Josephson

voltage standard chips

NIST is a pioneer in the development of

Josephson-junction voltage array stan-

dards. In a continuation of the effort to

increase the reliability and to improve

the performance of these demces, fur-

ther enhancing their usefulness to

metrologists and to the electronics

industry, Clark Hamilton and Charles

Burroughs have successfully implement-

ed a new fabrication process for chips

that achieved both objectives.

Hamilton and Burroughs have fabricated

the first all-niobium 10-volt Josephson

voltage standard chips and achieved a

yield of more than 75%. The fabrication

process, in which niobium replaces lead

in the wiring, is based on a niobium tri-

layer structure and results in the

replacement of lead connections with

niobium connections. This process is

more difficult but results in much more

reliable chips. The new chips have

resolved an eight-year-old problem of

flux trapping in the junctions; in addi-

tion, the new design incorporates all-

gold contact pads, a feature that also

increases reliability. This technology is

available to interested companies. For

example, NIST has transferred the tech-

nology for manufacturing both 1-volt and

10-volt Josephson Voltage Standard chips

to Hypres, Inc. of Elmsford, New York.

12.2 Josephson-junction sources

for ac metrology

The potential impact of Josephson volt-

age standard arrays to the electronics

sector is greater than its use as a refer-

ence dc source of unprecedentedly low

uncertainty over its entire voltage range,

nominally -10 V to +10 V. If arrays of

adequate size can be reliably fabricated

and suitably programmed, the result m\\

be a dewce capable of synthesizing ac
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44 1\ /Ty sincere thanks for the help

IVXyou gave me in solving a

problem with our Josephson Junction

array system. I was able to get our

system operating again with minimal

loss of productivity. Your efforts have

been very helpful in transferring

technology from NIST to the Fluke

Corporation.. ..In any case, it would be

difficult to overrate the support you

gave me.”

— Metrology Engineer

Manager

Verification Tools Division

Fluke Corporation

waveforms having comparable uncertain-

ties, i.e., a quantum-based ac voltage

standard.

Clark Hamilton, Richard Kautz, and

Charles Burroughs have invented and

demonstrated a new type of programma-

ble Josephson-junction array that uses a

digital input to rapidly select any one of

several thousand quantized output volt-

ages. Their circuit uses a binary

sequence of series subarrays of shunted

Josephson junctions to make a 14-bit

digital-to-analog converter (one junction

in the first subarray, two in the second,

four in the third ...). With thirteen bias

lines, any step number in the range

-8192 to -r8192, corresponding to the

voltage range -1.2 to 1.2 V, can be select-

ed in the few microseconds required to

stabilize the bias current, in the initial

demonstration, nine of the fourteen bits

functioned correctly. When perfected,

their circuit wall make possible the syn-

thesis of very accurate ac waveforms

whose amplitude is directly derived from

the internationally accepted realization

of the volt.

12.3 High-temperature Josephson

junctions for voltage standards

The electronics industry has evinced a

long-term interest in the development of

commercial superconducting devices

and structures, which will be more eco-

nomical and simpler to maintain than

present devices and structures. For

example, Josephson-junction voltage

array standards are now cooled by liquid

helium to near 4 K, a requirement that

virtually restricts their use to first-tier

metrology laboratories.

Sam Benz, Richard Kautz, Carl Reintse-

ma, and Ron Ono are working together

on a long-term project to apply and to

demonstrate the potential advantages of

high-temperature superconductivity in a

variety of measurement situations. A

Josephson-junction array standard oper-

ating with liquid-nitrogen or closed-cycle

refrigeration is an important goal.

Toward this end, the NIST team has

demonstrated the operation of supercon-

ductor-normal-superconductor junctions

for voltage standards at 38 K.

This year, they fabricated a single yttri-

um/barium/copper oxide step-edge junc-

tion wth a gold barrier, illuminated it

with 62-GHz electromagnetic radiation,

and found the current-step amplitude of

the first quantized voltage step to be 1

vaA at 38 K. This current is a value large

enough to show that the junction could

operate at elevated temperatures with-

out being limited by thermal noise. It is

of interest to note that a temperature of

38 K can be reached with closed-cycle

refrigeration systems and does not

require liquid helium as a cryogen.

SINGLE ELECTRON TUNNELING: ELECTRON PUMP
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SUREMENT

A new long-junction model was formulat-

ed which provided an understanding of

the results. While construction of an

array requires improved junction unifor-

mity, the results obtained with a single

junction provide a proof-of-principle for

operation of voltage standards at elevat-

ed temperatures. Given its significant

interest to the scientific community as

well, Applied Physics Letters has pub-

lished a paper describing this work.

Brought to fruition, this effort will

enable more widespread commercial use

of Josephson voltage standards, and be

ideal for use in the proposed ac array

standard.

12.4 Accuracy of electron pump

Work in the field of single electronics

offers the potential for further funda-

mental standards of electrical quantities,

a goal being pursued by national labora-

tories around the world. The pursuit of

excellence in this arena is integral to

NIST’s principal mission.

Ultra-small electronic devices are funda-

mental to a new class of electronic

devices for metrological application.

NIST researchers John Martinis and

Michael Nahum have performed a

E C T R I S

detailed experimental and theoretical

analysis of factors limiting the accuracy

of a single-electron pump operating in

the millikelvin temperature range, and

demonstrated the successful perfor-

mance of an electrometer and charge

pump. Their work is credited with pro-

viding credibility to the development of

future metrological devices based on this

technology.

In a few years, single-electron devices

may make possible capacitance stan-

dards and eventually current standards

and the determination of a better value

of the fine structure constant.

12.5 Single electron tunneling for

capacitance bridge

NIST scientists Neil Zimmerman and

Alan Clark have demonstrated an impor-

tant metrological application of single

electron tunneling phenomena. The low

capacitance leakage demonstrated in

their results is essential for future exper-

iments involving electron counting in

conjunction with capacitors.

Clark and Zimmerman compared two 0.5

pF vacuum-gap capacitors at cryogenic

temperatures in a bridge circuit using a

single electron tunneling electrometer

as the null detector. An ac bridge (100 to

1000 Hz) using an inductive voltage

divider allowed about three ppm resolu-

tion for the capacitance ratio. At dc, the

precision was limited to about 200 ppm.

The leakage resistance of the two paral-

lel cryogenic capacitors was found to be

greater than 10^^ LI. Zimmerman and

Clark believe that they can improve the

capacitance measurements— by two

orders of magnitude— with a simple

redesign of the SET electrometer input

capacitance.

TANDARDS

4C T would like to take this opportunity

i to inform you of the expansion of

our business in the area of

superconducting chip holder and

cryoprobe fabrication. I would also like

to express my appreciation for your

assistance in our efforts to become

familiar with this technology and to

provide it to our customers.. ..High

Precision Devices, Inc. is a young

company.. ..Our goal is to participate

with our customers in the development

of prototype or laboratory

instrumentation, and then when

possible to commercialize those devices

that have a commercial potential. With

your help, our work in the area of

superconducting chip holders and

cryoprobes has followed this exact

model and we hope it will be a

prototype approach that we can use in

future similar situations.”

— President

High Precision Devices,

Incorporated



Programs Matrix-Managed by EEEL

In addition to the laboratory investiga-

tions conducted within EEEL, which

have been summarized under “Selected

FY 1994 Accomplishments,” the Labora-

tory manages NIST-wide programs in

microelectronics and law enforcement.

The following examples of the matrix-

managed work are given to provide a

sense of the significance, quality, and

impact of the work performed by the

cooperating Laboratories within NIST.

Office of Microelectronic
Programs

Critical dimension and overlay

metrology

Dimensions on the first integrated cir-

cuits were relatively easy to measure

optically because they were much larger

than the resolution limits of good quality

microscopes. As the sizes of the features

were reduced over the intervening years,

problems arose in accurately measuring

dimensions that were approaching, and

now have about equaled, the wavelength

of the light used in the measurement.

The transmission mode of a scanning

electron microscope has been shown to

be a very effective tool for measuring the

sizes of submicrometer features on x-ray

masks and for inspection of defects that

would be “seen” by x-rays. The feasibility

of the technique has been demonstrated

for features as small as 0.25 pm on actu-

al x-ray masks, and work is in progress to

improve the present accuracy of 10 nm.

The electron-beam interaction modeling

used to determine the accurate edge

position on the mask is currently being

modified for use with other electron-

detection modes (such as backscattered

and secondary electrons).

Micromechanical measurements

Micromechanical material properties

and behavior are fundamental to the

manufacturability and reliability of

advanced integrated circuits and inter-

connect systems. A NIST effort, led by

David T. Read of the Materials Science

and Engineering Laboratory, is based on

the premise that accurate mechanical

property information and experimental

verification of the model predictions are

prerequisites for useful models of manu-

facturability and reliability. The program

has two main focus areas; mechanical

properties of thin films, and high resolu-

tion experimental mechanics.

The mechanical properties of thin films

differ from those of bulk material

because vapor deposition techniques are

much different from processes used to

produce bulk metals. Standard test tech-

niques for obtaining mechanical proper-

ties of thin films have not been estab-

lished and techniques standardized for

bulk materials are not applicable to thin

films. A new method for measuring the

mechanical properties of thin films has

been developed and demonstrated on

suspended thin films of aluminum and

copper with titanium barrier layers.

Progress continues in improving the

accuracy of the method, understanding

and eliminating the effect of the barrier

layers, and reducing the minimum speci-

men size and understanding specimen

size effects. Sandia National Laborato-

ries has produced copper specimen films

for mechanical property measurements

and tensile specimens are now being

prepared for testing at NIST. Mechanical

properties of thin films is a proposed

topic area for the NIST Metrology

Forum, an industry-government-

university Cooperative Research and

Development Program.

Electron beam moire has been devel-

oped as an experimental technique for

examining mechanical displacements

within fields as small as 50 pm. The big

advantage is the capability to write grat-

ings for which the pitch is not limited by

the wavelength of light. Our finest grat-

ings currently have a pitch of 0.1 pm,

and have 500 lines. Thermomechanical

displacements in cross-sectioned speci-

mens of plated-through-holes have been

observed up to 150°C. At present, this

technique is being applied to verify finite

element modeling of an interconnect

structure for a multichip module, in col-

laboration with the United States Air

Force Rome Laboratories and an indus-

trial partner. Additional collaborations

are welcome.

Solderability measurements and

optimization

As the dimensions of electronic devices

decrease in size and surface-mount sol-

der joints replace through-hole connec-

tions, new demands are being placed on

the soldering process and the mechani-

cal strength of the solder joints. Improved

solderability tests and the understanding

of solder joint reactions are required to

ensure solder joint reliability under

these new conditions. Most solder con-

nections currently involve interactions

between lead-tin solder and copper wres

or pads. The influence of these reactions

on solderability measurements is being

investigated by a group led by John R.

Manning of the Materials Science and

Engineering Laboratory. In particular,

effects arising from formation of CugSng

and CugSn intermetallic compounds and

non-wettable patches are being mea-

sured. To measure unambiguously the

solderability properties of the inter-

metallics, bulk samples of these materi-

als are needed; and, to reproduce mater-



ial conditions in the solder joints, fine-

grained samples are required.

Since Cu
0
Sn

5
is not at an equilibrium

stable phase at temperatures near the

melting point, bulk samples of this alloy

cannot be prepared by conventional

slow-cooling of the liquid. Moreover, con-

ventional techniques cannot produce

fine-grained CugSn. To avoid these diffi-

culties, NIST developed special rapid-

solidification methods for preparing

these materials. Tests on these materials

showed that the intermetallics provide

much poorer wettability for Pb-Sn solder

than does copper itself. Thus, these

intermetallics, especially when oxidized,

can produce non-wettable patches dur-

ing a soldering operation.

These intermetallic reactions, including

measurements of oxidation layers,

effects of non-wettable patches on wet-

ting rates, and the influence of these

reactions on solderability tests, are being

investigated. Moreover, to aid in this

process, the phase diagram for this alloy

system is being determined. Proper

analysis and control of these reactions

require knowledge of the ternary Cu-Pb-

Sn phase diagram, showing the ranges of

compositions and temperatures where

the alloy phases of interest are stable.

Plasma processing and chemical

vapor deposition

The objective of research at NIST in

plasma processing and chemical vapor

deposition (CVD) focuses upon develop-

ment of basic physical and chemical ref-

erence data, reference plasma discharge

cells, advanced measurement methods

as potential process control techniques

and for use in validating models of plas-

ma etching, CVD processes, and compu-

tational models that describe fundamen-

tal thermochemical and kinetics data for

chemical system design in CVD reactor

modeling. In addition, modeling efforts

focus on cluster growth mechanics as a

precursor to particulate formation from

the gas phase. This research effort,

which involves teams of scientists from

three NIST laboratories, is led primarily

by James R. Whetstone of the Chemical

Science and Technology Laboratory.

Accomplishments in the area of RF

power measurements in plasma reactors

included an evaluation of a beta-test

model of a commercial rf probe to mea-

sure the power dissipation and imped-

ance of radio-frequency discharges at

13.56 MHz. The probe response was com-

pared with data from an accurate cur-

rent- and voltage-measurement system

designed and implemented at NIST.

The influence of trace amounts of

gas-phase oxygen, water, and nitrogen on

argon discharges was measured in the

GEC Reference Cell, and the concentra-

tion levels at which these gases cause

significant changes in the electrical

characteristics of the discharge were

determined. It was also possible to

demonstrate as a result of this work that

background levels of these gases can be

a significant source of irreproducibility

in plasma experiments.

In a project dealing with mass spectro-

metric measurements with application to

plasma processing, measurements of the

ion energy distributions were taken with

a new mass spectrometer system capable

of detecting ions sampled through an

orifice in the grounded electrode of the

GEC Reference Cell. Kinetic energy dis-

tributions for Ar plasma over a wide

range of plasma conditions were showm

to be in agreement with previous data

obtained using a different mass spec-

trometer system, sampling ions from the

side of the plasma region.

Work on chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) reactor modeling, and particle

formation and growih models was also

performed during FY 1994. A full two-

dimensional model for flow and particle

dynamics in an axis^nnmetric rotating-

disk chemical-vapor deposition reactor

w^as developed and validated using

experimental data from Sandia National

Laboratory. A global particle contamina-

tion parameter was identified which

specifies the particle size below which no

impacts wall occur regardless of particle

location in the inlet flow^ to the reactor.

Models of gas phase particulate forma-

tion processes focus on the effect of clus-

ter temperature and the characteristic

time for particle coalescence as a func-

tion of cluster temperature and size.

Work wms also begun on spatially-

resolved, laser-induced fluorescence

species concentration measurements in

plasma reactors, w^hich will be used to

investigate plasma etching chemistries.

Office of Law Enforcement
Standards

Police traffic radar devices

Police traffic radar has been used in this

country to detect speeding motorists for

about 40 years. During that time, radar

speed measuring dewces have evolved

from the original bulky stationary models

to the present compact and sophisticat-

ed units capable of monitoring the speed

of vehicles moving in all directions w^hile

employed in either the stationary or

moving mode. These technological

advances have greatly enhanced the

mobility, efficiency, and effectiveness of

police traffic radar operations.

Despite the technological advances,

highway safety and law enforcement

administrators must ensure that radar
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operators receive adequate training,

including recognition and avoidance of

the electronic anomalies associated with

such devices. The National Highway Ti’af-

fic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has

sponsored three programs in OLES which

should serve to upgrade both the reliabil-

ity and credibility of police traffic radar

equipment and the quality of operator

training.

NHTSA Technical Report No. DOT HS

808-069, issued in January 1994 and enti-

tled “Model Minimum Performance Spec-

ifications for Police Traffic Radar

Devices,” is a revision of DOT HS 807-

415, published in May 1989. The princi-

pal change in this document is the inclu-

sion of specifications and testing

protocols for Ka band radar units. The

document has been prepared for a num-

ber of audiences interested in police

traffic radar, including the legal commu-

nity and the radar manufacturers.

Electronic police radar calibrator

In order to support the use of cross-the-

road radar for speed enforcement in the

United States, the Office of Law Enforce-

ment Standards (OLES) has sponsored

EEEL’s development of an all-electronic

Doppler radar calibrator. The calibrator

operates at 24.1 GHz (K Band), and pro-

vides a standard radar signature that

simulates vehicles passing through a

radar beam aimed across the road. The

simulated signature includes the effect

of direction of vehicle travel. This capa-

bility is essential for interfacing with the

sophisticated signal-processing circuitry

in commercially available cross-the-road

radar systems and for assessing the

accuracy of speed measurement. The

calibrator can also be used with conven-

tional down-the-road radar speed-mea-

suring systems that have been widely

used by U.S. law enforcement agencies

for some years.

Lidar target simulator

Police traffic lidar (light detection and

ranging) devices transmit laser pulses,

then measure the time of flight of each

pulse as it reflects off a target and

returns. Time of flight implies distance,

and from a series of distance measure-

ments, speed is determined. OLES has

developed a target simulator which can

present a lidar device with a train of

echo pulses at changing delays, simulat-

ing the return of pulses from a moving

target. The simulator is based on a per-

sonal computer and a commercially

available programmable delay generator.

The software, which can also simulate

the effect of a lidar device not being held

steady, provides extensive user control

via menus and can be configured to

accommodate hardware variations. Both

government and commercial laboratories

have shown interest in using the design

and the software.

DNA standard for PCR-based

technologies

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) tech-

nology enables the rapid and efficient

amplification of minute quantities of

DNA. Depending on whether a DNA pro-

filing technique is used in a forensic,

paternity or research setting, the tissue

source of DNA can vary. As with all pro-

filing methods, methods for assuring the

quality of the analysis are critical to

establish confidence and ensure inter-

laboratory comparability. Tvvo major

quality assurance related efforts were

pursued during FY94: 1) Validation of

SRM 2391 materials and 2) Retesting

and certification of SRM 2390, DNA Pro-

filing Standard.

Development of SRM 2391 was initiated

with funding by the National Institute of

Justice through NIST’s Office of Law

Enforcement Standards. SRM 2391 is a

PCR-based DNA profiling standard devel-

oped for the forensic and paternity test-

ing communities. The SRM set includes

1) a standardized allelic ladder for the

genetic locus D1S80; 2) a DNA-based

molecular size ladder; 3) PCR amplified

products for the D1S80 locus; 4) Ten

genomic DNA samples; and 5) Two cell

lines included as intact cells spotted on

Schleicher & Schull type 903 paper, to be

used as an extraction standard. The

effort focused on validating the proposed

components through two extensive inter-

laboratory studies. Twenty-three private,

state and Federal laboratories in the

United States and Canada participated

in at least one or more of the interlabo-

ratory studies. All proposed components

of SRM 2391 were validated in these

studies. The studies also revealed that

some commonly used methods often gave

miscalls in typing. Changes in operations

by some of the laboratories to a common

format allowed consensus to be achieved

in subsequent interlaboratory tests.
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Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

Harry Diamond Memorial Award

MARTIN MISAKIAN

The United States Activities Board of the

Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers selected Martin Misakian as

the 1994 recipient of the Harry Diamond

Memorial Award. The citation recognizes

Misakian’s “conception, development, and

implementation of measurements of

power-frequency electric and magnetic

fields, especially your measurement

methodology for fields and ion densities

near both ac and dc power transmission

lines.” Misakian’s work has put the United

States at the forefront of powerline-fields

measurement in the world community.

Responding to electric power industry

needs and broader issues concerning the

siting of powerlines, Misakian developed

measurement technology that has

become crucial as concerns mount

regarding the health effects of electric

and magnetic fields from powerlines,

household appliances, and office equip-

ment. Misakian led the relevant commit-

tees in the Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers and in the

International Electrotechnical Commis-

sion to establish first U.S. and then

international standards specifying how

field measurements near powerlines

should be made. These standards were

based on his work. The importance to

the United States of the resulting stan-

dards is underlined by the nation’s

increasing dependence on electricity, the

consequent installation of ever-more-

extensive systems for transmission and

distribution, and new concerns for

health, safety, and the environment.

Misakian’s role has had direct impact on

the $190B (1994) U.S. domestic electric

power industry and on those seeking to

make the crucial determination that

there are or are not valid health issues

associated with electric power use. Fur-

ther, Misakian has provided essential

guidance on ensuring that field measure-

ments are correctly carried out in bioef-

fects experiments, through participation

in state-directed programs, invited visits

to facilities, consultations, and the

authorship of two primers for nonspe-

cialists in electrical measurements.

IEEE Fellows

The Board of Directors of the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers

(IEEE) selected three members of the

Electronics and Electrical Engineering

Laboratory for elevation to the grade of

Fellow during FY 1994.

Martin Misakian was cited “for contribu-

tions to instrumentation and measure-

ment techniques for low-frequency elec-

tric and magnetic fields.” Misakian has

been involved in many facets of the elec-

tric and magnetic fields measurement

program: research and development of

new methods and instrumentation that

have been accepted nationally and

internationally and documented in 18

archival publications, preparation of two

measurement primers for practitioners

conducting bioeffects experiments with E

and M fields, and service in technical

leadership roles in preparation of four

national and international metrology-

related standards of practice that incor-

porate techniques developed under Mis-

akian’s leadership. As part of his

outreach activities, Misakian has visited

many bioeffects experiments nationwide

in order to verify field measurement pro-

cedures and, if necessary, provide guid-

ance to the researchers. Misakian serves

or has served on five Government and

private panels and committees address-

ing the effects of electric and magnetic

fields.

T. Michael Souders was cited “for advanc-

ing the state of the art in characterizing

and testing of data converters, waveform

digitizers, and equivalent-time sampling

systems.” Souders has led work at NIST

that has provided U.S. industry with need-

ed new metrology tools; precision step

generators; measurement, calibration, and

testing procedures for current transform-

ers, alternating-current shunts, and preci-

sion analog/digital data converters; sam-

pling-type instruments employing data

converters; and efficient, analytically rig-

orous testing strategies that permit manu-

facturers of electronic components to

reduce the number of test points used to

characterize a device, in one example,

from about 8000 to under 100. NIST test-

ing strategies algorithms are now in use by

manufacturers of both test equipment and

semiconductor devices. Souders chairs the

IEEE committee that developed a consen-

sus standard for waveform recorders; this

standard incorporates numerous test

methods developed at NIST.

Gordon IV Day was cited “for technical

contributions and leadership in lightwave

measurements and optical fiber sensors.”

Day has an international reputation,

most recently in the area of optical-fiber

sensors. He participated in a team whose

electrically calibrated pyroelectric detec-

tor won an IR 100 Award in 1975 and led

the development of an optical-fiber cur-

rent sensor which won an R&D 100

Award (successor to the IR 100 Award)
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Excellence in Technology Transfer from

the Federal Laboratory Consortium for

Technology Transfer for effectively pro-

viding the technology embodied in this

sensor to the 3M Company. One design of

current sensor developed by his team has

a minimum detectable current of about

220 nA/Hz‘'^\ several orders of magnitude

lower than any previous optical current

sensor. Day has been recognized by the

Department of Commerce with a Gold

Medal in 1974 as a member of a group

that carried out precise wavelength and

frequency measurements for the

methane-stabilized helium-neon laser at

3.39-pm wavelength and a Silver Medal

in 1983 as a member of a group that

made outstanding contributions to multi-

mode optical fiber metrology that result-

ed in “significant benefits to the optical

fiber industry.”

Whitehead Memorial Lecture

The work of Richard J Van Brunt was

recognized by IEEE Dielectrics and Elec-

trical Insulation Society through the

invitation to deliver the 1994 Whitehead

Memorial Lecture. This highly presti-

gious lecture is only awarded to out-

standing experts, and reflects interna-

tional recognition. The last NIST/NBS

(National Bureau of Standards) invitee

was John B. Hoffman, Director of the

NBS National Measurement Laboratory

in 1975. Van Brunt’s Lecture, entitled

“Physics and Chemistry of Partial Dis-

charge and Corona - Recent Advantages

and Future Challenges,” is a review of

the results of recent experimental and

theoretical work dealing with the basic

physical and chemical processes in par-

tial discharge and corona. Van Brunt’s

work at NIST, particularly the results

obtained for air, SF6, and SFgOg gas mix-

tures in point-plane or point-dielectric

barrier gaps, has established his reputa-

tion as a world-class researcher in this

field.

Department of Commerce

Gold Medal

A gold medal was awarded to a NIST

team consisting ofMatt Young, Paul

Hale, Tim,othy J. Drapela, and Steve

Mechels of the Electronics and Electrical

Engineering Laboratory and to Theodore

D. Doiron of the Manufacturing Engi-

neering Laboratory “for enabling U.S.

manufacturers at their request to pro-

duce optical fiber of accurately con-

trolled dimensions and to gain advantage

in world markets.”

PAUL HALE, STEVE MECHELS, TIMOTHY J. DRAPELA,

MAH YOUNG

Responding to the urgent need of U.S.

companies, the team developed measure-

ment technology that made it possible for

U.S. optical-fiber manufacturers to

improve control of fiber geometry to meet

the requirements of plug-in connectors.

Simplified connectors became necessary

when the number of connectors in a sys-

tem grew large, as in local-area networks.

The industry has standardized on a

cladding (outer) diameter of 125 pm.

The NIST work resulted in a fiber diame-

ter Standard Reference Material (SRM)

certified with an uncertainty less than 50

nanometers, together with three evaluat-

ed methods for measuring fiber diameter.

Major U.S. manufacturers (annual cable

shipments worth $890M) have calibrated

their fiber-drawing towers with the SRM.

NIST

Bronze Medals

Barbara J. Belzer was “honored for devel-

oping and implementing a key NIST-

industry intercomparison of semiconduc-

tor thin-film measurements determined

ellipsometrically.” This work defines U.S.

baseline performance and establishes a

working basis for industry use of a Stan-

dard Reference Material (SRM) having an

oxide layer 10-nm thick. As devices shrink,

accurate control of the thickness of insu-

lating films becomes more challenging

and more critical. Industry relies on NIST

thin-film oxide SRMs to prowde a reliable

means for standardizing the required mea-

surements. Belzer’s careful attention to

specimen stability materially improved the

results by minimizing the effects of factors

that could have masked the true measure-

ment capabilities of the participants.

James K Olthoffw-ds “cited for advanc-

ing the understanding of plasma process-

es as applied to semiconductor process-

ing, with special emphasis on plasma

diagnostics.” He played a critical role in

the development of a U.S. research effort

involving the use of a reference design of

a radiofrequency-discharge cell to pro-

vide knowledge needed by the semicon-

ductor industry in applying plasma pro-

cessing. The industry regards plasma

processing to be an essential fabrication

technology for advanced microelectronic

devices. Olthoff led the EEEL contribu-

tion to establishing a world-class labora-

tory to conduct research on plasma diag-

nostics, jointly with the Physics

Laboratory and the Computer Science

and Technology Laboratory. Further, he

has led research on measuring ion kinet-

ic-energy distributions of cell plasmas. In

addition, Olthoff chairs a committee of

cell users, edits a users’ newsletter, and

has organized special workshops and

technical sessions on the cell.

John S. Suehle was “honored for develop-

ing a method for testing semiconductor-

de\dce oxides at higher temperatures

than previously possible.” This method

has resulted in improved capability for
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modeling oxide performance needed by

industry and has reduced test times.

Device designers need to be able to esti-

mate how long oxide insulator layers in

microelectronic de\dces can resist volt-

age breakdown in use, which maybe
years. The reliability of oxide layers had

been predicted by subjecting them to

high voltage. Suehle’s work has demon-

strated that subjecting the oxides to high

voltage changes the failure mechanism

with respect to normal operation and

that raising the temperature but not the

voltage accelerates the failure without

introducing new failure mechanisms.

William P. Slichter Award

ROBERT I. SCACE

Robert I. Scace has been recognized for

leading NIST’s interaction with the U.S.

semiconductor industry. He promoted

key contacts with industry and the con-

sortium SEMATECH, pursued and orga-

nized continuing interchange with these

contacts on his own part and on the part

of others at NIST, and demonstrated

NIST delivery in response to industry

needs. The results were so effective that.

once industry leaders recognized metrol-

ogy’s key role in advanced competitive

products, they chose to rely on NIST to

lead in the development of that metrologj^:

the combination of measurement needs

and the record of useful solutions from

NIST led the Semiconductor Industry

Association to successfully urge the

establishment of the National Semicon-

ductor Metrology Program at NIST at a

level of $25M per year.

Other Organizations

R&D Magazine: R&D 100 Award

For ’work resulting from a collaboration of

scientists from EEEL working under a

Cooperative Research and Development

Agreement (CRADA) with an industry

partner, Ballantine Laboratories, Incorpo-

rated, Cedar Knolls, New^ Jersey, NIST

received its 75th R&D 100 aw^ard. The

awmrd was presented to Joseph Kinard

and Donald Novotny of NIST and Guest

Scientist De-Xiang Huang of Ballantine

Laboratories for the development of a

multijunction ac to dc thermal voltage

converter (MJTC) designed to be fabricat-

ed with methods developed for microelec-

tronic chips. Thermal converters are the

most accurate calibration standards for ac

voltage and current, and also produce the

most precise measm’ement method for both.

The aw^ard-winning thin-film converters

result from applying modern semiconduc-

tor processing technologj^ to the fabrica-

tion of carefully patterned heater/thermo-

couple structures and represent a

substantive improvement over the electri-

cal performance of the usual wire thermal

converters. Furthermore, it is estimated

that they can be produced with a cost

range of $100 to $200 each, depending on

the electrical parameters, as opposed to a

corresponding range of $150 to $2500 for

present standards. The new^ thin-film

MJTCs will offer secondary calibration

laboratories a combination of technology'

and performance which closely approach-

es primary standard capability.

Electronic Industries Association

(EIA)

EIA recognized the standards work of

Douglas L. Franzen with its Engineering

Department Distinguished Contributions

Award for “significant leadership contri-

butions in fiber optic round-robins lead-

ing to widespread agreement of measure-

ment results.” Franzen chairs the EIA

(now Telecommunications Industry

Association) Task Group on Round-Robin

Testing. At NIST, Franzen has led a pro-

gram of test methods development and

evaluation in support of lightwave com-

munications. An important aspect of this

effort has been the use of inteiiaboratory

trials to evaluate the implementation of

selected measurement methods as ele-

ments of industrial practice. As a result

of the work of Franzen’s program, indus-

try' has a standardized set of over two

dozen test methods for characterizing

technologically significant parameters

for communications-grade fiber. The

existence of this set has promoted mar-

ketplace interactions and improved the

U.S. competitive position.

Conference on Precision

Electromagnetic Measurements:

Young Scientist Award

Papers submitted by EEELs Bryan C.

Waltrip md Svetlana Avramov, a Guest

Scientist from the University of No\dsad,

Nowsad, dJigoslawa, have been recognized

with \bung Scientist Aw'ards by the 1994

Conference on Precision Electromagnetic

Measurements. As part of the award, each

received a travel stipend to permit them

to attend the Conference at NIST Boulder

to present their papers. Waltrip discussed

the “Design and Performance Evaluation

of the NIST Digital Impedance Bridge.”

Awamov presented the “Audio Frequency

Analysis of Inductive Voltage Dhiders

Based on Structural Models.” Both papers

highlighted recent Dhdsion research to

advance the state-of-the-art in impedance

measurement and to improve NIST’s

impedance measurement seiwices in

response to evolwog industry needs. To

qualify for the award, candidates must

have fewer than five years of work experi-

ence and have played a key role in the

research effort described in the paper.

Fifteen awards were given this year.



FY 1994 CRADAs

EEEL participated in 34 Cooperative

Research and Development Agreements

(CRADAs) with industry during FY 1994.

Nine CRADAs were in the process of being

negotiated during the year and 11

CRADAs were terminated. CRADA partici-

pants included large and small companies

across the nation. EEEL actively seeks

industrial, academic, and non-profit part-

ners to work collaboratively on projects of

mutual benefit. Special efforts are made

to tailor cooperative programs to the indi-

vidual needs of research partners.

CRADAs typically cover joint research

efforts in which both NIST and the coop-

erating company provide staff, equipment,

facilities, and/or funds, in any number of

possible combinations for a project of

mutual interest. Under a CRADA, NIST

can protect confidential or proprietary

information exchanged during the project,

keep research results confidential, and

provide exclusive rights for intellectual

property developed. EEEL welcomes

industry to collaborate on projects of

mutual interest through the CRADA for-

mat. A detailed directory of research areas

available for cooperative research, enti-

tled Guide to NIST, can be obtained at no

cost using fax number: (301) 926-1630.

Harris Corporation: Power Mosfet Devel-

opment

Vitesse Semiconductor Corporation: Test

Chip for High-Density Multilevel Inter-

connect for GaAs IC Fabrication

Xerox Corporation: Three-Dimensional

Structuring of MEMs Ti’ansducer Arrays

Center for Research in Electro-Optics

and Lasers: Analysis of Lithographic

Infrared Antennas

Quantum Magnetics: Voltage Standards

SEMATECH: Semiconductor Technology

and Processes

Best Technology, Incorporated: Study of

Improved Single-Junction Thermoele-

ments

EPRI, Canadian Electrical Association,

Ontario Hydro, Martin Marietta Energy

Systems, and Hydro-Quebec: Investiga-

tion of SgFjQ Production, Detection, and

Mitigation

Julie Research Laboratories, Incorporated:

Investigation of Methods for Characteri-

zation and Performance of Thermal Con-

verters at High Voltage

North American Philips Corporation:

Efficacy of Real-Time Image Processing

Algorithms

South Carolina Research Authority:

Advanced Manufacturing of Electrical

Products

Square D Company: A Study of Calibra-

tion Techniques for Optical-Current

Ti'ansducer

Alliance Technologies, Incorporated:

Component Libraries for Circuit Simula-

tors

Analogy, Incorporated: Power Semicon-

ductor Devices in Electronic Circuits

Bio-Rad Laboratories, Incorporated,

Semiconductor Division: Test Structures

to Enable Referencing of Measurements

Made by Commercial Optical-Metrology

Overlay Systems

Digital Instruments, Incorporated:

Development of Capacitance Microscopy

General Electric CRD: Parameter

Extraction for High-Power IGBTs

Optical E.T.C., Incorporated: Integrated

Dynamic Thermal-Emitter Arrays

RF Microsystems, Incorporated; Naval

Command and Control Ocean Surveil-

lance Center: Microwave CMOS Micro-

machined Power Systems

Zenith Microcircuits Corporation: Uti-

lization of VLSI-jype Test Structures for

Enhancing the Manufacturability of SAW
Devices

Cascade Microtech, Incorporated: MMIC
Consortium

Texas Instruments: MMIC Consortium

U.S. Air Force Base, Newark AFB, Aero-

space Guidance and Metrology Center:

MMIC Consortium

TRW, Incorporated: MMIC Consortium

ITT Defense Technology Corporation:

MMIC Consortium

Tektronix, Incorporated: Transmission-

Line Characterization Using Time-

Domain Instrumentation

Wiltron Company: Validate Commercial

VNA Performance

The Boeing Company: Optical Compo-

nents

Hewlett Packard Company: Development

of Wavelength Calibration Equipment for

Optical Spectrum Analyzers and Tunable

Diode Lasers

Hewlett Packard Company, Meadowlark

Optics: Development of Standard Polar-

ization Components

IMRA America, Incorporated: Rare-earth

Doped Waveguide DBR Lasers and Polar-

ization Discriminating Receivers

International Business Machines Corpo-

ration: Thin Film for Magnetic Storage

Media

Martin Marietta Corporation: Millimeter-

wave Components Using High-Tempera-

ture Superconductors

Quantum Magnetics, Incorporated: Mag-

netic Imaging

RMC, Incorporated: Commercial Joseph-

son Voltage Standard

Schott Glass Technologies, Incorporated:

Active Glasses for Integrated Optical

Devices

Superconducting Core Technologies:

Tunable Microwave Devices Using Thin-

Film Ferroelectrics

The Regents of the University of Col-

orado: General Agreement for Collabora-

tive Research in Optical Electronics

Ballantine Laboratories, Incorporated:

Thin-film Multijunction Thermal Con-

verters
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